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Stage Fright and Various Failures: A Conversation with Ho Tzu Nyen
Ho Tzu Nyen

He Zhiyuan (HZY): For most Singaporeans, the history of the island-state begins in 1819
with the arrival of Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles, who established it as a trading port for the
East India Company. But you chose to begin your artistic career in 2003 with Utama –
Every Name in History is I, an installation of paintings and a film about Sang Nila Utama –
the neglected and forgotten pre-colonial founder of Singapore. Was this beginning at the
pre-colonial beginnings of your country a deliberate choice?
Ho Tzu Nyen (HTN): There is a story about Raffles that I really like. In 1823, while living in his
newly constructed bungalow on Bukit Larangan in Singapore, Raffles suffered from a bout of
tropical fever. In the throes of his delirium, he received a vision or perhaps a visitation by the
Malay kings who had come to this island some 500-600 years before him. It should be said
that Bukit Larangan, in Malay, means the Forbidden Hill – so named because it was the
sacred burial grounds of the ancient Malay ruling dynasty. Upon waking up, and still
depressed, Raffles wrote to his friend William Mardsen, saying that the tombs of the Malay
Kings are close at hand; and that if it is his fate to die here in Singapore, he shall take his
place amongst these. Just as he has walked in their footsteps in the  ‘founding’  of  Singapore,  
he now dreams of following them to their graves.

Raffles on his voyage of discovery.
Still from video component of Utama – Every Name in History is I (2003), DV, 23 min.
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Raffles was a child of the Romantic Age, which was the great age of dreams of origins and
originality . And perhaps this romantic predisposition made him particularly sensitive to a
form of haunting – a haunting by one’s  predecessor,  a  feeling  that  one  owes  a  debt  to  a  
precursor that can never be discharged, because the debtor is a phantom, a ghost-father.
Ghost-fathers come in a multiplicity of guises and names. But to tell a story, one has to
begin somewhere, and I chose to begin with Sang Nila Utama, the first king of the Malays,
the one who was said to have given Singapore its name.

Utama on his voyage of discovery.
Still from video component of Utama – Every Name in History is I (2003), DV, 23 min.

Utama was believed to have arrived on the island between the 13th and 14th centuries,
when he spotted a lion along the shores of the island, and thus gave Singapore its name. In
Sanskrit,  ‘Singa’  means  lion,  while  ‘pore’  is  derived  from  the  word  ‘pura’,  or  city. This
founding was described in a most spectacular fashion in the Malay Annals:1 ‘And they all
beheld a strange animal. It seemed to move with great speed; it had a red body and a black
head; its breast was white; it was strong and active in build, and in size was rather bigger
than a he-goat. When it saw the party, it moved away and then disappeared. And Sri Tri
Buana (another name for Utama) inquired of  all  those  who  were  with  him,  “What  beast  is  
that?” But no one knew. Then said Demang  Lebar  Daun,  “Your Highness, I have heard it said
1

[Editor’s  note:]  The  first  edited  text  of  the  Sejarah Melayu, or the Malay Annals, was edited by
Abdullah bin Abdulkadir Munshi (1796-1854; usually referred to as Munshi Abdullah) and published in
Singapore in about 1831, though there have been disagreements over the actual publication date.
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that in ancient times it was a lion that had that appearance. I think that what we saw must
have been a lion”.’
But lions have never been a part  of  Singapore’s  eco-system. To begin at the beginning is
always to begin with fiction, and as fiction.

Utama at the Hunt for the Lion of Singapore
Painting from Utama – Every Name in History is I (2003), acrylic and ink on canvas

HZY: This passage from the Malay Annals reminds me of the primal scene as it has been
staged in psychoanalytic discourses – the moment where a child encounters a reenactment of his or her own origin, which Freud dramatised as a traumatic witnessing of
parental intercourse – an experience marked by sexual agitation and violence and which
can only be recollected by the child in a disguised form.
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HTN: Freud was one of the greatest poets of originary myths. And the agitation and violence
that you mentioned saturates  the  scene  of  this  encounter  with  the  ‘lion’.    It  is  embodied  by
the great speed and monstrous appearance of the chimera. To contain this trauma, the
chimera must be domesticated by being given a name. And in turn, this process of naming
opens up to a process of wish fulfilment. We must understand the phantasmic projection of
the lion as a manifestation of the desire to establish a new dynasty founded upon the
legitimizing authority of the ‘singasana’ or the ‘lion  throne’, a major symbol of Malay and
Indonesian royalty. From the absence at the heart of origins, theatre emerges – theatre as
simultaneously concealment and the projection of power.
HZY: Speaking about theatre, even though Utama began as an art installation, it
subsequently also became a performance. How did this happen?
HTN: Due to the historical nature of this work, I was given the opportunity to present the
project as a lecture in a number of pre-tertiary and tertiary educational institutions in
Singapore. The lecture included discussions of the process of making the work, as well as the
larger historical contexts in which this myth of origins is embedded. Repeated deliveries of
this lecture led to an expansion of its scope and a formalisation of its mode of presentation.
In other words, a script for performance has emerged, and jokes were repeated. Eventually,
I was invited to present it at a number of theatrical events and performing arts festivals, first
abroad, then in Singapore. That’s  how,  for  the  first  time  in  my  life, I found myself on a stage,
performing for a paying audience. Quite frankly, I have always been averse to being on
stage. I have always found it difficult coming face to face with an audience – that hydra-like
creature hidden in the dark. All I see is the whites of eyes and teeth. It’s  something  like  the  
virtual smile of the Cheshire Cat except that it is hard to make out if the creature is smiling
or snarling.

Documentation of the performance lecture for Utama – Every Name in History is I (2003)
KunstenFestivaldesArts, Brussels, Belgium, 2006, 60 min.
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But still, this performance had to be done in the interest of dissemination. The installation
was circulating at various art exhibitions while the film had its own separate existence in film
festivals, before being mass released so that schools in Singapore could acquire the film for
their libraries. The lecture was just another way to keep the work in circulation, and to
engage with a different set of audiences.
HZY: This concern with dissemination seems to be at the heart of the next project that you
did, 4 x 4 – Episodes of Singapore Art (2005). This is a television series about four
Singaporean artworks that you wrote and directed as part of a visual arts exhibition. Tell
us how this work came about.
HTN: I was commissioned by the Singapore Art Show that year to produce a new work and I
used the commission money to purchase four half-hour prime-time slots of airtime, on the
‘Arts  Central’  channel  from  the  national  broadcaster. Subsequently, I got in touch with a
production company that produces commercials to create a four-episode TV series. Each of
these episodes is centered on a work of art produced by a Singaporean artist. The first of
these works was a painting, Tropical Life (1959), by Cheong Soo Pieng; the second was a
piece of conceptual artwork, 5ft. x 5ft. (Singapore River) (1972), by Cheo Chai Hiang; then a
performance art intervention Don’t  Give  Money  to  the  Arts (1995), by Tang Da Wu; and
finally,  Lim  Tzay  Chuen’s  unrealised project, Alter #11 (2002).

Video still from 4 x 4 – Episodes of Singapore Art (2005), four episode TV series, 23 min. each
Episode four: Lim Tzay Chuen: The Invisible Artwork

I wanted to produce something that could be disseminated to the largest possible number of
people in Singapore, for free. Roberto Rossellini has already led the way with his turn from
filmmaking to creating great pedagogic programmes for television. But I was also curious to
experience the economy of audio-visual production in Singapore. I wanted first-hand
experience of how television programmes are made, and to see if I might be able to do
something different.
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HZY: In all four episodes of 4 x 4, you had two actors who were simultaneously performing
the function of a traditional television programme presenter and playing a dramatic role.
And they were perpetually arguing about the work of art in question. Was this an attempt
to dialectically open up interpretations of the artworks in question?
HTN: That’s  right. I wanted to experiment with the possible modes of address in the format
of a television programme. Like  ‘lifestyle’  programmes or the news, programmes about art
always include a presenter who functions as a guide for the viewer and the presenter always
addresses the viewer on the other side of the television screen directly. This direct address is
the source of the presenter’s  authority  – he or she commands the attention of the audience
at home, in order to tell them something  that  they  don’t  know  about, but should know.

Video-still from 4 x 4 – Episodes of Singapore Art (2005), four episode TV series, 23 min. each
Episode 1: Cheong Soo Pieng – A Dream of Tropical Life

In reality, the presenter is merely addressing the mechanical eye of a camera – the public
being addressed is nothing but an imaginary entity. Yet this very act of addressing an
imaginary public has the strange power to generate a real public opinion. It has the power
to materialise the very public it imagines. And this is the power of advertising and
propaganda. At the same time, this practice of addressing of an imaginary public reminded
me of the time I spent in my late teens working on a corporate video for a mental
institution, when I encountered many patients addressing seemingly invisible audiences.
HZY: This sounds like something that came out in the feature film HERE, that you did in

2009, which was set in a mental institution. The film oscillates between a documentary
format and more typical fictional scenes. In the documentary scenes, the patients in the
hospital are constantly addressing a presence on the other side of the camera, a presence
whom we never see.
HTN: That’s  right. HERE was an attempt to present the paradox of self-consciousness – or
how one is able to generate what Antonio Damasio called the movie-in-the-brain, while
simultaneously generating the observer of that movie. This is a long-standing obsession that
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permeates almost all of my work.
The procedure of directly addressing the viewer is commonplace in television – which strives
to compel attention by overcoming the distractions of the environment. But in a cinema,
where attention is more easily assured, direct address is usually avoided so that the
audience can remain hidden in the comfort of their anonymity. If a character from the film
speaks directly to you, the effect is often unbearably comic and uncomfortable. Which is to
say, directly addressing an audience in film fiction has an immense power, which can only be
harnessed through the cloak of a documentary mode.

Film still from HERE (2009), feature film, HD, 89 min.

This is similar to the structure of addressing that I constructed with 4 x 4, where the
presenter-function is always shared between an actor and an actress.
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Video still from 4 x 4 – Episodes of Singapore Art (2005)
Episode 3: Tang Da Wu – The Most Radical Gesture, four episode TV series, 23 min. each

At any one time, only one of them appears, while the other recedes into an implied, offscreen presence behind the camera. So when either one of the presenters addresses the
camera directly, he or she is always addressing the other presenter instead of an imaginary
audience. I wanted to find a way to build a shield between the presenter and the potential
audience, to mediate the authority of whatever is being said about the artworks in question.

Video still from 4 x 4 – Episodes of Singapore Art (2005)
Episode 3: Tang Da Wu – The Most Radical Gesture, four episode TV series, 23 min. each
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HZY: This question of authority in relation to the image brings me to the next work that I
would like to discuss – The Bohemian Rhapsody Project (2006). This was commissioned for
the first Singapore Biennale, which, very significantly, was held at the City Hall, where the
former Supreme Court of Singapore was housed. And your video is made up of footage of
an audition held in one of these courts?
The location of the Biennale was a great opportunity to express one of my many
disagreements with penal system in Singapore – the death penalty. Before the film-shoot,
we sent out notices for an audition to find an actor for the lead role in a film called
Bohemian Rhapsody. Auditioning actors were asked to memorise the lyrics of the song with
the same name by the British band Queen.
Twenty young men arrived for the audition, and were immediately put into orange prison
jumpsuits by policemen, handcuffed and led to the  Defendant’s  box,  where  they  were  put  
on  ‘trial’. There, six beautiful angels cheered them on as they were tested on their spoken
dramatization of the words of the song – which are really the final words of a man about to
be put to death.

Video still from The Bohemian Rhapsody Project (2006), DV, 6 min. 20 sec.

The anxiety of the auditioning actors becomes conflated with the terror of criminals on trial
– just as the judgment of the director fuses with the life-and-death judgment of the court.
The actual film never materialised – nor was it meant to, but the resulting audition footage
was edited to the original duration and rhythmic structure of the song. What came out of it
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was a musical courtroom drama that was also a record of its own making. In this way, all the
actors who auditioned got their parts – a happy ending, in which judgment is suspended.
HZY: This usage of the audition as a format, and the concern about judgment is something
that continues in the first two parts of The King Lear Project (2007-08), a four-part
theatrical series for the stage. For this work you chose to stage critical essays about King
Lear,  rather  than  Shakespeare’s  version  of  it. What were the reasons for this?
HTN: Frankly, King Lear has already been staged so many times, and  I  didn’t  think  I  could do
any better, nor was I interested in trying to do so. Also, the play is so well known, I thought
that we could use the opportunity to do something else with it, to go somewhere else with
it. I was also struck by the fact that in the strongest writings about King Lear by
Shakespearean critics, there is often a form of creative interpretation that comes close to
poetry, and I wanted to find a way to bring this writing on theatre back onto the stage. Each
of the four parts of The King Lear Project is named after an existing critical essay about King
Lear. The first installment, The Avoidance of Love,  was  based  on  Stanley  Cavell’s  essay,  ‘The
Avoidance of Love: A Reading of King Lear’. It took the form  of  a  ‘live’ and unrehearsed
audition for the roles of the three daughters of King Lear.

Documentation of The King Lear Project, Part 1: The Avoidance of Love (2007)
Esplanade Theatre Studio, 60 min.

The next three parts of the series consisted of Lear Enters, based on Marvin Rosenberg’s  
essay of the same name. And this took the form of an unrehearsed audition for the role of
King Lear. This was followed by Dover Cliff and the Conditions of Representation, named
after  Jonathan  Goldberg’s  essay  of  the  same  name, and it consisted of a series of ‘live’
rehearsals for scenes from King Lear which had traditionally proved most challenging for the
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lighting, sound and stage design. The fourth and final installment, The Lear Universe, was
based  on  G.  Wilson  Knight’s  essay  of  the  same  name. This took the form of a post-show
discussion that was completely  staged  in  a  way  to  deny  the  ‘real’ audience any chance of
interaction.

Documentation of The King Lear Project, Part 3: Dover Cliff and the Limits of Representation (2008)
Kunstenfestivaldesarts, KVS-Bol, Brussels, Belgium, 120 min. (Photo: Manuel Versaen)

HZY: For The Lear Universe, you had staged the ‘post-show  discussion’ in a way that every
question and answer somehow leads to the entire play restarting. I remember that the
audiences were laughing at the beginning, but by the time this repetition happened the
fifth or sixth time, some of them were getting really furious, especially when the play
stretched on for almost three hours.
HTN: The Lear Universe was a perversion of interactive theatre. Speech had to be denied to
the audience, and their frustration exacerbated, so that we could collectively arrive at a
state that was close to the purgatorial world that Knight had described as the Lear Universe.
This stasis brought about a hallucinatory slowing down of time, which was close to how I had
experienced performances of drone-based music. The duration of the work and the
structure of repetition were crucial in achieving this intensity, which I believe opens up the
sensorium to new and interesting experiences of time and space. A lot of the work that I do
are attempts to induce these states of affectivity.
HZY: Were there any formal rules that underlined the production of the four episodes?
HTN: All four parts of The King Lear Project were carried out according to certain basic
principles. Rehearsals were carried out only on a fragmentary basis with the actors, and full
rehearsals with the ensemble cast were completely avoided. In this way, a sense of
uncertainty permeated the entire performance. Most of the spoken lines were either
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directly sampled from critical essays, or left to the  actors’ improvisation, so that the
performance was constantly open to chance. I wanted to introduce a kind of stuttering and
awkwardness into the theatrical machine.

Documentation of The King Lear Project, Part 1: The Avoidance of Love (2007)
Esplanade Theatre Studio, 60 min.

Another key concern was to have the audience function built into the performances. The
actors who participated in The King Lear Project can be divided into two groups. There were
actors playing actors on stage, and there were actors who were playing the roles of the
director, the assistant and the producer. Therefore, the first group of actors is always playing
to and performing for the second group. This closed circuit ensures that the performances
could  take  place  in  the  absence  of  the  ‘real’,  paying  audience.  At  the  same  time,  the  ‘real’  
audience members are effectively transformed into second-order observers. They are
observing the second group of actors observing the first group of actors.
HZY: So you were also building a kind of membrane between the audience and the
performers – similar to what you were attempting to do with 4 x 4?
HTN: There are certainly similarities, but there are also differences in the modes of address
between television and the stage. After all, actors on a stage perform in the presence of a
‘real’  audience  and  not  a  camera,  and  their  presence  results  in  a  very  different  kind  of  power  
structure. On stage, the actors are vulnerable to the energies – real or imagined – that
emanates  from  the  ‘live’  audience. If the membrane in 4 x 4 was meant to shield the
audience from the authority of the presenters, the membrane in The King Lear Project was
meant to shield the performers and audience from each other.
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An image of the actual audience projected on screen during performance.
Documentation of The King Lear Project, Part 1: The Avoidance of Love (2007)
Esplanade Theatre Studio

I think that a lot of this need for creating shields comes from my own experiences – not only
of performing the lecture of Utama on stage, but also of sitting amongst the audience in
plays. I’ve  often been terrified by a kind of excessive theatricality that emerges when actors
are playing to the audience, in the same way that I’ve  always found it excruciating to be in
the presence of people who try too hard to please.
HZY: Would you say that this this need for love is one of the dominant themes of
Shakespeare’s  King Lear?
HTN: Exactly. King Lear begins with the famous secession scene where he demands that his
three daughters perform a declaration of love for him before he would give them their third
of the kingdom. In other words, Lear wanted to direct a play where his three daughters were
the actresses, and his subjects, the audience. The two older daughters deliver marvellous
performances, but Cordelia, the youngest freezes. She  can’t  perform  because  she  is  the  only  
one who really loves the old King. It is easy to pretend  to  say  something  that  you  don’t  
mean, but it is impossible to pretend when the words are heartfelt – this is why Cordelia
freezes.
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The actress who was Cordelia
Documentation of The King Lear Project, Part 1: The Avoidance of Love (2007)
Esplanade Theatre Studio

For me, the girl who was to be Cordelia can only be played by a non-actress. Her unease on
stage must be physically palpable. For me, silence and the awkwardness are two of the most
profound and intense forms of realism on stage.
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HZY: For me, The King Lear Project is an allegory of theatre in Singapore, which exists in a
kind of complex Oedipal relationship to the State, and where there is almost this
desperate need for love, embodied in its tendency to play to the audience.
HTN: Yes, I do think that the culture of theatre in Singapore is thoroughly Oedipalised. The
State is a censuring – and censoring – Father handing out the dole. But I think that it is also
important to see that this Oedipus complex is something profoundly internalised by theatre
practice here, for example in the relationship between actors and the director, or between
the theatre company and the audience.
The conditions for making theatre here seem to make it more vulnerable to these forces
than say the visual arts – which is much more autonomous, mobile and fluid. The resources
needed for making theatre simply makes it much more of a hostage to the State – and the
box-office. With the extremely small critical mass of audience here, it is perhaps inevitable
that theatre companies face an exceptional pressure to play to the audience – the
theatricalisation of theatre, in order to survive.
HZY: Would you say that you have an inherent fear of theatre?
HTN: I would say that I am terrified of theatricality – which is not quite the same thing as
having a fear of theatre.
For me, the most vital theatrical practices of the last few decades had in one way or another
sought to either confront theatricality or to defeat it, for example Brechtian alienation or
Artaud’s  alchemical theatre. But Singaporean theatrical practice today has remained largely
bound to the tenets of naturalism and a continued privileging of text, which is not all that
different from the format of a televised soap opera. It does not help that public policymaking with regards to the arts has been undertaken under the highly destructive view that
art is and should be produced for the masses, the people, or the grassroots, thus erasing the
line between art and mass-entertainment, and stifling the will to experiment.
HZY: I think complete absorption in a task is also a way in which a performer can be kept
from becoming conscious of the audience, like the musicians that you work with in the
performances of EARTH (2009-12) and The Song of the Brokenhearted Tiger (2012). Tell us
more about these works.
HTN: EARTH consists  of  ‘live’  musicians  and  50 filmed actors constantly oscillating between
consciousness and unconsciousness. During filming, the actors are perpetually absorbed in a
complex system of cues as the 42-minute film is done in three continuous long takes. This
ensures that the actors reach a state of semi-automatism, which prevents them from playing
to the camera, or any imagined audience.
The screen on which they are projected, also functions as a screen that separates them from
the presence of the living audience. Perhaps they are like ghosts, living out cycles of waking
and sleeping in an adjacent dimension.
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Still from EARTH (2009-12), HD, 42 min.

At the same time, the musicians performing  ‘live’  to  the film are immersed in producing a
continuous track of long duration that is synchronised to the flow of images. The complexity
of the task renders them oblivious to the presence of the audience. In a strange way, the
musicians standing right before the audience are not really there. They are elsewhere.

Documentation of performance, The Song of the Brokenhearted Tiger (2012),
Esplanade Theatre Studio, Singapore, 60 min.

I’ve  always  found  images  of  people  in  extreme  states  of  concentration to be highly moving.
And what I find fascinating about musicians is that this other space in which they are
immersed is aurally materialised for us to enter into, to lose ourselves in.
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Documentation of performance, The Song of the Brokenhearted Tiger (2012),
Esplanade Theatre Studio, Singapore, 60 min.

The Song of the Brokenhearted Tiger consists of four musicians, placed upon four separate
pedestals, and a traditional Malay dancer, isolated in a tank-like structure that resembles a
screen. Throughout the 60 minutes of the performance, the musicians are completely
immersed in a single, continuous drone-metal track, which tells the story of the Malayan
tigers that had once roamed Singapore, but which became extinct with the coming of the
British. The separation of the musicians from each other breaks up the normal modes of
communication and interaction that takes place amongst a band during performance, hence
reinforcing a form of deep concentration in the music. The constant presence of theatrical
smoke further reduces visibility between musicians and the audience, and creates an
atmosphere  in  the  audience’s  experience  of  time  can  be  stretched  out.  At  the  same  time,  
the dancer – in the vein of Malay shamans who were said to possess the ability to transform
into tigers – enters into a state of trance.
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Documentation of performance, The Song of the Brokenhearted Tiger (2012),
Esplanade Theatre Studio, Singapore, 60 min.

HZY: And the music produced the performance is also extremely repetitive and very loud.
HTN: The repetitive structure and the extreme volume are necessary as a way of
immobilizing the audience; and stasis opens up the senses to a wholly different way of
experiencing time. In a way, The Song of the Brokenhearted Tiger is the logical continuation
and perhaps conclusion of what I began with The Lear Universe and EARTH.
HZY: But one can also include amongst this series The Cloud of Unknowing (2011) for the
Singapore Pavilion at the 54th Venice Biennale, even though this is not a theatre or
performance piece.
HTN: Right.    But  I’ve  always  thought  of  The Cloud of Unknowing as a way to present film in a
way that can be as close as possible to an experience of theatre or a performance – as an
event that unfolds in real-time and in real-space.
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Documentation of installation, The Cloud of Unknowing, Venice Biennale 2011
Single Channel HD film, 13-channel sound, smoke machines, floodlight, show control system

Therefore, instead of a screen that recedes into invisibility when images are projected upon
it, we had a floating screen that had a sculptural presence, and the film repeatedly draws
the attention of the viewer back onto the presence of the screen.

Still from the film component of The Cloud of Unknowing (2011), 28 min.

And in place of the concealed sound system of typical cinema theatres, the 13-channel
sound system of The Cloud of Unknowing was designed specifically to create an audio
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experience of extreme physicality, while speakers positioned on the ceiling ensure that
sounds are generated with a directionality that ruptures the typical, more horizontal fields
of sound that characterise the surround systems of cinemas.

Still from the film component of The Cloud of Unknowing (2011), 28 min.

In a way, I think that all of my work, regardless whether they are films, videos, installations
or performances, tend towards theatre, but theatre understood as that which happens
when I am in the presence of another.
Sometimes,  this  ‘otherness’  even  erupts  from  within, as happens in those moments of selfreflection – when I am thinking about myself, writing about myself. Moments such as this,
when I am seeing myself with the eye of my mind as though I am on a stage; moments such
as this, when I am hearing my own thoughts resonating the space between my ears, in the
echo chamber of my mind.
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Still from the film component of The Cloud of Unknowing (2011), 28 min.

Born in 1976 in Singapore, Ho Tzu Nyen creates projects that take the form of films, musical
concerts and theatrical performances. His works are characterised by the investigation and
incorporation of important cultural moments as their material, and ongoing
experimentations on the relationships between sound and image. Recurrent concerns
include: historiography and the reworking of historical objects, ranging from philosophical
texts, historical painting and popular songs; and the analysis of the production of visual
aesthetic and acoustic deconstruction. Recent one-person exhibitions include: The Cloud of
Unknowing at MAM Project 016, Mori Art Museum, Tokyo (2012); Singapore Pavilion at the
54th Venice Biennale (2011); and EARTH at Artspace, Sydney (2011). He has also exhibited at
various biennales, including: the Asian Art Biennial (2011); the 6th Asia-Pacific Triennial
(2009); the 1st Singapore Biennale (2006); the 3rd Fukuoka Asian Art Triennale (2005); and
the 26th Sao Paulo Biennale (2004). Ho’s  films  have  been  presented  as  various  film  festivals,  
including the Sundance in 2012 and Venice in 2009. His first feature film HERE premiered at
the  41st  Directors’  Fortnight  at  the Cannes Film Festival (2009). Theatrical performances by
Ho have been presented at: the Theater der Welt (2010); the KunstenFestivaldesArts (2006,
2008); and the Singapore Arts Festival (2006, 2008). He has also collaborated with many
musicians in his work, including: Yasuhiro Morinaga (Japan); Stefano Pilia (Italy); Black to
Comm (Germany); Wolfram (Poland); Oren Ambarchi (Australia); Randolf Ariola (Singapore);
Bani Haykal (Singapore); 3 Tigers (Singapore); and Aki Onda (US/Japan). In 2011, De Stijl
Records released the soundtrack to EARTH by Black to Comm, featuring Vindicatrix on vocals.
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Adrift on The Cloud
of Unknowing

June Yap

6

Clouds always tell a true story but one which is
difficult to read.
— Ralph Abercromby
Grounded on terra firma, when we turn towards the
firmament, what do we see? The subject of Ho Tzu
Nyen’s work for the Venice Biennale is the cloud —
the seemingly unfathomable form-that-defies-form, a
drifting interruption that inspires reflection upon, and
simultaneously conceals, what lies beyond. The Cloud
of Unknowing, a film and audio installation, cast with
artificially created clouds, is titled after a fourteenth
century mystical treatise, whose authorship is little
known, of the tradition of the Christian Neoplatonists.
Presumed to be by the hand of a “cloistered monk
devoted to the contemplative life,” possibly of the
Carthusian order, the text is a medieval primer for
aspiring monastics, with instructions on the art of
contemplative prayer. The cloud it refers to represents
the uncertainty and doubt that an aspirant may find
— faced with “but a darkness… as it were a cloud of
unknowing, (where) thou knowest not what, saving that
thou feelest in thy will a naked intent unto God;” a cloud
that in this text is “conveyed by recurrent metaphors of
darkness, blindness, and nakedness;” and that stands
between the novitiate and God, obscuring the path to
the divine. In the text, the author urges the postulant,
held captive by a sense of unease, to “bide in this
darkness as long as thou mayest,” and to trust that
understanding would arrive.1
Set in a low-income housing estate of the Taman
Jurong area within Singapore, Ho’s ‘cloud of unknowing’
would appear to bear little resemblance to the religious
text, beyond an anticipation of the form that revelation
may take place within the film. The Cloud of Unknowing
presents a figure whose fleshly form ‘disintegrates’
into a cloud, identifying the film’s protagonist — the
cloud — who now disembodied, permeates the rest of
the film: appearing, disappearing, revealing, reflecting,
floating, sinking, and then repeatedly engulfing the
1 Anonymous (14th c. English), The Cloud of
Unknowing, Christian Classics Ethereal Library,
p. 25; Cheryl Taylor, ‘Paradox upon Paradox:
Using and Abusing Language in The Cloud of
Unknowing and Related Texts,’ Parergon, Vol. 22,
No. 2, Australian and New Zealand Association of
Medieval and Early Modern Studies, July 2005,
p. 46.

scene. The settings of the scenes, shot within the livedin and age-worn confines of public housing about to be
decommissioned, display clear signs of disrepair: with
flaking paintwork, water dripping from walls, comestibles
slowly decaying with neglect, and objects obsessively
hoarded, that provide sharp contrast to the ethereal
presence of the cloud. Yet, the introduction of clouds in
the work, artificially produced and incongruous within
these interiors, suggests, with its surreal presence,
that the cloud is employed here less as meteorological
artefact — “the product of a thickening of the
atmosphere” — than as a device for symbolic reference
and a framing of representation, and in a manner of
speaking, as “ ‘matter’ aspiring to ‘form.’ ” 2
The Cloud of Unknowing is the first of a new
series of works by Ho that reflects his curiosity in the
presence and representation of this formless object, in
art and art history. With this work, he references Hubert
Damisch’s A Theory of /Cloud/: Toward a History of
Painting, a semiotic analysis of the cloud in the artworks
of Correggio, Dürer, Constable, the landscapes of Song
and Ming China, and the Japanese paintings of ‘zen’
inspiration. Ho’s own Cloud is arguably a visual exegesis,
albeit interpreted with liberty, of the works of Caravaggio,
Francisco de Zurbarón, Correggio, Giovanni Lorenzo
Bernini, Andrea Mantegna, the Chinese landscapes
of Mi Fu, Wen Zhengming, and even René Magritte
— artworks that are for Ho, as John Ruskin claims of
modern (referring to nineteenth century) landscape
painting, in “the service of clouds.” 3
For Damisch, it is Correggio’s use of the cloud “as
solid round objects of definite volume… employed to
define the locality, also as means of support and as
seats, and pictorially as means of gradation and variety,”
that sets the stage for the theory of ‘/cloud/’ (contained
between forward slashes to denote its reference as
signifier), where the cloud “functions as a grid for a
reading and a framework which every interpretation
proposed for these works must be articulated.” It is

2 Hubert Damisch, A Theory of /Cloud/: Toward a
History of Painting, Janet Lloyd (trans), Stanford
University Press, 1972/2002, pp. 35, 157.
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3 John Ruskin in Modern Painters (1856), cited
by Mary Jacobus, ‘Cloud Studies: The Visible
Invisible,’ Objects: Material, Psychic, Aesthetic,
Gramma (special issue), 14, 2006, p. 231.

in Correggio’s clouds, he suggests, that a “moment
of compromise” between flat composition and
representation of spatial depth reveals in Renaissance
painting, “a determination to construct the picture from
the point of view of the subject — the subject defined in
Kantian terms — where space was a given, constitutive
feature of awareness.”4 Likewise, In Ho’s Cloud, the
cloud is not simply what it appears to be — a casual prop
for the empyrean, but a grid and frame that locates the
viewer, whom, like the aspirant of the medieval text, by
paying close attention, allowing the self to be enveloped
by, and surrendering to an unmediated experience of
the cloud, may find the terrifying sight of his own vast
swathe of ignorance, momentarily checked.
However, clouds have other uses for the creatively
inclined. The amorphous nature of clouds, according
to Damisch, is the reason for the cloud being “one of
the most valued oneiric themes.” And it is the cloud’s
formlessness and thus polysemy as sign — a quality
vividly expressed in the ‘hallucinatory object’ as depicted
in Correggio’s Jupiter and Io, and the possibility of
intimate and complete embrace of this apparition,
that unleashes its potential for the fantastic, and that
opens the /cloud/ to Damisch’s expansive semiotic
analysis of artworks across geography and history. This
‘fantastical substitute,’ as Damisch notes, as the vehicle
that distinguishes saints and divinity, is often given to
represent transcendence.5 However, it is not simply to
a boundless exterior, a supposition of a mystical space,
that clouds refer. As Jacobus suggests, the /cloud/ also
represents “the point at which one is linked to the world
by what one cannot perceive: that is, oneself in the act
of perception,” as well as being a metaphor for what
lies “midway between the spatio-temporal individual
and the idea.”6 The cloud as engine of the imagination,
thus reveals the self, made aware of inner sensations,
and reflects the consciousness that lies behind it; an
interiority that is registered in Ho’s Cloud, both literally
— being set indoors, and figuratively — by the enigmatic
4 Damisch, p. 3, citing Jacob Burckhardt, ‘The
Cicerone’ (Der Cicerone, 4th ed., Leipzig, 1879,
The Cicerone: An Art Guide to Painting in Italy),
and p. 9.
5 Ibid., pp. 19, 23.
6 Mary Jacobus, ‘Cloud Studies: The Visible
Invisible,’ Objects: Material, Psychic, Aesthetic,

figures within the block of apartments, each living their
individual secret lives hidden inside their own four walls.
But just as “when we look up, we lose ourselves,” our
‘interiors’ are just as unfathomable. As Constable, known
for his meteorologically-sound cloud studies, shared
with a friend, “painting is but another word for feeling,”
and here, clouds, that reflect our projected imaginations,
in representation become ‘notations’ of feeling and
sensation, that are intensified in Ho’s Cloud installation
through the use of audio and smoke.7
Allusion to history is prevalent in Ho’s practice —
in painting, popular music (The Bohemian Rhapsody
Project, 2006), text (The King Lear Project, 2008),
philosophy (Zarathustra: A Film for Everyone and No
One, 2009) and history itself (Utama – Every Name in
History is I, 2003), where history and historical material
are used both as subject matter and device. As in the
case of the work EARTH (2009), inspired by Darcy
Grimaldo Grigsby’s Extremities: Painting Empire in
Post-Revolutionary France, Cloud is less an attempt to
reproduce the content of the artworks referenced, than
to relate these works through the ephemeral object of
the cloud. It would appear, in so doing, that Ho’s purpose
is one he finds both necessary, and perhaps inevitable.
In The Shape of Time, Kubler suggests that past
events may be regarded as signals, where “the present
interpretation of any past event is… only another stage
in the perpetuation of the original impulse.” These
‘signals’ of historical moments, captured in painting,
text and music, are reconstituted and retransmitted
through time, by the artist acting, as if a ‘relay,’ that,
as Kubler argues, “willingly or unwittingly deforms the
signal according to his own historical position.” 8 This
notion of historical moments as ‘pulses’ in time, locates
the references employed in Ho’s work within a broader
continuum of expressions, as Damisch’s analysis also
implies, where history acts as clouds are wont to, and
as seen in Ho’s Cloud, morphing and transforming,
assuming various shape and form. However, Ho’s

Gramma (special issue), 14, 2006, referencing
Merleau-Ponty’s The Visible and the Invisible
(1968), pp. 243, 245.
7 Ibid., p. 220; Constable’s cloud studies are
attributed to his familiarity with Thomas Forster’s
Researches about Atmospheric Phenomena
(1815), that is an extension of Luke Howard’s
Essay on the Modificiation of the Clouds (1804),
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p. 235; and quote from Constable’s letter to his
friend and patron the Rev. John Fisher in October
1821, p. 223.
8 George Kubler, The Shape of Time: Remarks on
the History of Things, Yale University Press, 2008,
pp. 18, 19.

historical consciousness is ostensibly Nietzschean,
and his formulation of the historical object and history,
as subject, dissolves, denying a linear and singular
historical representation. The contexts of the references
that Ho assembles and disintegrates, as well as their
content, are merged in a reconstitution that refuses the
“pure story, fabulation (and) myth,” that would usually
ground an ideological position of man’s place in history;
almost as if, as White claims of Nietzsche’s purpose,
of ‘antipolitics’ itself.9 The cloud as figure, apparition,
illumination, ecstasy, absence, fragility, separation, and
that which promotes dreams and hallucination, in Ho’s
work are in the final moment but of the same substance,
and remains indistinguishable and impenetrable. Within
several of Ho’s works, such as The Bohemian Rhapsody
Project, Utama, and here in Cloud, this act of dissolution
occurs when the mechanism behind the production of
the work is revealed — in a disclosure of film equipment,
lights and props, and the appearance of the camera
crew, occasionally with the artist himself. The disruption
of the temporal narrative, usually situated at the end
of the film or video, in turn forces a rereading of the
apparent narrative that unfolded before it. However
this interruption, arguably like clouds, acts not simply
as a negation, but, as Foster describes, “in order to
reinscribe”10 both the work and its references.
The principal device of post-criticism, according
to Ulmer, is the “compositional pair collage/montage,”
characterised by “the transfer of materials from one
context to another, and the dissemination of these
borrowings through the new setting.” The cloud, in
Cloud, thus functions not so much as it does as index
in Damisch’s analysis, but as a model, and where the
“discourse of others,” such as Damisch’s text, is in fact
‘re-written’ through Ho’s work.11 A similar treatment
may be observed in the earlier work, Zarathustra, that
is based on the German philosopher Nietzsche’s Thus
Spake Zarathustra: A Book for All and None (18831885). Like the protagonist Zarathustra who descends
9 Hayden White, Metahistory: The Historical
Imagination in Nineteenth Century Europe, John
Hopkins University Press, 1973, p. 372.
10 Hal Foster (ed), The Anti-Aesthetic: Essays on
Postmodern Culture, Bay Press, 1983, p. xv.

literally and metaphorically from his decade-long
mountainous solitude into the world, in this work, Ho
immerses himself into an art school’s programme in an
attempt “to take Nietzsche and insert it into a school.”
An attempt that finally produces, with the help of the
students, a visual and aural representation of the
philosophical novel, that resurrects the text from which
it originated, mainly in rather dense symbolism and
allegory. In post-criticism, transformation is combined
with “an anamorphosis of its object” where the object —
as cloud, historical painting, or a familiar hit by a British
rock band — is ‘de-motivated’ in being lifted from its
context, losing its reference, and then ‘re-motivated’
“as signifiers in a new system.”12 Here, the process of
anamorphosis recalls Kubler’s account of historical time,
where the iteration of deformations, then produce in our
minds, a sense of pleasure in observing this ‘shape’
that may be distinguished in time, a shape that is
formed by “versions which are antetypes and derivatives,
originals and copies, transformations and variants;”13
a shape that arguably in being projected by the mind
upon these moments, resembles the projections of a
dreamer upon clouds.
As Damisch notes of Correggio’s clouds, it is “the
very material of a construction” that stitches together
the dichotomies of dream and reality, heaven and
earth. In this, the deliberate act of the construction of
the briocolage of post-criticism, for the purpose of the
collocation of disparate representations, resembles
how clouds were used not only by the sixteenth and
seventeenth century European painters, but also in
Chinese art, through “an inscription of emptiness,”
produced in a “dialectic between ink and the brush”:
in integrating figures and objects “belonging to
different and complementary registers.”14 One of the
concerns of the post-critic, Ulmer suggests, is the
mechanical means of reproduction, such as film, that
is particularly amenable to the processes of montage/
collage. Arguably, Ho employs film as a sort of ‘collage

11 Gregory L Ulmer, ‘The Object of Post-Criticism’,
The Anti-Aesthetic: Essays on Postmodern
Culture, Hal Foster (ed), Bay Press, 1983,
pp. 83-84, 96.

13 Kubler, “Much of our satisfaction in these
circumstances arises from the contemplation of
an intuitive sense of enlargement and completion
in the presence of a shape of time,” p. 40.

12 Ibid., pp. 87, 92.

14 Damisch, pp. 16, 225.
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machine,’15 its temporal linearity being singularly
responsive to assemblage and juxtaposition of
representations through time, and thus also responsive
to the production of the effect of discontinuity. Badiou
describes cinema as ‘an art of perpetual past’ and a
‘visitation,’ that “lingers on to the very extent that it
passes,” and in this sense, Ho’s productive use of film as
a means for collage/montage lies in his appreciation of
this underlying narrativity of the past in film, as in history.
Badiou however suggests that cinema is characterised
by a certain falsehood of movement, in that it contains
an “impure circulation that obtains within the totality that
comprises the other art practices,” such as literature
and music; and in Ho’s case, a movement from painting,
theatre and text into film. This movement, according to
Badiou, is in vain, “for there really is no way of operating
the movement from one art to another,” “no painting will
ever become music, no dance will ever turn into a poem,”
however “cinema is effectively the organisation of the
impossible movements.”16 In Ho’s earlier works, such as
Zarathustra, the ‘falsehood’ of this movement is pushed
to its extreme in a marked absence of dialogue, but it is
in Cloud, that the ‘impure circulation’ is most keenly felt,
where the ‘allusive quotation’ of the historical artworks
passes, and the film itself, as post criticism, then turns
into theory.
In the film a heavyset figure bends over a pool
of water, as does Caravaggio’s Narcissus. Washing
himself in his reflection, both reflection and his body
dissolve, and he metamorphoses into a cloud, breaking
free from the confines of his frame. At a desk, a figure,
taking after Francisco de Zurbarón’s St. Bonaventure
at Prayer, fervently at study, looks up and sees a
cloud of light. Another figure — although they may all
be read as the same figure — strains to receive the
imperceptible message from beyond, and is swept up
in the cloud’s embrace, much as Correggio’s Io is, by
the transmogrified Jupiter. Once intangible, now solid,
the cloud continues to morph, as mode of conveyance,

as context for landscape, as a vision of overwhelming
light that obliterates everything in sight, and finally as
that which conceals, the device for illumination. The
cloud in Cloud, of course, never is real, it is a chemical
combination of water and glycerin discharged from a
machine. Yet, as machinations go, this is as real as it
gets, and as Damisch suggests, “such is the paradoxical
nature of the representation that it is never more
assured, as such, than when it openly presents itself
as a representation, or even as the representation of
a representation.”17 The ineffability of translation, or in
Badiou’s term, ‘movement,’ reaches a limit in Ho’s work,
in testing the possibilities for the representation of the
cloud in filmic form. Here, the dissonance of the film
attempting to re-present these representations, only to
fall short as the mechanisms behind the film is revealed,
yet valiantly pointing to this “breached frontier,”18 finally
finds parallel in the medieval treatise, where “the cloud
of unknowing is presented paradoxically as an opaque
barrier which is yet a zone of connection.” In Taylor’s
analysis of the mystical text, she observes the tensions
found in the manner of its instruction, in its attempt
to ‘use and yet transcend language,’ that appear in
the form of oxymorons, that “encourage word-free,
imageless contemplation as in ‘blinde beholdyng’ ” and
“where the creative power of language is turned against
itself.” Caught in the ‘chains of sequential thinking’ of
language — as one may be of the temporal linearity of
film — the aspirant “strives to venture through grace
into an expanded state beyond the ‘reality’ shaped by
words and images that refer to the physical world and
concepts”19 — an ‘expanded state’ that arguably Ho
attempts to discover with his bricolage of history, art and
text in film, while fully aware that it is perhaps futile. The
form of the revelation appears to be brief, fleeting… and
clearly capricious. Yet the aspirant, here standing before
the film, waits, on Ho’s persuasion, with patience, for the
moment when this chasm may be remedied, even if it
may finally arrive upon the mere wisp of a cloud.

15 Ulmer, p. 83.

17 Damisch, p. 63.

16 Alain Badiou, ‘The False Movements of Cinema,’
Handbook of Inaesthetics, Alberto Toscano (trans),
Stanford University Press, 2005, pp. 78-79, 82.

18 “The allusive quotation of the other arts, which
is constitutive of cinema, wrests these arts away
from themselves. What remains is precisely the
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breached frontier where an idea will have passed,
an idea whose visitation the cinema, and it alone,
allows.” Badiou, p. 82.
19 Taylor, pp. 33, 39, 42, 44.

Matters of Infinity

Charles Merewether

14

While clouds appear to us as an everyday phenomena
in the course of the day and evening, they have never
augured well. Rather, they have been a sign of an
impending change in the weather, an amorphous bank
of clouds signifying the possibility of storm, rain, thunder,
lightning, etc. Moreover, we have grown over the last
sixty years or more to look at the sky differently, a
sky that has been filled for some with the devastating
‘mushroom cloud’ of the Atomic bomb over Japan, and
the flight into space of Yuri Gagarin that went beyond
the clouds and opened the spaces of the universe or
once what was called the heavens. The division between
the earth and the universe had been broken. Clouds
were secularized in a manner that appeared to mirror the
rationalisation of modernity and demarcated a historical
shift in perception.
For the written and visual history of clouds show us
a long period of more than six hundred years in which
clouds in Christianity marked a division between heaven
and earth. They held a critical status of in-between,
veiling the domain of the divine. This religious symbolism
was followed through biblical texts and paintings for
centuries and up until the moderns. In regard to mystical
theology, clouds were a sphere of darkness and
uncertainty, a cloud of unknowing but nonetheless a
space through which one ascended. The art historian
Ernst van Alphen has argued strongly in Art in Mind for
a reading of art as an agent, a historical agent rather
than a reflection of social experience.1
The experience of art is that it shapes our intellect
through being a visual mode of thinking, of discovering
or rethinking ideas and values that are given form. Art
is a form of thought. While focusing on modern and
contemporary art, the author draws inspiration from
the writings of Hubert Damisch, especially his groundbreaking book, A Theory of /Cloud/: Toward a History
of Painting.2
In his study, Damisch demonstrates how the cloud
was a sphere unaccounted for by the introduction
1 Ernst van Alphen, Art in Mind, Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 2005.

of linear perspective in the period of the fourteenth
century and on. The geometry of the earth was indeed
defined by its limit, a limit that characterized its secular
status and condition. It was no more than that, and the
cloud marked the threshold of this limit. In so doing
the cloud was a sign that referred to a dimension of
visual experience that went beyond the system of
its interpretation. We may say that like all systems,
geometry enables us to see and understand the world
in a certain way. That is, serving as a guide, geometry
is sufficient. However, it is not exclusive, for another
system would give us a different point of access and
understanding. Damisch pushes the implications of this
further, by suggesting artists like Correggio paint clouds
that indicate a form of pictorial space that acts as a sign
exceeding and thereby challenging the sufficiency of
linear perspective. In van Alphen’s words, this way of
thinking recognises art as provoking an epistemology of
the unknowable.
In viewing the history of art in this manner, clouds
become not a supplement to the landscape but
rather, a dynamic agent in facilitating the experience
of pictorial space that allows for the notion of infinity.
This is strongly evident in the era of modernisation.
Within the aspirations of its advent lies a dream of
dematerialisation. In the context of art history, this
account has been written predominantly in regard to
a post World War Two generation. Nonetheless, such
aspirations can be detected earlier in two ways that
concern the principles of the abstract. First, we may
refer to Manet not in terms of abstraction so much
as the abstract, of the ambiguity if not tension of the
pictorial surface whereby the system of representation is
held in check by the sheer materiality of an abstract sign.
Secondly, we should address the paintings of Kazimir
Malevich, rather than Piet Mondrian, especially the
former’s extraordinary suprematist paintings of 1915.
The aerial photographs of the ground that became
available at this time, ironically inspired Malevich and

2 Hubert Damisch, A Theory of /Cloud/: Toward a
History of Painting, Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1972/2002.
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others to look upwards, to separate the sky from the
earth as two incomparable spheres. Malevich’s diagonal
soars upwards and he went so far as to hang his
paintings high on the wall, at the edge of the ceiling as
if aspiring us to break out of the square in which art and
ourselves had been housed. The subject was spatiality.
And yet, it is more than this for Malevich. Rather,
there remains the sustaining influence of Byzantine
art — the physicality of its material form whether it be
the wooden support or gold leaf and hence principle
of non-illusionism — that need be acknowledged in
understanding the conception and forming of modern
Russian art.
This approach extends across the twentieth century
in differentiated ways as in that of the ArgentineItalian artist Lucio Fontana, or that of the pneumatic
experiments by the architectural group Coop
Himmelb(l)au in the nineteen sixties. These lines of
enquiry are contrast to the sober character of Robert
Smithson’s marvellous critique of the social realm
through his embrace of the principle of entropy.
Smithson’s critique can be pinpointed in such projects
as Hotel Palenque (1969), a project in which he reflects
on the uncertainty of knowing whether a building
was being built or destroyed. In the end, the entropic
character of matter governs. One of Fontana’s great
personal discoveries was to re-experience the interiors
and facades of the Italian churches, after returning to
Italy from Argentina after World War Two. What Fontana
discovered were the forces and significance of the
abstract that was an essential component to the work
of Mannerist or Baroque artists, sculptors and architects
in the history of Western art. That is, a significance that
was not subject to or conditioned by the laws of linear
perspective but rather, by recognition of how to signify
the possibility of infinity. This enabled Fontana to move
from abstraction to the abstract, by breaking through
the canvas in real terms, he could inaugurate this
undefined space of the infinite. There was in essence a
3 See Frank Werner, Covering + Exposing: The
architecture of Coop Himmelb(l)au, Birkhäuser:
Basel, Berlin and Boston, 2000, pp. 67-68.
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recognition of the relation between the immaterial and
material, an appreciation of the abstract as a sign. In
this manner Fontana’s thinking and approach links him
back to Manet. As Manet had, so Fontana learnt from
the arts of East Asia: especially China and Japan. This
is signalled in a telegram sent to the Japanese Gutai
group in which he expressed his admiration of their
work and achievements as well as, conversely, one of
the first monographs on Fontana having been written
by a Japanese critic. Fontana recognised the theoretical
distinction between the Japanese artists’ approach to
the abstract from that of the French informel and North
American Abstract Expressionists of the period. Even
more so, we can view Fontana’s postwar installations
of black neon light work in this regard. Not only were
they a form of sculpture but, they illuminated the dark
cavernous spaces in which they were installed. Unlike
Renaissance painting, the formal conditions of possibility
had been broken whereby the painterly was physically
made manifest as matter. Form and structure were
suspended whereby space could be experienced as an
unmeasurable depth and breadth of infinity, a spatiality
that broke the materiality of the canvas, the laws of
geometry. As Damisch remarks in his book on clouds, it
becomes matter after form and, as in the domes of
a church, the streaming light produced a sensation of
the unfathomable.
Later, the Austrian architectural group Coop
Himmelb(l)au engaged with the subject of clouds in
their practice. In 1995 they produced a project entitled
‘Cloud 9’ for a United Nations building competition in
Geneva. They wrote of the project as “a soft fluctuating
enigma — a building that does not want to be a building
any more.” The text goes on to describe the idea of
cloud as gaining a new significance at the end of the
twentieth century in which it is “differentiated system
rather than an object… a product of a complex tissue
of influences in which it constantly recreates itself…
is entirely without identity.”3 This description was made

all the more concrete in the following year in which the
authors compare the digitally-networked city to a ‘field of
clouds.’ The public space operates like a semi-conductor:
“The vocabulary of urban planning should be placed
in an architectural antique shop and replaced with
phantasms still to be defined, which fluctuate and flicker
like television screens after broadcast.”4
In a certain manner, there is a corresponding view
of clouds in Chinese culture, but in terms which have
a different linguistic meaning and cultural significance.
Clouds were often associated with dragons and
therefore harbingers of good fortune bringing rain.
Yet, clouds stood also for the unrepresentable, a sphere
of emptiness that was a sign of cosmic vitality. It may
be that the significance of clouds in the current work
of Ho Tzu Nyen, developed in the context of Venice,
lies in its engagement with two cultural domains. The
work creates a space of intersection and dialogue. By
occupying a Venetian interior with clouds, the artist
erases the cultural distinction of clouds. Clouds gather
and move spatially across different geographical and
political borders. They form, divide, they merge and
disappear. By looking at and drawing on the legacy
of pictorial thought by artists such as Correggio, or
inheriting that of both Chinese and European modern
art, Ho offers audiences an experience that transcends
the conditions of the local, the laws and systems of
geometry and the cultural domain we inhabit. Rather, we
find ourselves in a larger indeterminate space in which
we are immersed, a space into which we can project
ourselves, a space of imagination: infinity.

4 Ibid., p. 21.
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On Wanting & Letting Go
Ho Tzu Nyen, the Screen,
the Frame and the Edges
of Narrative

Lee Weng Choy
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Imaging the Beginning
We are not the stories we tell ourselves. The problem
isn’t that, try as we might to be honest and fair, the
meanings and interpretations we impose upon our lives
never equate with the reality. History may be imperfect
and approximate, but there’s a reason we haven’t
taken up the urging of the band, the Talking Heads, to
“stop making sense.” We can’t help ourselves; we are
storytellers by nature. Although perhaps it’s not the
nature of narrative that is in question — maybe it’s our
own character instead. We are as if in the midst of the
most lucid of dreams: our self-awareness astounds
us, we tell ourselves we are not awake, yet we cling to
sleep. What we wish for is to be in a better dream. There
is a gap between our stories and our selves, a gap not
well encapsulated by any notion of the ideal. Our stories
don’t add up to what we could count as wisdom; their
sum doesn’t afford us the clarity for which we yearn. We
do not know what they teach us.
In Utama – Every Name in History is I, Ho Tzu Nyen
re-tells the tale of the founding of Singapore. Or rather,
he presents us with an open-ended series of origins for
this impossible island, named “Lion City” in Sanskrit, in a
region where no lions exist. Utama was first presented
in 2003 as an installation of paintings and a nearly
half-hour digital-video film. Its subject, Prince Sang Nila
Utama, as legend would have it, founded Singapore
around the 14th century. He pointed at the land, and
named it after the beast which he allegedly shot with an
arrow. Tzu Nyen’s paintings, which mimic 18th- and 19thcentury European artworks, portray Utama alongside
several renowned pioneers and conquerors, including
Stamford Raffles, Alexander the Great, and Vasco de
Gama — all modelled on the film’s two principle actors.
Every image of each historical personality appears to
substitute for one another. The paintings are like film
stills, and the film, a painting-cum-moving picture. Utama
has since been re-presented in different incarnations:
sometimes featuring only the film, or with different
paintings, and sometimes as a film plus performance
lecture (a story about repetitions, substitutions and
permutations is itself repeated and mutated).
In one pivotal scene, Utama and, let’s call him,
the Fool — no designation is more apt than the
Shakespearean one — are caught at sea during a storm.
The crew have thrown aside everything on board, but
still the ship is threatened with sinking. The Fool tells

Utama to cast away his heavy crown. Utama refuses. But
the Fool presses him, and with an impeccable logic. Get
rid of your crown, which is a mere symbol, and you will
gain something real in return: the undying loyalty of your
subjects whom you will save from drowning. The Fool
beseeches Utama to relinquish his emblem of authority,
in order to gain true power — just like Caesar, who was
thrice offered a crown by the senate, but who refused
each time, thus establishing his popular base of support.
Only when you are willing to give up what you want, can
you attain it.
Later in the film, a digression into the myth of the
hunter Actaeon and the goddess Diana yields, possibly,
the ultimate moral lesson of the Utama story. Tzu Nyen’s
revision downplays the cruel irony of Actaeon’s death:
caught gazing at Diana while she is bathing, he is
punished by her and turned into a stag, hunted by his
own dogs and killed. Instead, the point of the anecdote
is Actaeon’s pursuit of Diana. The hunter sees a glimpse
of her, falls in love, searches all over the forest for her,
only to arrive back where he started, at an image. In
contrast to the “wanting, giving up, and getting” of the
scene at sea, here, on dry land, we are presented with
the other, predominant, trajectory of desire: wanting,
chasing, and never getting.
With Utama we see, on full display, one of Tzu
Nyen’s abiding preoccupations: narratives of origination
and their visualisation. We also get to experience
Tzu Nyen’s signature sense of irony and humour.
But would it be accurate to say that the artwork is a
parody? — or that Tzu Nyen is being an iconoclast of
sorts, wittily and critically exposing the founding myth
of Singapore? W J T Mitchell’s What do Pictures Want?
provides an insight into Tzu Nyen’s approach to Utama
as an icon, and to his use of images in general. At the
same time, an understanding of Tzu Nyen’s art allows
us to more fully appreciate the central proposition of
Mitchell’s book.
Mitchell contends that “a deep and abiding feature
of human responses to representation” is a “double
consciousness of images.” “It is not something that
we ‘get over’ when we grow up, become modern, or
acquire critical consciousness.” Ineluctably, criticism
itself tends to “pose as an iconoclastic practice, a labour
of demystification and pedagogical exposure of false
images”. But “critique-as-iconoclasm” is, in his view,
“just as much a symptom of the life of images as its
obverse, the naïve faith in the inner life of works of
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art.” Mitchell’s hope is to:
…explore a third way, suggested by Nietzsche’s strategy
of ‘sounding the idols’ with the ‘tuning fork’ of critical or
philosophical language. This would be a mode of criticism
that did not dream of getting beyond images, beyond
representation, of smashing the false images that bedevil
us, or even of producing a definitive separation between
true and false images. It would be a delicate critical practice
that struck images with just enough force to make them
resonate, but not so much as to smash them.1

Indeed, this is precisely what Tzu Nyen does: he
is sounding selected icons and images, playing them
like instruments.
To speak of beginnings in Tzu Nyen’s work leads
eventually to the question of the origins of Tzu Nyen
the artist. In the late 1990s, Tzu Nyen started a course
in communications at the Nanyang Technological
University (NTU). He soon became bored. An obsessive
reader since his school days, he turned to spending time
at the library, picking and reading books at random. He
discovered the philosopher Gilles Deleuze, as well as
the artist Marcel Duchamp, among other things. Through
these extracurricular excursions, he came to learn what
he wanted to study. So he dropped out of NTU, and went
to the Victorian College of the Arts at the University
of Melbourne. When he returned to Singapore, he was
determined to try and make it as an artist. That is one
way of putting it. There is another. One morning, riding
the MRT train, unsure of his future, he had a realisation.
Sitting in his seat, he observed the men with their office
shirts and neckties. How many times had he seen these
men before. But that day, something ordinary struck him
as grotesque, and it conjured an image of the horror of
regular work. He had been deliberating about becoming
an artist, but perhaps more than any deep and burning
desire to express himself creatively, it was a refusal
to surrender his own time to some mundane job, and
the independent life that art-making promised, which
convinced him to pursue that vocation.
1 W J T Mitchell, What do Pictures Want? the Lives
and Loves of Images, Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2005, pp. 8-9.

The psychoanalytic philosopher Jacques Lacan
has argued that the source of our gaze is a “stain.”
For instance, when we watch a movie and stare at the
screen, this “stain” could be some detail that is in plain
view but indeterminate in nature. It arrests our attention,
as it prompts us, the viewer, to try and interpret it, even
though it is profoundly empty of meaning. We become
compelled to make something out of this “nothing,” to
read through and cover up the stain, so to speak. It could
be a peculiar pair of eyeglasses in a Hitchcock mystery,
as if this one trivial item could reveal to us who the
murderer is, but, of course, even as the object provokes
us, it yields nothing, except to make us look intently at
the screen.2 How fitting for Tzu Nyen, a devoted reader
of continental philosophy, that his own primal scene, the
vision that turned him into a filmmaker and artist, is itself
a stain — of armpit sweat on a pale blue office shirt.3
Death & the Happy Robot
For the 6th Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary
Art (APT), which opened in 2009, the curators
commissioned several participating artists to create new
works specifically for the Kids’ APT, Ho Tzu Nyen among
them. H the Happy Robot is a short film about the life of
a cardboard robot named H; it was screened in a theatre
constructed out of the same corrugated materials as the
robot, complete with cardboard seats for the audience
to sit on. The story could hardly be simpler. H is born
in the factory, he is taught to sing the alphabet by a
teacher, another cardboard robot, then he goes out and
spends some time in the world. He dies. His cardboard
body decays in a forest. A couple of children discover
his remains, retrieving a disc, which they bring home.
It appears to contain H’s memory of the alphabet. The
film repeats.
More than any other piece by Tzu Nyen, H the Happy
Robot is a demonstration of the concept of the drive.
Usually it is the problem of desire that agitates a Tzu

2 See for instance, Jacques Lacan, The Four
Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis, New
York: Norton, 1978, and Slavoj Žižek, Looking
Awry: an introduction to Jacques Lacan through
popular culture, Cambridge: MIT Press, 1991.
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3 The Freudian term, “primal scene,” is deliberately
being misused here. It refers to a child being
traumatised by seeing his or her parents having
sex; later in life, this trauma manifests in various
conditions for the person. Here, the suggestion
is being made, not without irony, that for Tzu
Nyen, the trauma of seeing the sweat stain was
constitutive of him becoming an artist.

Nyen artwork — whether a desire for “origins,” as in
Utama, or “recognition,” in Episode 3 of 4 × 4: Episodes
of Singapore Art, which we will look at next. Again,
Mitchell is helpful here. In the chapter of his book
entitled, ‘Drawing Desire,’ he explains that the “question
of desire is inseparable from the problem of the image,
as if the two concepts were caught in a mutually
generative circuit, desire generating images and images
generating desire.” It’s not just that we draw what we
desire, but also that “drawing itself, the dragging or
pulling of the drawing instrument, is the performance of
desire. Drawing draws us on. Desire just is, quite literally,
drawing, or a drawing — a pulling or attracting force, and
the trace of this force in a picture.” It was Pliny the Elder
who provided us with a myth that drawing originated
with love. In his story of the Maid of Corinth, the young
maid draws for the first time in history when she marks
the outline of the shadow of her lover’s face, just as he
is about to leave the room. As Mitchell puts it, drawing
is born of a “desire to hold on to the loved one, to keep
some trace of his life during his absence” — it is the
“art of fixing the shadow,” as William Henry Fox Talbot
once said.4
Whereas “desire” is expressed by such a fixation
— of the tension between capturing and letting go —
“drive” is relayed in a repetition for its own sake. The
drive is not intended for any beloved, or aimed at any
object, but finds pleasure or “happiness” in the continual
demonstration of an act. The Happy Robot seems to
lack desire; H is “drive” presented in pure form. He
simply goes into the world, with the sing-song of the
alphabet relentlessly repeating in his brain, until he dies.
H the Happy Robot is like the stain of psychoanalysis.
The film may be in plain view, but its meaning is difficult
to fix. What does it mean to present to children a short
film where desire is absent, and all we get is drive?
Perhaps it is not really meant for children, so much as
it is to be viewed by adults watching children watching
the film.
4 Mitchell, pp. 58-59, 66. Mitchell is being far
more subtle than is conveyed here on his use
of psychoanalytic theory. “I prefer to start from a
more generally accessible vernacular framework
…whose main emphasis is on images in the
world rather than in the psyche… I like it best
when a Freudian talks to a non-Freudian, as in
the writing of theorists Leo Bersani and Ulysse

Regard & Re-Cognition
Ho Tzu Nyen’s 4 × 4: Episodes of Singapore Art features
a television series of four episodes, each focusing on
one work of art by one Singapore artist. The series was
broadcast, for the first and only time, on the local arts
television channel in the fall of 2005. In a conversation
with artist John Low (who, incidentally, plays the titular
character of Episode 3 in complete silence), Tzu Nyen
talked about 4 × 4 in comparison with Utama:
Unlike Utama, 4 × 4 does not deal directly with the question
of origins, although the four artists whom I deal with may
be allocated some kind of originary position. For example,
Cheong Soo Pieng is considered one of Singapore’s four
‘Pioneer Artists,’ a father of modern Singaporean painting.
Cheo Chai Hiang may well be the earliest Singaporean
practitioner of a conceptualist mode of art. For many, Tang
Da Wu is the father of performance art. It is harder to justify
Lim Tzay Chuen in these terms. But I do think a new mode
of practice is embodied in Tzay Chuen, where there is also
an unprecedented intensity of negotiation and intention
to penetrate into the bureaucracy. I am very aware that
this project is open to the risk of doing the dirty task of
canonising — and all four of these are men, but with 4 × 4,
I am neither interested in canonising nor deconstructing
a canon.5

Episode 3, Tang Da Wu – The Most Radical Gesture, is
not quite a documentary on Tang’s supposedly infamous
performance — the one where he approached the
president of Singapore at a major art event, put on a
jacket that had the words “Don’t Give Money to the Arts”
embroidered on the back, and gave him a card saying,
“Dear Mr. President, I am an artist and I am important.”
Rather, we get the “making of” that documentary
instead. Even then — set against a theatrical white
cube/white screen of an empty film studio or art gallery
— this “making of” unfolds through interruptions and
repetitions, digressions and corrections, as the assistant
and her director argue constantly over the meaning of
Tang’s art. All four episodes repeat this same binary

Dutoit, or when Žižek talks to himself,” p. 69. See
also William Henry Fox Talbot, ‘Some Account of
the Art of Photogenic Drawing, or The Process by
Which Natural Objects May Be Made to Delineate
Themselves without the Aid of the Artist’s Pencil,’
London: R and J E Taylor, 1839, cited in Mitchell,
p. 66.
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5 John Low and Ho Tzu Nyen, ‘A Conversation about
4 × 4: Episodes of Singapore Art,’ the Singapore
Art Show catalogue, Singapore: National Arts
Council, 2005, pp. 118-119.

structure: a man and woman debating the artwork at
hand. In Episode 1, the protagonists are lovers; in 2, it’s
a male gallery guide and female visitor, and in 4, a pair
of television personalities. All four debates fold onto
themselves with reiterations and recapitulations. To look
at art with engagement, to talk about it, is to look and
think through it again and again.
Episode 3 reaches its climax when the director
loses his cool. The assistant has been repeatedly
obstructing the film shoot, by changing the script and
interjecting her own commentary about the politics of
Tang’s performance. In a fury, the director yells “cut,” and,
lecturing her, demands:
Now what is the most radical gesture within this
performance? …Is it because this was a performance
carried out right at the very heart of the authorities, before
the head of the state, and yet nobody knew it — as though
Tang Da Wu had somehow outsmarted and outwitted
everybody?… I don’t think so. I think it is radical precisely
because everyone knew it was a performance — and, and
yet they had allowed it to happen, right before them… And
for this to happen — the most radical gesture of the entire
performance is this — that before he puts on the jacket,
he asks the President: ‘Mr. President, will you allow me to
put on the jacket?’ It is through this small, simple act of…
politeness, of regard for the other — that is to me the most
radical gesture within this whole performance.6

Purgatory & Analysis

Tang’s performance is profoundly ironic. If it is a
performance of the failed relationship between artist and
the state, then it is also a performance of an unrequited
desire. Can anything more succinctly express such
yearning than the ambiguous statement, “Don’t Give
Money to the Arts”? Could it have been delivered any
more sincerely? Perhaps just as Tang is most sincere,
so too is Tzu Nyen in expressing his regard for Tang’s
performance. Tzu Nyen’s mode of address may be
ironic throughout the entire series of 4 × 4, yet when
he has the director say that “this small, simple act…
of regard for the other” — do we not suppose it is Tzu
Nyen himself speaking here? That he believes this
6 Excerpts from Ho Tzu Nyen’s script for
Episode 3, 4 × 4: Episodes of Singapore Art,
(unpublished), 2005. See also Lee Weng Choy,
‘Coincidence and Relation: Art Criticism and
Heartbreak,’ Broadsheet, Vol. 35, No. 1, Adelaide:
Contemporary Art Centre of South Australia,
2006.

fundamental regard for the other is, in truth, the most
radical gesture, not only of Tang’s performance, but for
any work of art?
Episode 3, while ostensibly a documentary on art,
is less about an art work, than a performance of regard,
a speaking to art, both in the singular (Tang’s work) and
in the universal, to Art with the capital ‘A’. One might
go so far and say that it is also a declaration of love, if
only because such a declaration is made precisely in
the way it is withheld and not yet said. What Tzu Nyen
also teaches us is how the interplay between irony and
sincerity is central to a declaration of love. One cannot
say everything, one cannot be entirely sincere, and
sometimes the best use of irony is, paradoxically, not
as a means of protecting oneself, of distancing and
undermining the full presence of an encounter, but of
maintaining and making possible a greater intimacy.

Ho Tzu Nyen:
For me, Shakespeare’s Lear is a profound investigation
of what “performance” and “play-acting” mean. It’s a
self-reflexive work of art, which, as you know, is the
kind of art that I seem drawn to. The three chapters
of what we’re calling The King Lear Project are each
named according to a canonical essay about Lear. This
is because we believe that it is, today, as interesting to
stage a version of Lear, as it is to stage an essay about
Lear. All three chapters of The King Lear Project are
designed to exist around the text of Lear, rather than to
perform the play directly. Hence, an array of performative
situations that surround the “proper” presentation of a
play — situations such as the audition, the rehearsal, the
post-show discussion — these situations, you could say,
take the place of the play.7
Lee Weng Choy:
This has become a recurrent strategy of yours: to

7 This exchange derives from ‘The Impossible
Lear,’ an invented conversation between Ho Tzu
Nyen and the author, albeit derived from actual
comments the artist had made, which was printed
in the theatre production brochure for The King
Lear Project in 2008.
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substitute the making of the thing for the thing itself.
In this case, you could almost say that this canonical
play is being re-placed by canonical essays about it.
Not only does the “making of” replace the thing, but
the “talking about” replaces the thing too.
HTN:
The first part, Lear – Lear Enters, is based on an
essay of the same name by Marvin Rosenberg on
the canonical performances of King Lear by some of
the greatest actors of the stage. Then Lear – Dover
Cliff & the Conditions of Representation is based on
an essay, likewise of the same name, by Jonathan
Goldberg. Goldberg’s essay is considered one of
the most important post-structuralist readings of the
representational limits of Lear. And finally, Lear – The
Lear Universe is based on an essay by the great
Shakespearean scholar, Wilson Knight, who attempts
to provide a unified metaphysical image of the world
inhabited by Lear.
LWC:
Has it become almost impossible to stage Lear
again? Anyone contemplating the task must feel like
a character from Beckett: what is there left to say?
Of course, the whole thing about Beckett is that this
“nothing new to say” never stops anyone from going
on and on — it’s the very condition of speech.
HTN:
Well, the scholars, historians and critics who interest me
most are those whom I feel most powerfully reconstruct
the objects they explain. Strong interpretations always
miss the “mark” — or more specifically, they go over
it. What interests me in interpretations is precisely
this “swerve,” an interpretation which opens up and
constructs new possibilities.

LWC:
Is there a public for such a mode of theatre?
HTN:
I want to stretch the limits of what it means to make
theatre, to be theatrical. I am interested in examining
the framing of what we consider drama and storytelling.
I also want to try and disseminate certain scholarly
and critical intelligences to a wider public sphere — to
rescue them from academic specialisation. However,
let me clarify — I don’t think art or literary history, theory
and criticism “in themselves” need rescuing of any
sorts. If anything I believe them to be more complex and
sophisticated than ever. They’re probably immensely
healthier than I am (laughs). A friend of mine, a theatre
director based in Brussels, once said: “it does not matter
if you do not like the theatre. It is more important that
the theatre likes you.” It’s a paraphrase of something
Godard said about cinema. What my friend means is
that it doesn’t matter if an audience member does not
like the theatre which he or she finds “difficult.” More
important is that contemporary theatre likes its viewers
so much, it believes that they are intelligent and willing
enough to engage in deep conversation with it.
Epilogue:
The King Lear Project was presented in 2008. The
third chapter entailed five repetitions of the ending of
the play as well as of the post-play discussion — these
sessions were entirely scripted; actors played the
audience members who asked the questions. No doubt
real audiences found the evening’s entire production
a challenge to endure. During one of the mock postplay discussions, the director (not Tzu Nyen himself,
but a character in the play) remarked that, in his view,
Shakespeare’s play has the structure of purgatory.
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The Face as Transitional Object
For the 2006 Singapore Biennale, Ho Tzu Nyen made
the short film, The Bohemian Rhapsody Project. It is
his own version of a music video of the famous 1970s
Queen song, with Tzu Nyen using different actors as
the lead singer, each one replacing the other as the
song and drama unfold. The production was staged in
a courtroom (the former City Hall and Supreme Court
buildings were venues for the biennale). The song, as
we know, is about a poor boy who has killed a man; he
confesses to his “mama,” accepts that he has to “face
to truth,” endures a trial, then in the end accepts his
fate, lets go, as if “nothing really matters.” It consists of
six sections, and undergoes drastic changes in style,
tone and tempo, from ballad to opera to hard rock. Its
transformational structure makes it a match for Tzu
Nyen. The original music video was so successful, it
helped set the trend for promotional videos becoming
standard fare for record companies.
The psychoanalyst D W Winnicott used the term,
“transitional object,” to describe a plaything, a learning
device, or an object of both affection and neglect. He
distinguished it from the fetish, an object that is longed
for and obsessively clung to. The transitional object is
about letting go.8 A child outgrows a teddy bear, and
leaving it on the shelf, neither mourns nor forgets it. An
adult always carries a cutting from an old baby blanket,
as a good luck charm — though, to be fair, we mustn’t
assume the fetishist is unaware of his or her irrationality.
Tzu Nyen’s use of substitution and repetition, his playful
“sounding” of images and icons, suggests that in his
worlds, the objects are almost all transitional. We do not
see anyone clinging to anything in his films. There is
plenty of wanting, and wanting intensely, but ultimately,
his characters can let go.
In Utama, the faces are always the same, but the
identities change, from Utama to Raffles to Alexander
the Great, and so on. In Rhapsody, the faces change, but
8 See D W Winnicott, Playing and Reality, London:
Routledge, 1971, cited in Mitchell, p. 75.
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the identity always remains Freddie Mercury’s persona.
Surely one of the single most meaningful acts of seeing
is to look upon the face of a beloved. At least, the history
of cinema and television, and now the computer, both
desktop and mobile, seems to suggest that. With the
advent of the mass consumption of screen images,
humans have never stared at faces as much. So what
are we to make of Tzu Nyen’s use of the face in his
films? Are they transitional objects as well? And what
would that mean, exactly? How do his faces face us,
indeed, how does his screen look back at us? What is it
that Tzu Nyen’s pictures, still or moving, want from us?
From his remarks on The King Lear Project, we can
surmise that Tzu Nyen’s artworks like us so much that
they want as much of our attention as we are willing to
give. Going further, we might suppose they ask not just
for our attention, but our desire as well. Further still, we
could say they hope for our understanding — not only in
the sense that we accept them, despite all their faults,
but that we also have a profound intuition for them. In
this, Tzu Nyen’s artworks are no different from many
others. And here lies the problem. What is it, really, that
we understand from art? What do we learn from looking
at pictures, or reading stories? Do we expect to get
lessons about life? How many times have we finished
a great novel and felt so deeply satisfied, as if we now
understand the world a little better, and yet we remain
unsure of what it is exactly that we think we understand
better. Perhaps only later in life will it become clear to us.
But by then, maybe this particular clarity will be of even
less practical use. Then, again, one must never lament
the lateness of insight.

Here, Now and Forever

Kathryn Weir

An earlier version of this essay was published by the Contemporary Art Centre of South Australia, Adelaide, for the exhibition Ho Tzu Nyen 2010,
as part of CACSA Projects, April-May, 2010.
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Ho Tzu Nyen’s EARTH (2009) stages an unspecified
disaster: fifty bodies, dead or dying and coming in and
out of consciousness, blend with a piled up morass
of detritus, crates and branches, surrounded by dark
water. A summation of world history and its debris,
the assemblage of bodies stands in for the whole
of humanity and the fleshy immanence of all human
striving. Individuals or vignettes catch our attention
and then recede into the variegated whole, the larger
organism engaged in a struggle to survive that draws
painful breath through each constituent element. Small
gestures and movements are carefully choreographed:
a finger pointing, a head pushed forwards by a
disembodied hand, a prone figure raising himself
like a supplicant.1 The artist states that he seeks “to
communicate only at the level of the nervous system”
with “works that are neither figurative nor abstract, but
fields of concrete sensations.” 2 This translates to an
emphasis on physicality, whether in the physiognomy
and measured movements of the actors, or in the
sound design and music conceived to make audience
members aware of themselves, through, for instance, the
use of base frequencies that create perceptible bodily
vibrations.3 The here and now of EARTH, is felt as much
as seen. Free of dialogue or voiceover, the work has
been performed and recorded in a number of different
sound iterations, with music and found noise in each
case inflecting how it may be understood.
The space is presented in three takes which sweep
across the scene as though it were two-dimensional
and, at particular points, move from detail to wide angle.
The camera takes off from the ripples on a pool of dark
water, then directs the eye across limbs and flesh, from
illumination to shadow, across faces and along diagonals.
From a centrally placed blindfolded character, the frame
pulls out to reveal the full composition, then returns to
the details of bodies, until coming to rest on a wounded
figure who contemplates his double in the black pool of
water. Ripples dissolve his narcissistic gaze into velvety
1 Developed in response to a commission by the
Singapore Arts Festival (2009), EARTH was first
presented in a theatrical setting in ‘Invisible Room,’
and featured live music from Singapore band The
Observatory. As the work was created with this
performance in mind, the camera movements and
key sequences or vignettes are choreographed
in relation to the timing of the songs to be
performed by The Observatory: RPK/Blood Rising,
Decarn, Ephemeron, Incastrate, Lowdown, Invisible
Room and Omicron. The work exists in a number
of recorded versions, notably (((radio))) and
[cinema]. The soundtrack of EARTH [cinema] was
first presented live with sound by Japanese field

black void. The whole seems less a tableau vivant —
first developed in the theatre as a highly composed
and emotionally charged freeze frame which interrupts
the action — than a tableau tout court, functioning
as it does throughout as a filmed, living painting.4 To
create his composition, Ho drew on specific Italian and
French paintings of the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries that
emphasise the materiality of bodies or convey a sense
of ‘being there.’ The figures on the apex are inspired by
those in Théodore Géricault’s The Raft of the Medusa
(1818 -19), and these rest upon groupings from Eugène
Delacroix’s Massacre at Chios (1824), Anne Louis
Girodet de Roussy-Trioson’s The Revolt at Cairo (1810),
and Antoine-Jean Gros’ Napoleon Bonaparte visiting the
plague victims at Jaffa (1804) — all of which powerfully
evoke the settings and subjects of notorious battles
and disasters.
Paintings by Caravaggio provide the point of
departure for three key sequences. A disoriented man
points towards his neighbour’s abdomen, reproducing
the gesture, portrayed by Caravaggio in The Incredulity
of Saint Thomas (1601-2), of doubting Thomas placing a
finger in the resurrected Christ’s wound; he has to see,
or rather, feel, this flesh wound in order to believe. An
extended sequence of a head with a hand controlling
it and pushing it rhythmically forwards finds its genesis
in Caravaggio’s late painting of the biblical David and
Goliath story, David with the Head of Goliath (1609-10),
where the decapitated head of Goliath in David’s hand is
believed to bear Caravaggio’s features. This disembodied
head of a giant condemned by God — bearing the
artist’s self-portrait at a time of despair near the end
of his life — is reworked by Ho, who lends the hand a
rhythmic movement representing control and resistance;
these elements are given centre stage in TESLA
(2009). EARTH’s closing image of a figure looking
at his reflection in the black water appears in Ho’s
production design images as Caravaggio’s Narcissus
(1598-99). The doubling of the film’s endpoint through

recordist/sound designer Yasuhiro Morinaga and
music by electro-acoustic/drone guitarist Stefano
Pilia when EARTH screened at the 66th Venice
International Film Festival. Yasuhiro Morinaga’s
recorded sounds register as an encyclopedia
of the madness and passions of the earth.
EARTH (((radio))) is dedicated by the artist to ‘his
generation’ and the soundtrack features riffs and
remixes from tracks including Queen’s Bohemian
Rhapsody, the basis for Ho’s earlier work The
Bohemian Rhapsody Project (2006), Michael
Jackson’s Thriller and Survivor’s Eye of the Tiger.
2 Unpublished artist’s statement.
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3 See ‘director’s interview’ at http://www.
herethefilm.com/thefilm.html, the site for Ho’s
first feature film HERE (2009): “I am extremely
interested in the moment when sound takes on
a life of its own and frees itself from demands
of synchronisation. I am also intrigued with the
physical properties of sound, especially the
extremely high and low frequencies that stretch
the experience of listening. I think that the act of
listening has a special connection to the sense of
being ‘here.’ There is always a kind of distancing
inherent in the act of seeing. But sound is
experienced by the entire body, and is something
immediate and physical.”

the reflection, which returns to the point of departure in
the dark waters, reveals the eternal cycle of the here and
now depicted in a narcissistic mise-en-abime, an endless,
self-referencing repetition.5
In the five-channel installation, TESLA, five head
shots of the same white-haired actor — from the front,
and from either side at 45 degrees and in profile — are
presented in an audio environment of high-pitched
electronic buzz. A white-gloved disembodied hand
on the actor’s head pushes forwards as the sound
levels increase and peak, seeming to transmit a force
while the actor resists and looks uncomfortable or in
pain. The work functions metaphorically in a number
of related ways. At one level, it provides an embodied
representation of the physical nature of alternating
current, the alternative system to direct current for
delivering electrical power elaborated by Nikola Tesla
at the beginning of the last century. Alternating current
moves in one direction and then the other, surging and
subsiding in intensity in each direction. In TESLA the
head moves forward as the hand pushes like a surge of
current against the head’s resistance, then as the surge
decreases to the still point of the current’s reversal,
the head moves back to neutral. Allegorically, the work
can be seen to figure the broader dialectics of power
and resistance. At another level of abstraction again, it
demonstrates a pattern that while constantly changing
always repeats itself, a broad brushstrokes equivalent to
Friedrich Nietzsche’s eternal return.
This theory of constant change and cyclic return
experienced in the here and now is most directly
addressed by Ho in Zarathustra: A Film for Everyone
and No One (2009).6 The film is a response to and
condensed enactment of Nietzsche’s Thus Spoke
Zarathustra: A Book for Everyone and No One (188385); the artist has also described it as a “doom-metal
opera” and “a speeded up version of EARTH.” 7 Like
EARTH, Ho’s Zarathustra was produced in controlled
studio conditions, and its choreography of bodies and
4 Ho previously used the tableau vivant as an
interruption to the action in ‘Tang Da Wu – The
Most Radical Gesture’ in 4 × 4: Episodes of
Singapore Art (2005) and in The Bohemian
Rhapsody Project (2006). See Kevin Chua ‘Ho Tzu
Nyen’s Criminal Tableaux,’ 2007, Contemporary Art
Centre of South Australia (exhibition catalogue),
who argues in relation to these works that: “What
Ho’s work is attuned to is not modernism as a
purification of medium (painting or film), but a
dialectical understanding of how modernist form
emerges out of — is a deep response to — the
matrix of modernity. At issue in his work is less the
freezing of action per se, than how the tableau as

other elements is very theatrical. Where EARTH was
filmed in three long takes and, as previously discussed,
recreates the experience of viewing a two-dimensional
painting, Zarathustra is captured in a single take, which
moves forward and back through the studio, immersing
the viewer in three-dimensional space.
Created through a collaborative, pedagogic process,
Zarathustra was offered as a tertiary course for fifty
students specialising in film, musical theatre, acting,
fine arts and music at LASALLE College of the Arts
in Singapore. The artist presented his concept to the
students, taking as his point of departure Nietzsche’s
concept of the eternal return:
What if some day or night a demon were to steal after you
into your loneliest loneliness and say to you: ‘This life as you
now live it and have lived it, you will have to live once more
and innumerable times more; and every pain and joy and
thought and sigh must come again to you, all in the same
sequence’… Would you throw yourself down and gnash your
teeth and curse the demon who spoke thus? Or would you
have answered him: ‘You are a god and never have I heard
anything more divine.’ 8

Many students may have laughed nervously, glanced at
their neighbour and raised their eyebrows to suggest
that Ho was being overly dramatic. The artist’s
performative lecture style and his broader practice play
on this dramatic effect. This is the very drama — that
heightens awareness and calls on us to truly experience
the here and now — to be found in Ho’s multifarious
sources, from Caravaggio to heavy metal music, from
post-Revolutionary French painting to the revolutionary
visions of inventor Nikola Tesla, from Nietzsche to the
tableau vivant. This train wreck of an existence, Ho is
reminding the students, this battlefield littered with
corpses and punctuated by shafts of light: art and all
things emerge within this; there is no escape from its
endless cycles of repetition, but you may transform some
part of it and yourself, not least through creative work.
The pedagogic impulse is also the point of departure

form is bound up with — is inextricable from —
the social experience of modernity in Singapore.
To leave the earth in a bid for purity, to recklessly
surmount one’s rootedness in the world, is the
primordial crime of representation.”
5 There is a strong resonance between Ho’s
EARTH and a work of theatre first performed
in New York in 1969, Samuel Beckett’s Breath.
Breath was written in 1966 and is Beckett’s
shortest theatrical work at 35 seconds. The script
sets out three movements, just as EARTH is
divided into three takes:
¹ Faint light on stage littered with miscellaneous
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rubbish. Hold about five seconds.
² Faint brief cry and immediately inspiration
and slow increase of light together reaching
maximum together in about ten seconds.
Silence and hold for about five seconds.
³ Expiration and slow decrease of light together
reaching minimum together (light as in ¹) in
about ten seconds and immediately cry as
before. Silence and hold about five seconds.
Beckett’s Breath distills human life into two
disembodied cries, birth and death, and the
sound of an inhalation and exhalation. EARTH’s
vision is incarnate: human life and history remain
immanent in writhing bodies. In ‘Beckett on Film’

man’s somnolent face appears, then, with a sound of
wings beating, the book falls on his head.10 We see
a hand smoothing out an opening of the book, then
a white computer and keyboard and hands typing. A
printer delivers a sheaf of paper; the man clips these to
a board, takes a loud hailer and shouts, “Action!” We see
in profile a finger pushing a book from amongst those
on a shelf, then the film loops and begins again with the
frontal image of the book falling.
The reference to Newton clearly calls up the story,
considered likely apocryphal, of the genesis of the
general theory of gravitation in an incident where the
celebrated seventeenth century physicist was hit on
the head by an apple while taking tea in the garden. In
Ho’s NEWTON, the director artist is hit on the head not
by a ripe apple, naturally falling from the tree, but by a
book, a text, a work that has gone before, raining from
the sky like stone tablets on Mount Sinai. The book
imposes its sacred covenant to create; the artist director
transforms it into a project or script, and then takes a
loudhailer, utters the work’s single word of dialogue,
and starts to make a film. A finger pushes the book,
and the loop recommences. Made up of eight shots
of around eight seconds each, NEWTON presents an
environment governed by simple, mechanistic laws.
The finger pushing the book off the shelf recalls the
finger pointing to the abdomen in EARTH seeing and
believing, cause and effect. Ho stages the intervention
of a chance occurrence in the creation of a work of art,
while simultaneously suggesting that in the process of
creation, nothing is left to chance. Even the moment of
‘inspiration’ must be staged in a highly controlled and
choreographed environment in order to then rework,
repeat and transform what has already been created. Ho
Tzu Nyen, the artist director directing NEWTON’s artist
director, is here making light of the serious undertaking
of artistic creation, while also affirming that there is no
other option than to go on striving for the moments of
transformative action which it enables.

for Nietzsche’s text, which tells in the ‘Prologue’ of
Zarathustra’s decision, after ten years alone in the
mountains, to go down and teach, to share the wisdom
he has gained. Ho’s film shows Zarathustra preaching
in front of a rock concert stage, delivering through
music and a chorus of moans Nietzsche’s message of
overcoming present unconsciousness and God-less
malaise through striving for radical self-determination.
The crowd of head-banging pleasure-seekers quickly
loses interest, even as Zarathustra points to gold
emerging from under the rubbish strewn across the
earth. Their attention is drawn by Zarathustra’s identical
double on the stage who points up to the light set to
illuminate rock idols. On the shoulders of the double
appears a small, hooded figure, Nietzsche’s dwarf,
representing weight or gravity. The double collapses
under this weight, falls sick and dies. Zarathustra
carries the double away to be buried, then collapses
himself under the burden. Ho continues to visually
recount the key moments of Nietzsche’s text, using a
dense soundtrack and the relentless displacement of
the camera to disorient and discomfort the viewer. In
Nietzsche’s text Zarathustra must overcome his revulsion
at the state of humanity and accept that there is no
possibility of progress, just endless repetition, including
of the basest moments of human nature and history.
To escape from the paralysing implications of the state
of eternal recurrence, Zarathustra affirms the present
as the moment of possible transformation when life is
enacted through intense engagement.9
Zarathustra: A Film for Everyone and No One
presents humanity’s shared predicament, as diagnosed
by Nietzsche, in a dark world of weights and flows. In
Ho’s short video work NEWTON (2009), on the other
hand, everything is white and bathed in light. The work
opens with a perfectly symmetrical, frontal image of
three white books on a white shelf, accompanied by a
deep drone of throat singing; the middle book slowly
slides out and falls as a cat purrs loudly. A white-haired
(2000), Damien Hirst directs Breath for the
screen. His ‘miscellaneous rubbish’ is hospital
detritus — trolleys, monitors, syringes, sterile
materials, plastic bags — all piled on a platform
spinning through a void. The last elements seen
as light fades are a cigarette ashtray and the butts
within it forming a swastika. See Beckett on Film:
19 films by 19 directors, released on DVD by Blue
Angel Films, 2001.
6 First commissioned for the 6th Asia-Pacific
Triennial of Contemporary Art (2009-10), by the
Queensland Art Gallery / Gallery of Modern
Art, Brisbane.

7 Personal communication.
8 Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gay Science (1882).
9 Amor fati, another key Nietzschean concept
meaning the love of fate, is explored by Ho
elsewhere through a character in his feature
film, HERE (2009). The film is staged as a
documentary shoot in a psychiatric hospital
in which patients participate in a new form of
therapy, the video cure, and enact for the doctors’
camera an improved version of past crimes and
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misdemeanors. One patient refuses to complete
the video cure, as he prefers to affirm his own
past, referring to amor fati.
10 Ho’s sound design often introduces elements
which do not correlate with the image, rather
eliciting an independent emotional reaction
from the viewer and even physical effects of
disorientation; this emerges from the artist’s
interest in the physicality of non-diegetic sound
(the source of which is neither visible on the
screen, nor necessarily implied by the action).

Other Works
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Endless Day
Feature film
(Upcoming 2012)

Zarathustra: A Film for Everyone and No One
HD – 24 minutes
2009
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H the Happy Robot
HD – 7 minutes
2009
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NEWTON
HD – 4 minutes 16 seconds
2009
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HERE
Feature film
HD – 86 minutes
2009
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The King Lear Project
2008-2009

EARTH
HD – 42 minutes
2009

Conceptualized and written by Ho Tzu Nyen
Co-directed by Ho Tzu Nyen & Fran Borgia

Photos: Manuel Versaen Academie Anderlecht (Brussels) (top, second from top), Roos Vandepitte (bottom)
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Reflections
HDV – 14 minutes
2007

4 × 4: Episodes of Singapore Art
HDV – TV series – 4 episodes, 23 minutes each
2005
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The Bohemian Rhapsody Project
DV – 6 minutes 52 seconds
2006
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Utama – Every Name in History Is I
DV – 23 minutes
19 paintings – various dimensions
2003
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Ho Tzu Nyen Artist
Since the inception of his practice in 2003,
Ho Tzu Nyen has taken on the roles of
film director, screenwriter, theatre director,
historian and teacher, besides that of artist,
choreographing and mounting increasingly
more complex and novel projects that
assume a variety of forms — on stage,
screen and in galleries. Three themes
characterise his art practice: historiography,
re-interpretation, and the deconstruction
of visual and acoustic aesthetics. Ho’s
past works investigate and incorporate
important cultural moments as their material,
reinterpreting and representing ideas
and expressions that have had significant
impact beyond their particular cultural and
geographical origin.
Past works
Zarathustra: A Film for Everyone
and No One (2009)
EARTH (2009)
HERE (2009)
NEWTON (2009)
The King Lear Project (2008)
The Bohemian Rhapsody Project (2006)
4 × 4: Episodes of Singapore Art (2005)

Selected solo exhibitions
2011
MAM Project 015
Mori Art Musem, Tokyo
Earth
Artspace Sydney, Contemporary Art Centre
South Australia, Australia
2007
The Bohemian Rhapsody Project
& 4 × 4: Episodes of Singapore Art
Contemporary Art Centre South Australia,
Australia
2005
4 × 4: Episodes of Singapore Art
Arts Central (televised broadcast), Singapore
2003
Utama – Every Name in History is I
The Substation, Singapore
Selected exhibitions
2010
transmediale.11
Berlin, Germany
Liverpool Biennial
Media Landscape – Zone East
Liverpool, United Kingdom
Future Perfect@ShContemporary 2010
Shanghai, China

Utama – Every Name in History is I (2003)

No Soul for Sale
Tate Modern, London, United Kingdom

Biennales

VideoZone5: Video Art Biennial
Tel Aviv, Israel

Liverpool Biennial (2010)
6 Asia-Pacific Triennial (2009)
th

Dojima River Biennale (2009)
1st Singapore Biennale (2006)
3rd Fukuoka Asian Art Triennale (2005)
26th Sao Paulo Biennale (2004)
Selected art festivals
Theater der Welt (2010)
Sydney Arts Festival (2010)
KunstenFestivaldesArts (2006, 2009)
The Singapore Arts Festival (2008, 2009)
Selected film festivals
39th Rotterdam International
Film Festival (2010)
41st Directors’ Fortnight,
Cannes Film Festival (2009)
66th Venice International Film Festival (2009)

2009
6th Asia-Art Pacific Triennial
Australia
Yokohama Festival of Art and Media
Japan
The Dojima River Biennale
Osaka, Japan
Some Rooms
Osage Kwun Tong, Hong Kong
2008
Art Multiple
Ke Center for the Contemporary Arts,
Shanghai, China
MU Popshop
Stichting MU, Eindhoven, Holland
Art & Entrepreneurship
Credit-Suisse Exhibition
Dubai, New York, Berlin, Moscow, Geneva,
Milan, Madrid, London

14th Pusan International Film Festival (2009)
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2007
Soft Power
Shanghai Zendai Museum of Modern Art
China
The Bohemian Rhapsody Project
Gallery 3,14, Bergen, Oslo, Norway
Asia – Europe Mediations
National Gallery of Poznan, Poland
Thermocline of Art
ZKM Center of Art and Media
Karlsruhe, Germany
2006
Underplayed: A Mix-Tape of
Music-Based Videos
The Yerba Buena Center for the Arts
San Francisco, USA
4 × 4: Episodes of Singapore Art
ARGOS, Brussels, Belgium
1st Singapore Biennale
Singapore
Move on Asia
Alternative Space Loop, Seoul
Tokyo Wonder Site, Japan
The Guernica Project
ARCO, Madrid, Spain
2005
3rd Fukuoka Asian Art Triennale
Japan
No Time for Space
Para-Site, Hong Kong
Utama – Every Name in History is I
Sparwasser HQ, Berlin, Germany
2004
Image Smugglers
26th Sao Paolo Biennale, Brazil
2003
Utama – Every Name in History is I
The Substation, Singapore

June Yap Curator
June Yap is an independent curator based
in Singapore, previously curating with the
Institute of Contemporary Arts Singapore and
the Singapore Art Museum. Her curatorial
projects include: You and I, We’ve Never Been
So Far Apart: Works From Asia, VideoZone5
(2010, Center for Contemporary Art, Tel Aviv,
Israel), The Future of Exhibition: It Feels Like
I’ve Been Here Before (2010, Institute of
Contemporary Arts Singapore, LASALLE),
Culture(s) of Copy (2010, Goethe-Institut,
Hong Kong, and Edith Russ Site for Media
Art, Germany), Das Paradies ist Anderswo
/ Paradise is Elsewhere (2009, Institut für
Auslandsbeziehungen (ifa) Stuttgart and
Berlin), Some Rooms (2009, Osage Kwun
Tong, Hong Kong), Bound for Glory: works
by Wong Hoy Cheong (2009, National
University of Singapore Museum), MATAHATI
– For Your Pleasure (2008, Galeri Petronas,
House of MATAHATI, The Annexe Gallery,
Malaysia), Trading Craft (2007, The Substation,
Singapore, and The Art Centre, Chulalongkorn
University, Bangkok), The Second Dance
Song: New Contemporaries (2006, Institute
of Contemporary Arts Singapore, LASALLE),
Seni: Singapore 2004, Art & the Contemporary
(2004, Singapore Art Museum), Twilight
Tomorrow (2004, Singapore Art Museum),
Interrupt (2003, Singapore Art Museum).
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Writers
Dr. Charles Merewether is Director of the
Institute of Contemporary Arts, LASALLE
College of the Arts, Singapore. Born in
Scotland, he received his doctorate in Art
History at the University of Sydney. An art
historian and curator, he was between 2007-8
Deputy Director of the Cultural District,
Saadiyat Island, Abu Dhabi for the Tourism
Development & Investment Co., and in 2007
served as the Arts and Culture Consultant
for the Emirates Foundation in the UAE
and Visiting Professor of Contemporary Art
in Suleimania, Kurdistan (2007). He was
Chairman of the Advisory Board of the Hong
Kong International Art Fair (2007-2009),
Artistic Director & Curator of the Biennale of
Sydney (2004-2006), Collections Curator at
the Getty Center, Los Angeles (1994-2004)
and Inaugural Curator of the Museo Arte
Contemporaneo de Monterrey, Mexico,
(1991-1994). Merewether has taught at the
University of Sydney, Universidad Autonoma in
Barcelona, the Universidad Ibero-Americana
(Mexico City), and University of Southern
California, and been the recipient of various
Fellowships including Research Fellow at both
the Institute of Advanced Studies at Jawaharlal
Nehru University and ZKM, Karlsruhe, as
well as Senior Research Fellow at the Centre
for Cross Cultural Research, Australian
National University (2004-2007), Japan
Foundation Research Fellow (2000), and
Research Fellow at both Yale University and
University of Texas. He has curated numerous
exhibitions internationally and published
widely on modernism and contemporary art in
Europe, East Asia, Australia and both North
America and the Americas. His recent book
publications include a co-edited volume of
essays After the Event (Manchester University
Press, 2010); Under Construction: Ai Weiwei
(2008), Art, Anti-Art, Non-Art: Experimentations
in the Public Sphere in Postwar Japan
1950-1970 (2007); General and
Commissioning Editor, Zones of Contact
(2006) and Editor, The Archive (2006).

Collaborators
Small Acts (2009), The view from elsewhere
(2009, with Naomi Evans and Mark Nash),
Modern Ruin (2008), Visual Music (2008,
with Rosie Hays), The Leisure Class (2007,
with Rachel O’Reilly), Hong Kong: Shanghai:
Cinema Cities (2007), Kiss of the Beast
(2005-6, with Ted Gott), Video Hits: Art and
Music Video (2004, with Nicholas Chambers)
and Read My Lips: Jenny Holzer, Barbara
Kruger, Cindy Sherman (1998). She was a
member of the curatorium for the 5th and 6th
Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art
(2006-7, 2009-10) and for 21st Century: Art
in the first decade (2010-11).
Lee Weng Choy is an art critic and currently
Director of Projects, Research & Publications,
Osage Art Foundation, Hong Kong.
From 2000 to 2009, he was the Artistic
Co-Director of The Substation arts centre
in Singapore. Lee serves on the academic
advisory board of the Asia Art Archive, and
is president of the Singapore Section of
the International Association of Art Critics
(AICA). He has lectured on art theory and
cultural studies, and written extensively on
contemporary art. His essays have been
published in various periodicals and books,
including: Art AsiaPacific, Broadsheet, Forum
On Contemporary Art & Society, Positions:
East Asia Cultures Critique, Over Here:
International Perspectives on Art and Culture,
Theory in Contemporary Art since 1985,
Journal of Visual Culture, and Yishu.

Kathryn Weir is the head of International
Art and the Australian Cinémathèque at the
Queensland Art Gallery / Gallery of Modern
Art, Brisbane. Curatorial projects include
Promised Lands (2010, with Jose Da Silva),

Amandi Wong is a cinematographer currently
based in Singapore. He has been in close
collaboration with Ho Tzu Nyen since 2006
and has lensed for a majority of Ho’s works,
which include Sejarah Singapura (2006),
EARTH (2009), Zarathustra: A Film for
Everyone and No One (2009) and Endless
Day (a feature film which is presently in
post-production). His camerawork can also
be seen in Teo Eng Tiong’s debut feature film,
Truth Be Told, Jack Neo’s Where Got Ghost?
and various short films such as Michael Kam’s
Masala Mama and Gavin Lim’s Subtitle. The
Cloud of Unknowing is his 13th collaboration
with Ho Tzu Nyen.
Andy Lim is a Singapore-based independent
lighting designer/technical manager, who
has designed and managed for various
professional theatre and dance companies, as
well as college productions. He has worked
extensively both in and outside of Singapore,
with numerous experiences touring shows in
Europe, Asia and North America. In addition to
designing for theatre, he has been involved in
designing light for art films. His past projects
include The Magnanimous Cuckold by Li Xie
(Drama Box), Pinocchio – The Musical by
Stage Two and MediaCorp VizPro International
End, Refraction – A Double Bill by Singapore
Dance Theatre (Esplanade – da:ns Festival
2010), It appears that… by Ricky Sim, Invisible
Room by The Observatory in collaboration with
Ho Tzu Nyen and Kok Heng Leun (Theater
der Welt 2010, Singapore Arts Festival 2009),
Friend’s Season – Tenderness for the future, a
celebration of TheatreWorks’ 25th anniversary,
Coffin by Li Xie (Drama Box), RPM by Choy
Ka Fai (TheatreWorks), The King Lear Project
by Ho Tzu Nyen and Fran Borgia presented
at KunstenFestivaldesArts and Singapore
Arts Festival, VIRUS by COLLECTIVE
mayhem (NUS Art Festival), Vivien & the
Shadows (Premiere @ UNC), Diaspora by
Ong Keng Sen presented at Edinburgh
International Festival (TheatreWorks). Andy
is also an aspiring visualist, and a close
collaborator with multi-disciplinary art group
COLLECTIVE mayhem.
Asylum is a creative company comprising a
design studio, a retail store, a workshop and
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a record label. Since its inception in 1999,
Asylum has been involved in cross-disciplinary
projects that include interactive design,
product development, environmental & interior
design, packaging, apparel design, branding
and graphic design. Asylum’s work has been
recognised within the creative industry,
receiving more then 70 international awards,
including The One Show and D&AD. ICON
(UK) magazine is quoted describing Asylum
as “probably the best design agency in
Singapore today” (March 2008). Asylum
has worked with various arts institutions,
such as the School of the Arts, The Necessary
Stage, Singapore Symphony Orchestra,
The Substation and the National Heritage
Board. Blurring the lines between the
disciplines of art and design, the company
believes in exploring collaborations without
inhibitions, while encouraging creativity with
like-minded souls.
Fran Borgia, born in southern Spain,
studied filmmaking in London, Barcelona
and Singapore. In 2004, he wrote and
directed his first short film, ASIA. He shot
Para Asia in 2007. In 2008, Fran produced
and co-directed The King Lear Project, a
three-part theatre performance commissioned
by KunstenFestivaldesArts in Brussels and
the Singapore Arts Festival. In 2009, he
produced, wrote and directed Film – Faust
for Singapore’s Esplanade Theatre Studios,
a theatre production inspired by Goethe’s
masterpiece. He was the Producer and Editor
for HERE, Ho Tzu Nyen’s first feature film that
was presented at the 41st Directors’ Fortnight,
Cannes Film Festival 2009; and for the
medium-length film, EARTH, presented at
the 66th Venice Film Festival 2009. He has
also produced Masala Mama, a short film
presented at the 60th Berlin International Film
Festival 2010; Sandcastle, Boo Junfeng’s
first feature film that premiered at the 49th
Critics’ Week, Cannes Film Festival 2010;
Tiong Bahru by Christine Molloy & Joe
Lawlor, a short film presented at the 40th
International Film Festival Rotterdam 2011;
and The Meaning of Style by British artist
Phil Collins, presented at the Singapore
Biennale 2011. Fran is the founder of
Akanga Film Asia.

James Page moved to Singapore in 2007
from the UK, and has worked extensively in
production design and set design for film and
theatre. He has worked with Ho Tzu Nyen
on multiple projects including The King Lear
Project, EARTH, H the Happy Robot and during
the past year, Ho Tzu Nyen’s next feature
film, Endless Day. His other work includes
production design for the award-winning
feature, Sandcastle, directed by Boo Junfeng,
which premiered at the Cannes Critic’s
Week in 2010, as well as multiple television
productions and advertisements. This year
he looks forward to designing for Singapore
based James Leong’s upcoming feature
film, Camera.
Jed Lim: I am Jed. I am mad. Lies in the cloud.
Jeffrey Yue is a sound designer and
production engineer. He has worked
extensively in the UK and other parts of the
world. His projects include: the premiere
of a Khmer rock opera, Where Elephant
Weeps, featuring traditional Cambodian
music at the Cenla Theater, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia; The King Lear Project as part of the
KunstenFestivaldesArts at Brussels, Belgium;
Diaspora, with TheatreWorks featuring the
70-piece Singapore Chinese Orchestra,
composer Toru Yamanaka and directed by
Ong Keng Sen, that was presented at the
Edinburgh International Festival; the world
premiere of Butterflies, a large-scale musical
at the Beijing Poly Theater, China; London
West End productions such as My Fair Lady
and Anything Goes at the Theatre Royal
Drury Lane; My One and Only at the Piccadilly
Theatre; the world premiere of Les Liaisons
Dangereuses choreographed by Adam
Cooper in Tokyo, Japan, that continued in a
month-long tour in Japan and to the Sadler’s
Wells Theatre in London; Seven Sisters at the
Chicester Festival Theatre, Arsenic and Old
Lace at the Shaftesbury Theatre, UK; Peter
Pan at the Cultural Center of the Philippines,
Manila, the HKAPA Lyric Theatre, Hong Kong,
the Istana Budaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
and the Novell Theatre, Taipei, Taiwan. Jeffrey
is a collaborator of COLLECTIVE mayhem — a
multi-disciplinary performance art network
that has produced: Memory – Human Remains
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at the Black Box, Drama Centre, Singapore;
Vibrations at the Theatre Studio, Esplanade,
Singapore; and VIRUS at the University
Cultural Centre as part of the National
University of Singapore Arts Festival.
Stephanie Goh has worked on Ho Tzu Nyen’s
films as project manager, co-producer and
casting director. She started Tzulogical Films
with Ho Tzu Nyen in 2009.
Yasuhiro Morinaga is a sound director, sound
designer, field sound recordist, and composer
of Musique Concrete. He has worked on
multiple projects in film, contemporary dance,
installation, and product design internationally.
He is regarded as one of the unique and
distinctive sound designers of his generation.
His focus is on the narrative structure of field
recorded sounds, with particular attention to
the aural community of natural environments.
Morinaga’s eclectic approach to sound design
for film has been presented in film festivals in
Cannes, Venice, Berlin and Toronto. He also
designed and produced sound in a project
for SONY’s monolithic design exhibition at
Milano Salone 2010. His singular approach
toward sound design does not conform to
conventional style, and his live concerts
transport audiences across space and time,
through his use of recorded and manipulated
narrative sound. He has performed live at
numerous festivals and events internationally.
He continues to research the use of sound
in new media, and the influences of field
recording techniques and aesthetics in his
practice, and has produced the Archival Sound
Series, that focuses on field recordists from
various disciplines, throughout the history
of media technology. Morinaga is a founder
of CONCRETE, a non-profit organisation
based in Tokyo. CONCRETE produces a
number of publications on cinema, new media
installation, and sound & music. CONCRETE
also organises international conferences,
symposiums, and live concert events.
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2010: ho tzu nyen
now and forever
KATHRYN WEIR
What if some day or night a demon were to
steal after you into your loneliest loneliness
and say to you: ‘This life as you now live it and
have lived it, you will have to live once more
and innumerable times more; and every pain
and joy and thought and sigh must come again
to you, all in the same sequence’... Would you
throw yourself down and gnash your teeth and
curse the demon who spoke thus? Or would you
have answered him: ‘You are a god and never
have I heard anything more divine’.
Friedrich Nietzche, The Gay Science, 1882

When Ho Tzu Nyen used this celebrated quotation to explain
Friedrich Nietzche’s concept of the eternal return to students
at LASALLE College of the Arts in Singapore who enrolled in
2009 for the collaborative project Zarathustra: A Film for
Everyone and No One, many may have laughed nervously,
glanced at their neighbour and raised their eyebrows to suggest
that he was being overly dramatic. The artist’s performative
lecture style plays on exactly this dramatic effect. This is the
very drama—which heightens emotion and calls on us to truly
experience the here and now—to be found in Ho’s multifarious
sources, from Caravaggio to heavy metal music, from postRevolutionary French painting to the revolutionary visions
of inventor Nikola Tesla, from Nietzche to the tableau vivant.
This train wreck of an existence, Ho is reminding the students,
this battleﬁeld littered with corpses and punctuated by shafts
of light: art and all things emerge within this; there is no
escape from its endless cycles of repetition, but you may
transform some part of it and yourself, not least through
creative work.
Ho Tzu Nyen works across ﬁlm, video, sound, music,
performance, theatre, set design, sculpture and painting to
create artistic projects which often take as their point of

departure ideas drawn from philosophy and science. Within
Ho’s highly constructed assemblages of image and sound, ideas
are embodied in characters and made physically tangible for
the viewer, generally with minimal dialogue; the projects
function as allegories or essays which, the artist states,
“seek to communicate only at the level of the nervous
system’’. He continues: “These are works that are neither
ﬁgurative nor abstract, but ﬁelds of concrete sensations.”1
This translates to an emphasis on physicality, whether in the
physiognomy and measured movements of the actors, or the
considered used of complex sound design and music to make
audience members aware of their own bodies, through, for
instance, base frequencies which create perceptible bodily
vibrations.2 Ho also describes his editing as physical: it is
emphasised so that every cut is felt.3
The physicality of bodies and the ﬂeshy immanence
of all human striving provide the guiding lines of Earth (2009),
which stages an unspeciﬁed disaster, a summation of world
history and its debris. Fifty bodies stand in for the whole
of humanity, dead or dying and coming in and out of
consciousness. The materiality of the bodies blends with a
piled up morass of detritus, crates and branches, the whole
seemingly surrounded by a body of dark water.4 Individuals or
vignettes draw our attention then recede into the variegated
whole, the larger organism engaged in a struggle to survive and
drawing painful breath through each constituent body. Small,
highly coded movements of the bodies—a ﬁnger pointing, a
head pushed forwards by a disembodied hand, a prone ﬁgure
bathed in white light who raises himself like a supplicant—all
of these gestures are carefully choreographed. There is no
dialogue, but the ﬁlm has been performed and recorded with
variously conceived soundtracks of music and found noise, to
which the bodies appear to respond.5 In a manner parallel to
viewing a painting, the space is presented as though it were
two dimensional in three takes which sweep across the surface
and, at particular points, zoom in and out. The camera takes
off from the ripples on a pool of dark water, then directs the
eye across details of limbs and ﬂesh, from illumination to
shadow, across faces and along diagonals. From a centrally
placed blindfolded character, it pulls out to show the full
composition, then returns to the details of bodies, until
ending on a wounded ﬁgure who raises himself to look at
his double in the black pool of water. Ripples dissolve his
narcissistic gaze into velvety black void.
The whole seems less a tableau vivant—ﬁrst
developed in the theatre as a highly composed and emotionally
charged freeze frame which interrupts the action—than a
tableau tout court; that is, Earth functions throughout as a
ﬁlmed, living painting.6 Indeed, Ho drew on speciﬁc Italian
and French paintings of the seventeenth-, eighteenth- and
nineteenth-centuries to create his composition. The ﬁgures
on the apex are inspired by those in Géricault’s The Raft of
the Medusa (1818-19). These rest upon groupings from
Eugène Delacroix’s Massacre at Chois 1824, Anne Louis
Girodet’s The Revolt at Cairo (1810), and Antoine-Jean Gros’
Bonaparte visiting the plague victims at Jaffa (1804). Another
key vignette is drawn from Girodet’s Endymion (1791), (a prone
ﬁgure bathed in light, who then begins to breathe and raises
himself, until the startlingly white light burns out his ﬂesh from
the camera’s vision, a suggestion of death or transcendence).7
Paintings by Caravaggio are the point of departure
for three vital sequences. Earth’s closing sequence of a ﬁgure
looking at his reﬂection in the black water appears in Ho’s
production design images as Caravaggio’s Narcissus (1598-99),
a beautiful boy gazing at his own image. The doubling of the
ﬁlm’s endpoint through the reﬂection, as it returns to the point
of departure in the dark waters, ﬁgures the eternal cycle of
the events depicted—as indeed does the looping of the video
in a gallery space. At another pivotal moment, a disoriented
man points towards his neighbour’s abdomen, so reproducing
the gesture portrayed by Caravaggio in The Incredulity of Saint
Thomas (1601-02) of doubting Thomas placing a ﬁnger in the
resurrected Christ’s wound; he has to see, or in fact, feel,
this ﬂesh wound in order to believe. An extended sequence of
a head with a hand controlling it and pushing it rhythmically
forwards ﬁnds its genesis in Caravaggio’s late painting of

the biblical David and Goliath story, David (1609), where
the decapitated head of Goliath in David’s hand is said to
bear Caravaggio’s features. This disembodied head of a giant
condemned by God—bearing an artist’s self-portrait at a time
of despair near the end of his life—is reworked by Ho, who
lends the hand a rhythmic movement representing control
and resistance; these elements are given centre stage in
Tesla (2009).
A ﬁve-channel installation,Tesla creates an audio
environment of an high-pitched electronic buzz, audible as
the image fades up to visibility, then reveals ﬁve head shots
of the same white-haired actor from the front, and from
either side at forty-ﬁve degrees and in proﬁle. A white-gloved
disembodied hand on the actors head pushes forwards as the
sound levels increase and peak, seeming to transmit a force
while the actor resists and looks uncomfortable or in pain.
The work functions metaphorically in a number of related
ways. At one level, it provides an embodied representation
of the physical nature of alternating current, the alternative
system to direct current for delivering electrical power which
was elaborated by Nikola Tesla at the beginning of the last
century. Alternating current moves in one direction and then
the other, surging and subsiding in intensity in each direction.
In Tesla the head moves forward as the hand pushes like a
surge of current against the head’s resistance, then as the
surge decreases to the still point of the current’s reversal,
the head moves back to neutral. Allegorically, the work can be
seen to ﬁgure the broader dialectics of power and resistance.
At another level of abstraction again, it demonstrates a pattern
that while constantly changing always repeats itself, a broad
brushstrokes equivalent to Nietzche’s eternal return.
This theory of constant change and cyclic return
experienced in the here and now is most directly addressed
by Ho in Zarathustra: A Film for Everyone and No One (2009).8
The ﬁlm is a response to and condensed enactment of Friedrich
Nietzche’s Thus Spoke Zarathustra: A Book for Everyone and
No One (1883-85); the artist has also described it as a “doommetal opera” and “a speeded up version of Earth”.9 Like Earth,
Ho’s Zarathustra was produced in extremely controlled studio
conditions, and the choreography of bodies and other elements
is very theatrical. Where Earth was ﬁlmed in three long takes
and as previously discussed, recreates the experience of
viewing a two-dimensional painting, Zarathustra is captured
in a single take, which also moves forward and back through
the studio, immersing the viewer in three-dimensional space.
Created through a pedagogic and performative process, it
was offered as a course for ﬁfty students specialising in ﬁlm,
musical theatre, acting, ﬁne arts and music at LASALLE College
of the Arts in Singapore.
The pedagogic impulse is also the point of
departure for Nietzche’s text, which tells in the ‘Prologue’
of Zarathustra’s decision, after ten years alone in the
mountains, to go down and teach, to share the wisdom he
has gained. Ho’s ﬁlm shows Zarathustra preaching in front
of a rock concert stage, delivering through music and a chorus
of moans Nietzche’s message of overcoming present mediocrity
and God-less malaise through striving for radical selfdetermination. The crowd of head-banging pleasure-seekers
quickly loses interest, even as Zarathustra points to gold
emerging from under the rubbish strewn across the earth.
Their attention is drawn by Zarathustra’s identical double
on the stage who points up to the light set to illuminate
rock idols. On the shoulders of the double appears a small,
hooded ﬁgure, Nietzche’s dwarf, representing weight or
gravity. The double collapses under this weight, falls sick and
dies. Zarathustra carries the double away to be buried, then
collapses himself under the burden and vomits in a purging
action. Ho continues to visually recount the key moments of
Nietzche’s text, using a dense soundtrack and the relentless
displacement of the camera to disorient and discomfort the
viewer. In Nietzche’s text Zarathustra must overcome his
revulsion at the state of humanity and accept that there is
no possibility of progress, just endless repetition, including
the basest moments of human nature and history. To escape
from the paralysing implications of the state of eternal
recurrence, Zarathustra afﬁrms the present as the moment

when life is enacted through intense engagement and striving,
an afﬁrmation which entails the joyful celebration of the
possibilities for transformation which each moment brings.10
Zarathustra: A Film for Everyone and No One presents
humanity’s shared predicament with an undeniable gravitas,
and projects a dark world of weights and ﬂows with only
moments of release. In Ho’s short video work Newton (2009),
on the other hand, everything is white. The work opens with a
perfectly symmetrical, frontal image of three white books on
a white shelf, accompanied by a deep drone of throat singing.
A cat purrs loudly and the middle book slowly slides out and
falls.11 A white-haired man’s somnolent face appears, then,
with a sound of wings beating, the book falls on his head.
We see a hand smoothing out an opening of the book, then
a white computer and keyboard and hands typing. A printer
delivers a sheaf of paper; the man clips these to a board,
takes a loud hailer and shouts ‘Action!’. We see in proﬁle
a ﬁnger pushing a book from amongst those on a shelf,
then the ﬁlm loops and begins again with the frontal
image of the book falling.
The reference to Newton clearly calls up the
story, considered most likely apocryphal, of the genesis
of the general theory of gravitation in an incident when the
celebrated seventeenth-century physicist was hit on the head
by an apple while taking tea in the garden. In Ho’s Newton,
the director artist is hit on the head not by a ripe apple,
naturally falling from the tree, but by a book, a text, a work
that has gone before, raining from the sky like stone tablets
on Mt Sinai. The book imposes its sacred covenant to create;
the artist director transforms it into a project or script, and
then takes a loud-hailer, utters the work’s single word of
dialogue, and starts to make a ﬁlm. A ﬁnger pushes the

book, and the loop recommences. Made up of eight shots
of around eight seconds each, Newton conveys the feeling
of an environment governed by simple, mechanistic laws.
The ﬁnger pushing the book off the shelf recalls the ﬁnger
pointing to the abdomen in Earth—seeing and believing,
cause and effect. Ho comments on the role of chance in the
creation of a work of art—but simultaneously suggests that in
the process of creation, nothing is left to chance. Even the
moment of ‘inspiration’ must be staged in a highly controlled
and choreographed environment in order to then rework,
repeat and transform what has already been created.
Ho Tzu Nyen, the artist director directing Newton’s artist
director, is here making light of the serious undertaking of
artistic creation, while also afﬁrming that there is no other
option that to go on striving for the moments of transformative
action which it enables.
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September 2009
Film Comment
“Limit Experience: Ho Tzy Nyen;s meta debut feature Here takes aim at Singapore’s
repressive social orthodoxy”

!

September 2009
Asian Art News
“Time, Memory, Forgetting”!

June 2007
Contemporary Art Centre of South Australia
“Ho Tzu Nyen, Bohemian Rhapsody Project; 4 x 4 Episodes of Singapore Art”
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L}ÊÌ iÊÃÌ>ÀÃ]ÊÜiÊiÌiÀÊ-}>«Ài½ÃÊ ÌÞÊ>]Ê
Ì ÀÕ} ÊÌ iÊVÀÀ`ÀÃÊ>`ÊÌÊiÊvÊÌÃÊ`ÞÌÊ
V >LiÀÃ°Ê1Ã iÀi`ÊÊLÞÊ>Ê}ÀÕ«ÊvÊÞÕ}ÊV ÀÕÃÊ
}ÀÃÊ`ÀiÃÃi`ÊÊ«i>ÀÞÊÜ Ìi]ÊÜiÊÌ>iÊÕÀÊÃi>ÌÃ°Ê
-iÛiÀ>Ê>VÌÀÃÊ>ÀiÊ>Õ`Ì}ÊvÀÊÌ iÊi>`ÊÀiÊÊ>Ê
Ài`ÌÊvÊ+Õii½ÃÊ ÌÊÃ}Ê¼  i>Ê, >«Ã`Þ½\Ê
Ì iÞÊ>Ê>`Ê}À>Vi]Ê«>À>`}ÊLivÀiÊÕÃÊÜÌ Ê
>ÊÌ iÊ>iLiiÛiÊÃViÀÌÞÊvÊ>Êi`iÛ>Ê«>ÃÃÊ
«>Þ°ÊÕÌÊ>`ÊÀi`i«ÌÊ>ÀiÊÌ iÊÀ`iÀÊvÊÌ iÊ`>Þ°Ê
ÊÜ}}i`ÊÕ`}iÊÃ>ÃÊÌ iÊ}>ÛiÆÊ>ÊÌ iÀÊVÀiÃÊ
vÀÊ iÀÊÃ°Ê9iÌÊÌ ÃÊV>ÊÞÊLiÊÌ iÊÃÌÀ>}iÃÌÊvÊ
Ài i>ÀÃ>ÃpÊw>ÊÃ}ÊÃÊ«iÀvÀi`]ÊÊ«>ÞÊ
«À`ÕVi`°Ê7iÊ>ÀiÊivÌÊÜÌ ÊvÀ>}iÌÃÊvÊ>ÊÕÌ>Ìi`Ê
ÀVÊ«iÀ>p}«ÃiÃÊvÀÊÌ iÊÕÃV>ÊVÀÞ«Ì°
7 >ÌÊvpÃiÜ >ÌÊ«iÀÛiÀÃiÞpÜiÊÌÊÌ iÊwÊ
ÌiÀ>Þ]Ê>ÃÊÀi>ÞÊ>LÕÌÊ>ÊÌÀ>]ÊÜÌ ÊÕÃÊV>i`ÊÊÌÊ
«>ÞÊÌ iÊ`Õ>ÊÀiÃÊvÊÜÌiÃÃÊ>`ÊÕ`}i¶Ê ÀiÃÃi`Ê
ÊVÛVÌÀ>}i]Ê i`ÊL>VÊLÞÊ«ViÊvwViÀÃ]Ê
Ü >ÌÊvÊÌ iÃiÊ`Û`Õ>ÃÊÜiÀiÊÌÊÃ«ÞÊ>VÌÀÃÊ
>Õ`Ì}ÊvÀÊ>ÊÀiÊLÕÌÊÌ iÊ>VVÕÃi`ÊÌ iÃiÛiÃ¶Ê
/ iÊ«ViÊvwViÀÃÊÃiiÊiÃÃÊÌÊ `ÊÌ iÊL>VÊ
Ì >ÊÌÊ«À«ÊÌ iÊÕ«ÊÊÌ iÀÊ ÀÃÌiÊ«Ãi]ÊÌÊ
«ÕÌÊÌ iÊÊ`Ã«>Þ°®Ê >V Ê>VÌÀÊ >ÃÊÌÊÃÕÀÕÌÊ
ÞÃÌiÀ>ÊÊÀ`iÀÊÌÊv>ViÊÕÃÊ>ÃÊVÀ>Ã]ÊÊÀ`iÀÊÌÊ
LiÊ>Üi`ÊÌ iÊÀiÜ>À`ÊvÊÕÃÌVi°Ê/ >ÌÊi>V Ê>VÌÀÊÃÊ
ÀiÊ ÃÌÀVÊÌ >ÊÌ iÊiÝÌÊÞÊÃiiÃÊÌÊÌ>iÊÕÃÊ
LiÞ`ÊÌ i>ÌÀV>ÌÞ]ÊÌÊÌ >ÌÊ«>ViÊÜ iÀiÊÜiÊÜÕ`Ê
LiÊvÀiiÊvÀÊÌÃÊLÕÀ`i°Ê7iÊÃÌiÊÜÌ Ê«iÊi>ÀÃ]Ê
>i`Ê i>ÀÌÃ]Ê>ÃÊÌ Õ} ÊÌ iÊL>ÀiÊiÌ>ÌÞÊvÊ
Ì iÀÊVviÃÃÃÊÜÊÀii>ÃiÊÕÃÊvÀÊÌ iÊiViÃÃÌÞÊ
vÊVÛVÌp>`Ê>viÃÌÊ>ÊÛiÀ`VÌÊÌ >ÌÊV>ÊÞÊ
LiÊÕÀÊÜ°
-ViÊÌ iÊÃÝÌiiÌ ViÌÕÀÞÊÊÌ iÊ7iÃÌÊ>ÌÊi>ÃÌ®]Ê
«ÌVÃÊÜ>ÃÊLÕ`ÊÕ«ÊÜÌ ÊÌ iÊ>ÌÌi«ÌÊÌÊ>L>`Ê
Ì iÊÌ i>ÌÀV>ÌÞÊvÊÃiv]ÊÌÊÃ ÕÊÌ iÊ«ÀiÌiÃÃÊ
vÊ`Ã«>Þ°ÊÕÃÌViÊÜ>ÃÊÀÀi`ii>LÞÊ«>ÀÌÊvÊÌ iÊ
«ÌV>Ì i>ÌÀV>ÊÀ`iÀÆÊÌÊ>iÊVÕÌÊÌ ÀÕ} ÊÌ iÊ
ÌÀ>}VÊiViÃÃÌÞÊvÊ«iÀvÀ>Vi]ÊÕÀÊii`ÊÌÊLiÊ
ÃiiÊÌÊ>`ÊvÀ®Êi>V ÊÌ iÀ°Ê*iÀ >«ÃÊ/ iÊ  i>Ê
, >«Ã`ÞÊ*ÀiVÌ½ÃÊ¼Ài i>ÀÃ>½ÊÃÊ>Ê«iVÕ>ÀÊÀiµÕiÃÌÊ
ÀÊ`i>`ÊÌÊÃÌÀÞÊ>ÃÊÃÕV \ÊÌiÊÃÊ«>Þi`ÊÊ>Ê
i`iÃÃÊ«]ÊÜÌ ÊÕÃÌViÊiÛiÀÊÜ>Ì}ÊÌÊvÕÞÊ
Ài>ÃiÊÌÃiv]ÊvÊvÀiÛiÀÊv>}°£ÊÊ
-ÜÞÊÜiÊ«>ÕÃiÊ>}ÊÌ iÊÌÀ>Vi`ÊVÀViÃÊvÊ
ÕÀÊÜ>}Ê«>Ì °Ê7iÊÌViÊÌ >ÌÊiÛiÊÌ Õ} ÊÜiÊ
>ÛiÊÛi`ÊÌÊ>`ÊÕÌÊvÊÌ iÊLÕ`}]ÊÌ iÊÜÀÊ
} ÌÊÀiÊ>VVÕÀ>ÌiÞÊLiÊÃ>`ÊÌÊVÀViÊÀÕ`Ê>Ê
ÃÌÀÕVÌÕÀ}Ê>LÃiVi°Ê/ iÊVÃiÀÊÜiÊ}iÌÊÌÊÌ iÊVÀiÊ
vÊÌ iÊwpvÀ>}iÌÃÊvÊÌ iÊÃ}Ê`iÛiÀi`]Êv>V}Ê
Ì iÊ}>iÀÞÊvÊÌ iÊ>VVÕÃi`pÌ iÊÀiÊiÕÃÛiÊÌ iÊ
ÀiÊv>ÃV>Ì}®ÊÌÊLiViÃ°Ê7iÊ>ÌV«>ÌiÊ>Êw>Ê
«iÀvÀ>ViÊÌ >ÌÊiÛiÀÊ>ÀÀÛiÃpÊÌ iÊÃ>iÊÜ>ÞÊ
Ì >ÌÊÌ iÊÃ}ÊÌÃivÊiÛiÀÊÀi>V iÃÊÌÃÊÀÕÃ}ÊV>Ý°Ê
ÊÜiÊ>ÀiÊivÌÊÜÌ ÊÃÊÌ iÊÃV>vv`}Ê>ÀÕ`ÊÌ >ÌÊ
>LÃiÌÊ ip>Ê>ÀV }ÊV>«ÞÊvÊLiÃÊ
>`Êy>Ã }ÊV>iÀ>Ã°Ê
"vÊVÕÀÃi]Ê+Õii½ÃÊ¼  i>Ê, >«Ã`Þ½ÊÜ>ÃÊ
>Ài>`ÞÊ>ÊÃ>iÞÊ«iVÕ>ÀÊiÝ>«iÊvÊ>ÊÌ V]Ê
ÕÃV>ÊVÀ«Ãi°Ê À`ÃÊÃ Õvyi`ÊÃÊ>V>ÞÊÌ >ÌÊ
Ì iÞÊÃiiÊÌÊv>ÊvvÊÌ iÊÕÃV>Ê}À`]Ê >ÀÞÊ
>V}Ê>ÊV ÀÕÃ]Ê>ÊV>«i>Ê>`Ê i>ÛÞÊiÌ>Ê
«iÀvÀ}Ê`iÛÕÃÊÃÜÌV L>VÃ]ÊÌ iÊÃ}ÊL>ÀiÞÊ
>`iÊÃiÃiÊ>ÌÊ>°Ê/ >ÌÊÌÊÜ>ÃÊLi`Ê>ÃÊ>ÊÀVÊ«iÀ>Ê
ÞÊ>`iÊÕÃÊÜ>ÌÊÌÊÀ>ViÊvÀÊÌ iÊiÝÌÃ]Ê>ÃÊÌ Õ} Ê
â>ÀÌÊÀÊ->iÀÊ >`ÊÀÃiÊvÀÊÌ iÊ}À>ÛiÊÌÊ«VÊ
Õ«Ê>ÊiiVÌÀVÊ}ÕÌ>À°ÊÀÊ>ÊÃ}ÊÜÀÌÌiÊÊ£Çx]ÊÌÊ
Ãiii`ÊLÌ Ê> i>`ÊvÊÌÃÊÌiÊ>`Ê«ÃÌÛiÞÊÕÌÊ
vÊÌi°Ê ÕÌÊÌ >ÌÊÃÕV Ê>ÊÃ}ÊÜ>ÃÊÕÃi`ÊÊ/ ,*
pÃiiVÌi`Ê>ÃÊV>`>ÛiÀÊvÀÊÌ ÃÊ>ÀÌÃÌVÊ>ÕÌ«ÃÞ
p«ÌÃÊÌÊÞiÌÊ>Ì iÀÊvÊÌ iÊÜÀ½ÃÊµÕÛiÀ}Ê
Ì Ài>`Ã°Ê/ iÊ¼VÀi½Ê>ÌÊÌ iÊViÌÀiÊvÊÌ iÊwÊÃÊ

ÌÊÕÃÌÊ>ÊÕÀ`iÀ]ÊLÕÌÊ>ÃÊÌ iÊ`ÕLiÊ`i>Ì ÊvÊ
«>Ì}Ê>`ÊVi>Ê>ÃÊÃÕV °Ê7ÀÌ}Ê ÃÌÀÞ]Ê
ÜiÊi`ÊÕ«Ê>VVÕÕ>Ì}ÊiÀiÊ>LÃ°Ê
Ê½ÃÊÜÀ]ÊÌ iÊ>LÞÃÃ>ÊViÌÀiÊÌiÀÃiVÌÃÊ>Ê>À}iÀÊ
ÃÌÀÞÊvÊi`>°ÊÃÊiÕÛÀiÊ} ÌÊLiÊÃ>`ÊÌÊLiÊ
ÃÌÀÕVÌÕÀi`Ê>}ÊÌ ÀiiÊ>Ê>ÝiÃÊvÊÛiÃÌ}>Ì
pÌ iÊ«>ÌiÀÞÊÌ>Li>ÕÊ«ÀV«>ÞÊ ÕÀ«i>Ê
`iÀÃÌÊ«>Ì}ÊvÊÌ iÊi} ÌiiÌ Ê>`ÊiÌiiÌ Ê
ViÌÕÀiÃ®]ÊVVi«ÌÕ>Ê>ÀÌÊÀÊÌ iÊVVi«ÌÕ>ÊÌÕÀÊ
Ê`iÀÃ®]Ê>`ÊÌ iÊ ÃÌÀÞÊvÊw°Ê*ÕÌÊÃ«Þ]Ê
Ì iÊÌÀ>}Õ>ÌÊvÊÌ iÃiÊÌ ÀiiÊ>ÝiÃÊÃÊÌ ÃÊÛiÀÞÊ
ÀiyiVÌÊÊÌ iÊ¼>LÃiÌ½ÊViÌÀi°Ê`ÊÌ >ÌÊÀiyiVÌÊ
ÛiÃÊLÌ ÊÕÌÜ>À`Ê>`ÊÜ>À`]ÊiÝ«>`}ÊÞÊ
Ì ÀÕ} Ê>ÊVVÌ>ÌÊÌiÃwV>Ì°Ê ÌÊÃ«ÞÊ
>ÊÕÌ«V>ÌÊÀÊÜÀÃi®Ê ÞLÀ`Ã>ÌÊvÊi`>]Ê
ÃÊÜÀÊÌÕÀÃÊÀiÊ`ii«ÞÊÊÌ iÊV`ÌÃÊvÊ
«ÃÃLÌÞpÌ iÊv>ÕÀipvÊ}L>Êi`>Ê>ÃÊÃÕV °ÊÊ

/ ,*ÊvÀÊÃÌ>Vi]ÊÃÊ>ÊÃiÀiÃÊvÊVÌÕ>Ê>ÌÌi«ÌÃÊ
ÌÊ«ÀVii`ÊÌÜ>À`]ÊÞiÌÊ>Û`]ÊÌ iÊÌ>Li>ÕpÌ iÊwÊ
ÃÊÃÌÀiÜÊÜÌ ÊÃÌ]ÊViÌÀ>ÞvÀ>i`ÊÃ ÌÃ]ÊÞiÌÊ>VÌÊ
ÃÊLÀiÊÕ«ÊLÞÊÌ iÊV>iÀ>½ÃÊÀi«i>Ìi`Ê>ÌÌi«ÌÃÊÌÊ
ÛiÊ>ÀÕ`ÊÌ iÊ>VÌÀÃ]ÊVÀÃÃ}ÊÛiÀÊL>ÀÀiÀÃÊ>`Ê
ÃVÀiiÃ]Ê>ÃÊÌ Õ} ÊÌÀÞ}ÊÌÊ}iÌÊ>Ê}«ÃiÊvÊÌ >ÌÊ
ÀiÛi>ÌÀÞÊ¼Ã`i°½Ê/ iÊi>ÃÞÊÃÜ«ÊÌÊÌ iÊ >ÃÊ
vÊÕÃÌViÊÃÊÀi«i>Ìi`ÞÊ`ii`°Ê/ÜÊiÞÊ¼ViÌÀiÃ½Ê
ÀÊ }i«ÌÃÊ>>ÌiÊÌ iÊwpÌ iÊVÃiÕ«Ê
Ã ÌÃÊvÊÌ iÊv>ViÃÊvÊÌ iÊ>VVÕÃi`ÊÀ]ÊiÊÃ ÌÊ
Ã«>Þi`ÊÌÊÃiÛiÀ>Ê¼ÀivÀ>VÌÃ½ÊvÊÌ iÊ>VVÕÃi`®]Ê
>`ÊÌ iÊViÌÀ>ÞV«Ãi`ÊÃ ÌÊvÊÌ iÊÕ`}iÊ
Li `ÊÌ iÊ«`Õ°Ê/ iÊÃ ÌÊvÊÌ iÊÕ`}iÊÃiÀÛiÃÊ
>ÃÊ>Ê}V>ÊÌiÀÕÃÊvÊÃÀÌÃÊvÊÌ iÊwp>Êi}>Ê
>`ÊÀ>ÊÕ`}iÌÊÌ >ÌÊ} ÌÊ>ÃÊÀi«ÀiÃiÌÊÌ iÊ
i`ÊvÊ>iÃÌ iÌVÊÕ`}iÌÊ>ÃÊÃÕV °ÊiÊÀi«ÀiÃiÌÃÊ
Ì iÊv>ÃiÊ`}>pÌ iÊiViÃÃ>ÀÞÊViÀÌ>ÌÞpvÊ
>ÀÌÃÌVÊ`iVÃ°ÊÌÊÃÊÊVV`iViÊÌ >ÌÊ>ÌÊÌ iÊ
ÛiÀÞÊiÌÊvÊÌ iÊÕ`V>ÊÛiÀ`VÌ]ÊÌ iÊwÊÀÃÊ
>`ÊÃVÀ>ÌV iÃpLiViÃÊÕÃ«i`]Ê>ÃÊÌÊÜiÀi°Ê
i>ÊiÌiÀÃÊÌÃÊÜÊ`i>Ì ÞÊVÀÞ«Ì°Ê/ iÊ>}iÊ
Ã >ÌÌiÀÃ]ÊÜÌ ÊÌ iÊÕ`}iÊiiÀÞÊÀ« }ÊÌÊ>Ê
vÀiâi`ÊLÃ «ÊÀÊ««iÊÀiÃViÌÊvÊÀ>VÃÊ
>V½ÃÊi>`Ê6Ê£{n®]ÊÌÃivÊ>ÊÀvvÊvvÊ6i?âµÕiâ½ÃÊ
*ÀÌÀ>ÌÊvÊ*«iÊViÌÊ8Ê£Èxä®°ÊÊ«ÃÊL>VÊ
ÌÊ«>Ì}]ÊÌ iÊÛiÀ`VÌÊÀiÜÕ`°Ê
½ÃÊÜÀÊÃÊvÌiÊÌ>i`Ê>LÕÌÊÊÌiÀÃÊvÊÌ iÊ
ºÌ>Li>ÕÊÛÛ>Ì»ÊÀÊºÛ}Ê«VÌÕÀi»°Ê/ iÃiÊÜiÀiÊ
Ì i>ÌÀV>Ê«iÀvÀ>ViÃÊÊÌ iÊiÌiiÌ Ê>`Ê
ÌÜiÌiÌ ViÌÕÀiÃÊÊÜ V Ê>VÌÀÃÊiÌ>ÀÞÊ
vÀâiÊÃÌ>}iÊvÀÊ`À>>ÌVÊivviVÌ°Ê9iÌÊÌ iÊ`iÀÊ
yiVÌÊvÊÌ iÊ¼Ì>Li>Õ½ÊÀ}>ÌiÃÊÊ`Ê
i} ÌiiÌ ViÌÕÀÞÊÀ>Vi]ÊÜÌ ÊÌ iÊV >i}iÊ
«ÕÌÊÌÊÌ iÊÌ i>ÌÀiÊLÞÊÌ iÊVÀÌVÊ>`Ê« Ã« iÀÊ
iÃÊ `iÀÌ°Ê `iÀÌÊÃÕ} ÌÊÌÊ`iÃÌÀÞÊÌ iÊÌ i
ÀLÕ`ÊVÛiÌÃÊvÊV>ÃÃV>ÊÌ i>ÌÀiÊLÞÊ
ÀiÌÕÀ}ÊÌÊÌÊÌÃÊÀ}>ÀÞÊÀÌÃÊÌÊÊÃ«iiV ÊLÕÌÊ
ÊÃiVi°Ê ÞÊ>ÊV>VÕ>Ìi`ÊÃÌ>ÃÃÊvÊ>VÌÊ>ÌÊViÀÌ>Ê
iÞÊiÌÃÊÊÌ iÊ`À>>]ÊÌ iÊ>Õ`iViÊÜÕ`Ê
LiÊLÀÕ} ÌÊÌÊÀ>«ÌÊ>ÌÌiÌÆÊÃÌi`Ê>`ÊÃiVi`]Ê
Ì iÞÊÜÕ`ÊLiÊÀiÌÕÀi`ÊÌÊÌ iÃiÛiÃ°ÓÊ ÞÊ>ÃÊ
iÝVÕ`}ÊÌ iÊÃ«iVÌ>ÌÀÊLiÞ`Ê>ÊÌ>ÊvÕÀÌ Ê
Ü>]ÊÌ iÊ>VÌÀÃÊÜiÀiÊ>LiÊÌÊÃ«i>ÊÀiÊ`ÀiVÌÞÊ
>`ÊÌ iÀivÀiÊÌÀÕÌ vÕÞ®ÊÌÊÌ iÀÊ>Õ`iVi°ÊÌÊÜ>ÃÊ
>Ê«ÀÌÛÃÌÊÀiÌÕÀÊÌÊ>ÌÕÀipV>ÊÌ ÃÊ>ÊÌ>LÕ>ÊÀ>Ã>]Ê
>ÊÜ«}ÊvÊÌ iÊÌ>LiÊVi>pÌ >ÌÊÜ>ÃÊÌ }ÊLÕÌÊ>Ê
ÀiÛÕÌÊÊÌ iÊ ÃÌÀÞÊvÊÌ iÊÌ>Li>Õ°
`iÀÌ½ÃÊÛ>ÌÊi`ÊvÀÜ>À`ÊLÞÊ}ÊL>V°Ê
/ ÃÊ«>À>`ÝV>ÊÃiÃiÊvÊÌiÊi>Li`Ê>ÊiÜvÕ`Ê
V >À}ip>ÊviÌÊÃ«VÌÞpÊÌ iÊiÜÊÌ i>ÌÀi°Ê ÕÌÊ
>ÃÊÊÌ iÊiÜÊ«>Ì}p `iÀÌ½ÃÊV >i}iÊÜ>ÃÊ
«ÀvÕ`ÞÊÌiÀi`>°Ê/ i>ÌÀi]ÊLÞÊVViÀ}ÊÌÃivÊ
ÜÌ Ê«>>ÀÊÀi«ÀiÃiÌ>ÌÃÊvÊw}ÕÀ>ÊÃViiÃ]ÊÜ>ÃÊ
>`iÊÀiÊ«>ÌiÀÞ]Ê>ÌÊÌ iÊÃ>iÊÌiÊ>ÃÊ«>Ì}Ê

pÀiiÜ}ÊVÌ>VÌÊÜÌ Ê¼À}>ÀÞ½ÊÃViiÃÊvÊ
ÃÕÃ«i`i`Ê>VÌpÜ>ÃÊ>`iÊÀiÊÌ i>ÌÀV>°Ê
Ì Êi`>Ê`ÃVÛiÀi`ÊÀÌÃÊÊi>V ÊÌ iÀ]Ê>`Ê
vÕÀÌ iÀÊ>VÜi`}i`Ê`iÀÃ½ÃÊ`iLÌÊÌÊÌ iÊ
À>Ì>ÊÌ iÀÞÊvÊÕÌÊ«VÌÕÀ>Ê«iÃÃ°ÎÊ/ iÊ«>ÌiÀÃÊ
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iÝ«ÀiÃÃÛÌÞÊÊ«>Ì}°ÊÊÀiÕâi½ÃÊ«VÌÕÀiÃ]Ê>Ê
>LÃÀ«ÌÛiÊÃ«wV>ÌÊvÊiÝ«ÀiÃÃÊÜ>ÃÊVÕ«i`Ê
ÜÌ Ê>ÊiV >iÌÊvÊw}ÕÀiÃÊÌ >ÌÊyÀÌi`ÊÜÌ ÊÌ iÊ
iÝViÃÃÛiÊ>`ÊÌ iÊi>LÀ>Ìi°Ê iÛiÀÊ >`ÊÌ iÊÀiV Ê
ÃiiÊ Õ>Êw}ÕÀiÃÊÃÊiÌÛiÞÊ«ÀiÃiÌ]ÊÜÌ `À>ÜÊ
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Ê>`ÊÕÌÊvÊÌ iÊÛ>ÀÕÃÊ«>ÀÌV«>Ì>VÌÀÃ]Ê>}>ÃÌÊ
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Coincidence and
Relation: Art Criticism
and Heartbreak
,%% 7%.' #(/9
4HE FOLLOWING TEXT WAS lRST PRESENTED AT THE 'OETHE )NSTITUT (ONG +ONG ON  $ECEMBER 
4HE TALK WAS ORGANISED BY THE !SIA !RT !RCHIVE IN COLLABORATION WITH THE 'OETHE )NSTITUT 7HILE
THE TEXT FOR PUBLICATION HAS BEEN REWORKED )VE DELIBERATELY KEPT ITS MODE OF ADDRESS PERFORMATIVE
AS IF ) WERE STILL SPEAKING TO SOMEONE !S THE TEXT UNFOLDS ) HOPE IT BECOMES CLEAR WHY )VE
INSISTED ON SUCH A TONE

! DECLARATION IS MADE IN THE ABSENCE OF A RELATION 4HE ACTUAL RELATIONSHIP IS ENTIRELY A MATTER
OF COINCIDENCEOR SOME MIGHT SAY OF CHANCE LUCK 4HE BELOVED JUST HAPPENS TO BE IN LOVE TOO
4HE LOVER PROJECTS SENDS ENTRUSTS HIS FEELINGS TO A POSTAL SYSTEM OF CHANCE AND AWAITS A RESPONSE
"UT THE TRUTH OF THE DECLARATION DOES NOT REST ON ANY IMAGINED CERTAINTY A RESPONSE MAY BRING
)T DERIVES INSTEAD FROM THE CLARITY OF FEELING) AM TRULY IN LOVE

)TS CUSTOMARY TO BEGIN THESE OCCASIONS BY ACKNOWLEDGING THE ORGANISERS AND HOSTS )D LIKE TO
THANK #LAIRE (SU AND ALL THE GOOD PEOPLE AT THE !SIA !RT !RCHIVE AND THE 'OETHE )NSTITUTE
!CKNOWLEDGEMENT IS ONE THING 4HERE IS THE WRITER WHO GOES MUCH FURTHER WHO DEDICATES A WORK
TO A PARTICULAR PERSON 9ET THAT DOES NOT QUITE COMPARE TO THE HANDWRITTEN DECLARATIONS WHICH ARE
THEN ALMOST NAÆVELY ENTRUSTED TO THE POSTAL SYSTEM AND SENT TO A BELOVED )N THAT SPACE BETWEEN
SUCH INTIMATE ADDRESS AND PERFUNCTORY ACKNOWLEDGEMENTFOR FAR TOO OFTEN PUBLIC THANK YOUS ARE
JUST THAT ALTHOUGH IN THIS CASE ) WILL PROTEST MY GRATITUDE IS TRUEBETWEEN THAT SPACE OF INTIMACY
AND OBLIGATION WHAT HAVE WE /F MY RECENT ESSAYS THIS WILL BE MOST LIKE A PERSONAL LETTER 7HILE
) WILL SPEAK PERSONALLY) WILL NOT SPEAK AUTOBIOGRAPHICALLY 4HE DISTINCTION IS PART OF MY POINT
-Y INTENTION HERE IS TO DISCUSS ART CRITICISM WHEN IT IS AN ACT OF PERSONAL ADDRESS THAT IS WHEN
THE WRITER ATTEMPTS TO ADDRESS A WORK OR MOMENT OF ART AS PERSONALLY AS POSSIBLE )N THESE CASES
TO SPEAK PERSONALLY IS ARGUABLY LESS ABOUT EXPRESSING ONES PERSONALITY THAN ABOUT INVITING THE
LISTENER OR READER TO INHABIT ONES PLACE AS A CRITIC 7HILE THE CRITIC AIMS TO CREATE A RELATION OF
INTIMACY BETWEEN HERSELF  THE READER AND THE WORK IT IS A PECULIAR INTIMACYA CERTAIN DISTANCE
TO THE ARTWORK IS SOUGHT TOO FAR OR TOO NEAR AND YOU MISS THE OPTIMAL PERSPECTIVE FOR ENGAGEMENT
-ORE THAN INTIMACY WHAT IS ALSO AT STAKE IS CONVICTION #RITICISM IN THESE INSTANCES IS DElNED AS
THE ATTEMPT TO SPEAK TO ART WITH ONES DEEPEST FEELINGS

7ITH ART CRITICISM WHAT THE WRITER SEEKS IS NOT CERTAINTY IN HER AESTHETIC JUDGEMENTS BUT A CLARITY
OF CONVICTION PERHAPS THERE ARE GROUNDS FOR AN ANALOGY AFTER ALL  7HAT ONE SAYS REGARDING AN
ARTWORK MAY TURN OUT IN TIME TO BE SOMETHING ONE NO LONGER HOLDS BUT THE POINT IS TO PICK A
MOMENT AND SPEAK WITH AS MUCH CONVICTION AS ONE CANTO RISK A JUDGEMENT (OW SHOULD ONE
MAKE SENSE OF THE ART IN OUR LIVES 4HAT IS THE BIG QUESTION LURKING BEHIND THIS ESSAY )M NOT SURE
IF )LL GET ANYWHERE WITH THAT )D BE HAPPY IF ) COULD SAY SOMETHING INTELLIGIBLE ABOUT A COROLLARY
ON THAT THEMEWHAT CLARITY CAN ONE EXPECT TO ACHIEVE IN WRITING ON ART

) SHOULD ADMIT THIS FROM THE START 3URELY ) AM TERRIBLY MISTAKEN TO DRAW AN ANALOGY AS MY SUBTITLE
SUGGESTS BETWEEN ART CRITICISM AND HEARTBREAK ) AM AWARE OF THIS PROBLEM "UT AT THIS MOMENT
IT IS A MISTAKE THAT ) AM INTERESTED TO MAKE 7HAT INTERESTS ME IS HOW FALLING IN LOVE INVOLVES A
MOMENT OF TRUTHA MOST RADICAL DECISION !M ) TRULY IN LOVE 4HIS IS THE QUESTION THAT HAUNTS
THE LOVER 7HAT THE LOVER SEEMS UNABLE TO OBTAIN IS THE CERTAINTY THAT HE IS LOVED EQUALLY IN RETURN
"UT IS CERTAINTY WHAT ONE SHOULD ASPIRE FOR IN MATTERS OF LOVE )S IT NOT INSTEAD CLARITY 7HAT
IS IT TO MAKE A DECLARATION OF LOVE )S IT PREDICATED ON RECIPROCATION /R IS IT INSTEAD A DECISION
PRECISELY WITHOUT GUARANTEE

4HE RISE OF CONTEMPORARY ART FROM !SIA HAS BEEN CHARACTERISED BY AN UNBALANCED PROPORTION
BETWEEN THE PRODUCTION OF SPECTACLES AND EVENTS IN CONTRAST WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF CRITICAL
DISCOURSES AND REmECTION )N  4HE 3UBSTATION !RTS #ENTRE IN 3INGAPORE INITIATED A PROJECT
ABOUT ANTHOLOGISING WRITING ON CONTEMPORARY ART FROM THE REGION CALLED @#OMPARATIVE
#ONTEMPORARIES 7HILE THERE ARE ALREADY SUBSTANTIAL AND DIVERSE WRITINGS ON THE lELD THIS BODY
OF WORK REMAINS LARGELY UNCOLLATED INSUFlCIENTLY ANALYSED AND POORLY DISSEMINATED 4HE 
WORKSHOP DID NOT AIM TO LEAD DIRECTLY TO THE PRODUCTION OF ANY ANTHOLOGY BUT TO BEGIN A PROCESS
OF DISCUSSION )N  THE !SIA !RT !RCHIVE AND 4HE 3UBSTATION WILL COLLABORATE ON A FOLLOW UP
4HE INTENTION IS TO LAUNCH A WEBSITE THAT WILL BECOME AN OPEN ENDED PLATFORM TO DEBATE AND
DEVELOP IDEAS ABOUT ANTHOLOGIES 4HE lRST PHASE INVOLVES A SMALL GROUP OF EDITORS WHO WILL EACH
SELECT WHAT THEY CONSIDER AREFROM THEIR OWN INDIVIDUAL PERSPECTIVESTEN KEY TEXTS FROM THE
REGION %ACH EDITOR WILL WRITE AN INTRODUCTORY ESSAY TO EXPLAIN HIS OR HER SELECTION /VER TIME
NEW EDITORS AND NEW @PROTO ANTHOLOGIES WILL BE ADDED EXISTING EDITORS WILL REVISIT AND EXPAND
THEIR CHOICES AND OTHER ESSAYS THAT DEBATE THE SELECTIONS WILL BE POSTED ONLINE
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3UCH A PROJECT RAISES QUESTIONS ABOUT THE SELECTION AND CANONISATION OF ARTISTS AND ART WRITERS
&OR INSTANCE WHAT EXACTLY ARE THE RELATIONS BETWEEN CONTEMPORARIES (OW CAN ONE COMPARE AN
ARTWORK OR TEXT FROM (ONG +ONG WITH THOSE FROM 4HAILAND 4HE WRITING FROM THE REGION HAS
TENDED TO BE BY LOCALS COMMENTING ON THEIR RESPECTIVE @BACKYARDS BUT HOW OFTEN DO WE lND
TEXTS THAT SPEAK ACROSS DIFFERENT CONTEXTS !ND HOW SHOULD ONE INSIST THAT A PARTICULAR ARTWORK
OR TEXT BE READ BY THE WIDEST POSSIBLE AUDIENCE

*ESSE 9OU CANT DO THAT 9OU CANT DO THAT YOU CANT LIVE YOUR LIFE TRYING TO AVOID PAIN AT THE EXPENSE OF

7ITH THE @#OMPARATIVE #ONTEMPORARIES PROJECT SET IN THE BACKGROUND LET ME COMPLICATE THE
MATTER FURTHER 4HERE ARE OF COURSE MANY REGISTERS OF DISCOURSES ON ART AS NOTED ) AM ARGUING
FOR A KIND OF CRITICISM THAT AIMS TO SPEAK TO ART AS PERSONALLY PASSIONATELY AND HONESTLY AS
POSSIBLEAGAIN NOT @PERSONAL IN ANY AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL SENSE LIKE THE EXPLANATION OF ONES
BACKGROUND AND CULTURE %LSEWHERE )VE WRITTEN CRITICISMS ABOUT IDENTITY POLITICS AND )M NOT
GOING TO PLAY THE @!SIAN GAME HERE AND TALK ABOUT MY OWN !SIAN NESS 2ATHER ) WANT TO PLAY
WITH THE IDEA THAT THE JUDGEMENTS ONE MAKES ABOUT AN ARTWORK ARE NOT ENTIRELY UNLIKE THE
DECLARATIONS ONE MAKES TO A LOVED ONE AND LARGELY BECAUSE BOTH INSIST ON INDIVIDUALITYWHICH
IS FAR MORE RADICALLY SPECIlC THAN CULTURAL IDENTITY OR ANY OTHER SUCH CATEGORY 4HERE IS NO ONE
ELSE BUT THIS PERSON THIS SINGULAR ARTWORK IS INDEED WORTHY OF UNIVERSAL ATTENTION !ND YET THIS
INSISTENCE IS POSSIBLE ONLY BECAUSE OF COINCIDENCE h) HAPPEN TO LIVE HERE NOWv

#ELINE 9OU KNOW WHAT ITS BEING AROUND YOU *ESSE REACHES OVER $ONT TOUCH ME 9OU KNOW ) WANNA
GET ON A CAB TO DRIVER -ONSIEUR -ONSIEUR ARRãTES VOUS .ON NON CEST BON AUX FAUX LA

,ATELY ) HAVE PERSISTED WITH CERTAIN FANTASIES SOMEHOW BELIEVING THAT THEY MIGHT EVENTUALLY COME
TRUE 0ERHAPS THIS SENSE OF INSISTENCE HAS A RELATION TO DEVELOPMENTS IN MY THINKING WHICH HAS
TAKEN A TURN THAT PRIVILEGES THE SPECIlCITY OF THE ENCOUNTER ) AM BECOMING INCREASINGLY AWARE OF
THE LEAP ONE MAKES IN AESTHETIC JUDGEMENT IN THE SINGLING OUT OF SOMETHING AS WORTH WRITING ON
,ET ME DIGRESS A MOMENTOF COURSE THIS IS ONE OF THE MOST INTERESTING THINGS ABOUT CRITICISM
ITS DIGRESSIONS ) WANT TO TAKE A LOOK AT THE lLM "EFORE 3UNSET THE SEQUEL OF "EFORE 3UNRISE
)N THE ORIGINAL MADE IN  A YOUNG *ULIE $ELPY AND %THAN (AWKE PLAY TWO WOULD BE LOVERS
WHO MEET BY COINCIDENCETHEY WERE ON THE SAME TRAINAND SPEND JUST ONE NIGHT TOGETHER IN
6IENNA (AWKES CHARACTER *ESSE HAD TO mY BACK TO THE 53! THE NEXT DAY )N THE SEQUEL MADE
NINE YEARS LATER THEY MEET @AGAIN FOR THE VERY lRST TIME 4HE RENDEZVOUS THEY HAD PLANNED IN THE
lRST lLM NEVER MATERIALISED 4HE INTERESTING THING ABOUT THE SEQUEL IS THAT IT UNFOLDS ON SCREEN
IN REAL TIMEJUST AS A REAL NINE YEARS HAD PASSED IN THE REAL LIVES OF THE ACTORS AND IN THE LIVES OF
MOVIEGOERS LIKE ME *ESSE IS IN 0ARIS AS PART OF A BOOK TOUR (ES FOUND SOME SUCCESS AS A lRST TIME
NOVELIST AND THE BOOK HES TOUTING IS ABOUT THEIR ONE NIGHT IN 6IENNA (ES MARRIED AND HAS A
CHILD $ELPYS CHARACTER #ELINE IS AN ACTIVIST 5NEXPECTEDLY SHE COMES TO HIS BOOK READING AND
FROM THERE THEY SPEND THE REST OF THE AFTERNOON TOGETHER BEFORE HE AGAIN HAS TO mY BACK HOME
)N THE SCENE ) WANT TO LOOK AT THEY ARE IN THE CAR ON THE WAY TO THE AIRPORT 4HEY HAVE SPENT A
LOVELY AFTERNOON CATCHING UP BUT NOW THERES TENSION AS THEIR GOOD BYE IS IMMINENT
#ELINE 9OU KNOW ITS NOT EVEN THAT ) WAS ) WAS lNE 5NTIL ) READ YOUR FUCKING BOOK )T STIRRED SHIT UP
YOU KNOW )T REMINDED ME HOW GENUINELY ROMANTIC ) WAS HOW ) HAD SO MUCH HOPE IN THINGS AND NOW
ITS LIKE ) DONT BELIEVE IN ANYTHING THAT RELATES TO LOVE ) DONT FEEL THINGS FOR PEOPLE ANYMORE )N A WAY
) PUT ALL MY ROMANTICISM INTO THAT ONE NIGHT AND ) WAS NEVER ABLE TO FEEL ALL THIS AGAIN ,IKE SOMEHOW
THIS NIGHT TOOK THINGS AWAY FROM ME AND ) EXPRESSED THEM TO YOU AND YOU TOOK THEM WITH YOU )T MADE
ME FEEL COLD LIKE IF LOVE WASNT FOR ME
*ESSE ) ) DONT BELIEVE THAT ) DONT BELIEVE THAT
#ELINE 9OU KNOW WHAT 2EALITY AND LOVE ARE ALMOST CONTRADICTORY FOR ME )TS FUNNY EVERY SINGLE OF MY
EX ES THEYRE NOW MARRIED -EN GO OUT WITH ME WE BREAK UP AND THEN THEY GET MARRIED !ND LATER THEY
CALL ME TO THANK ME FOR TEACHING THEM WHAT LOVE IS AND THAT ) TAUGHT THEM TO CARE AND RESPECT WOMEN
*ESSE ) THINK )M ONE OF THOSE GUYS
#ELINE 9OU KNOW ) WANT TO KILL THEM 7HY DIDNT THEY ASK ME TO MARRY THEM ) WOULD HAVE SAID h.Ov
BUT AT LEAST THEY COULD HAVE ASKED "UT ITS MY FAULT ) KNOW ITS MY FAULT BECAUSE ) NEVER FELT IT WAS THE
RIGHT MAN .EVER "UT WHAT DOES IT MEAN THE RIGHT MAN 4HE LOVE OF YOUR LIFE 4HE CONCEPT IS ABSURD
THE IDEA THAT WE CAN ONLY BE COMPLETE WITH ANOTHER PERSON IS%6),RIGHT
*ESSE #AN ) TALK
#ELINE 9OU KNOW ) GUESS )VE BEEN HEARTBROKEN TOO MANY TIMES !ND THEN ) RECOVERED 3O NOW YOU
KNOW FROM THE START ) MAKE NO EFFORT "ECAUSE ) KNOW ITS NOT GOING TO WORK OUT ) KNOW ITS NOT GOING
TO WORK OUT

#ELINE /KAY YOU KNOW WHAT THOSE ARE WORDS )VE GOT TO )VE GOT TO GET AWAY FROM YOU TO DRIVER 3TOP
THE CAR ) WANT TO GET OUT
*ESSE .O NO NO DONT DONT DONT GET OUT KEEP TALKING

*ESSE TO DRIVER AS #ELINE AS TRIES TO GET HIM TO STOP THE CAR AND LET HER OUT .O NO NO DONT KEEP
GOING TO #ELINE .O LISTEN )M JUST SO HAPPY TO DRIVER THANK YOU JUST KEEP GOING TO #ELINE
!LL RIGHT ,OOK )M JUST SO HAPPY ALL RIGHT TO BE WITH YOU ) AM )M SO GLAD YOU DIDNT FORGET ABOUT ME
OKAY
#ELINE .O ) DIDNT AND IT PISSES ME OFF OKAY 9OU COME HERE TO 0ARIS ALL ROMANTIC AND MARRIED OKAY
3CREW YOU $ONT GET ME WRONG )M NOT TRYING TO GET YOU OR ANYTHING ) MEAN ALL ) NEED IS A MARRIED
MAN 4HERES BEEN SO MUCH WATER UNDER THE BRIDGE ITS ITS NOT EVEN ABOUT YOU ANYMORE ITS ABOUT THAT
TIME THAT MOMENT IN TIME THAT IS FOREVER GONE ) DONT KNOW
*ESSE 9OU YOU SAY ALL THAT BUT YOU DIDNT EVEN REMEMBER HAVING SEX SO
#ELINE /F COURSE ) REMEMBERED
*ESSE 9OU DID
#ELINE 9ES 7OMEN PRETEND THINGS LIKE THAT ) DONT KNOW
*ESSE 4HEY DO
#ELINE 9EAH WHAT WAS ) SUPPOSED TO SAY 4HAT ) REMEMBER THE WINE IN THE PARK AND US LOOKING UP AT
THE STARS FADING AWAY AS THE SUN CAME UP 7E HAD SEX TWICE YOU IDIOT
*ESSE !LL RIGHT YOU KNOW WHAT )M JUST HAPPY TO SEE YOU EVEN IF YOUVE BECOME AN ANGRY MANIC
DEPRESSIVE ACTIVIST ) STILL LIKE YOU ) STILL ENJOY BEING AROUND YOU
#ELINE !ND ) FEEL THE SAME )M )M SORRY ) DONT KNOW WHAT HAPPENED ) JUST ) HAD TO LET IT ALL OUT
)VE CITED THE MOVIE ) SUPPOSE BECAUSE ITS ABOUT LOVE AND CHANCE OR MORE ACCURATELY MISSED
CHANCES ) REALLY LIKE ITS USE OF ITS lDELITY TO REAL TIMETHE REAL TIME UNFOLDING OF SEVENTY SEVEN
MINUTES OF lLM BUT ALSO THE REAL NINE YEARS 4HIS lDELITY FOR ME IS A METAPHOR FOR THE WHOLE IDEA
OF BEING FAITHFUL TO THE SITUATION TO ITS SPECIlCITY AND CONTINGENCY @SPECIlCITY AND CONTINGENCY
THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN AN ALTERNATIVE TITLE FOR THIS ESSAY  !ND ) REALLY LIKE THE MOMENT WHEN
#ELINE QUESTIONS THE CONCEPT OF @THE LOVE OF YOUR LIFEITS NOT JUST ABSURD ITS hEVILv %VIL A
THROWAWAY WORD PERHAPS "UT THERE IS A MORALETHICAL DIMENSION TO LOVE AND DESIRE 4O REPEAT
TO MAKE A DECLARATION OF LOVE IS TO MAKE A MOST RADICAL DECISION A MOST GRAND COMMITMENT
3LAVOJ :IZEK EXPLICATING *ACQUES ,ACANS THOUGHT HAS ARGUED THAT WHEN IT COMES TO DESIRE TO
BE @ETHICAL IS NOT TO GIVE UP ON YOUR DESIRE 7E ALL LIVE LIVES OF REPRESSED AND UNREQUITED DESIRES
,ACAN AND :IZEK ARE SAYING THAT IS WRONG MORALLY WRONG /F COURSE THEY ARENT SIMPLY ADVOCATING
BEING ABSOLUTELY SELlSH AND SELF CENTRED IN GOING FOR WHAT YOU WANT 4HE QUESTION IS WHAT IS ONES
TRUE DESIRE !ND WHAT DOES BEING FAITHFUL TO THIS DESIRE MEAN 4HE ANSWER ISNT ALWAYS AS LITERAL
AS (AMLETSTO KILL THE FATHER lGURE 4ELLINGLY THE OSTENSIBLE DRAMA IN 3HAKESPEARES PLAY IS
THE PROTAGONISTS AGONY OVER NOT BEING ABLE TO ACT OUT HIS DESIRES /EDIPAL OR OTHERWISE
/NE HAPPENS TO MEET SOMEONE ON A TRAIN SPENDS A SINGLE PRECIOUS NIGHT TOGETHER AND SO ON
4HE CAUSE OF DESIRE IS ALWAYS RADICALLY ACCIDENTALIT IS THE VERY DElNITION OF ACCIDENT 4HAT IS
WHY WHEN ASKED hWHY DO YOU LOVE SO AND SOv THE LOVER HAS DIFlCULTY EXPLAINING @WHY h) LOVE
HER BECAUSE SHE IS BEAUTIFULv DOES NOT EXPLAIN VERY MUCH IT DOES NOT GIVE US THE @CAUSE 3OMEONE
ELSE WHO IS ALSO @BEAUTIFUL DOES NOT CAUSE THE LOVER TO FALL IN LOVE !ND ONE CAN READILY SUBSTITUTE
ANY OTHER QUALITY IN PLACE OF @BEAUTYHER @INTELLIGENCE @HONESTY AND SO ON "UT ONE CAN MORE
READILY SAY HOW HE IS IN LOVE AND WHAT IT IS THAT HE LOVES ABOUT THE BELOVED) LOVE THE WAY SHE
SMILES THE SHAPE OF HER FEET ETC ,IKEWISE THE ART CRITIC MAY lND IT EASIER TO EXPLAIN WHAT IT
IS SHE THINKS AN ARTWORK DOES WELL THAN TO DEFEND WHY THIS WORK OF ART SHOULD BE CONSIDERED
@GOOD !ND YET IF ) UNDERSTAND ,ACAN AND :IZEK CORRECTLY THERE SHOULD BE AN INSISTENCE ON

THE SINGULARITY OR INDIVIDUALITY OF THE OBJECT OF DESIRE )TS NOT THAT SOMEONE HAPPENS TO BE IN THE
RIGHT PLACE AND THE RIGHT TIMETHAT IT COULD HAVE BEEN ANYONE ELSE .O THAT SPECIlC SOMEONE
BECOMES THE RIGHT PLACE AND THE RIGHT TIME 7HAT IS REMARKABLE IS THAT THIS INSISTENCE UPON NOT
GIVING UP ONES DESIREIT IS NOT COUCHED IN THERAPEUTIC SPEECH YOU SHOULD DO THIS TO FEEL BETTER
ABOUT YOURSELF  RATHER THIS INSISTENCE ON SPECIlCITY IS EXPRESSED IN ETHICAL AND MORAL DISCOURSE
YOU MUST NOT GIVE UP ON THIS DESIRETHIS PARTICULAR DESIRE DEMANDS COMMITMENT lDELITY

7HY HOWEVER IS IT THAT )M CONCERNED NOT SO MUCH WITH LOVE BUT @HEARTBREAK 3TRICTLY SPEAKING
)M NOT MAKING A COMPARISON BETWEEN ART CRITICISM AND @ACTUAL LOVE 4HE IMAGE OF CRITICISM )M
OFFERING IS THAT OF UNREQUITED LOVE &OR WHATS AT THE HEART OF THE MATTER IS THE FAILURE OR LACK OF
THE RELATION ,ACAN HAS MADE THE COMMENTTHE SEXUAL RELATION DOES NOT EXIST ) WONT UNPACK
THIS COMMENT EXCEPT TO SAY THAT MY REMARKS ABOVE ABOUT HOW A DECLARATION OF LOVE IS MADE IN
THE ABSENCE OF A RELATIONTHAT THIS HAS SOMETHING OBLIQUELY TO DO WITH IT &OLLOWING ,ACAN
) WILL SAYTHE RELATION BETWEEN CONTEMPORARIES DOES NOT EXIST !ND ) MEAN THIS IN TWO REGISTERS
4HE lRST IS PHILOSOPHICAL 7HAT IS THE RELATION BETWEEN CONTEMPORARIES 7HO IN FACT ARE OUR
CONTEMPORARIES !RE THEY OUR NEIGHBOURS IN TIME AND SPACE 7HAT OF THINGS FAR AWAY AND LONG
AGO 7HAT IS COLONIALISM IN 3OUTHEAST !SIA IF NOT ALSO A GHOST FROM THE PAST BUT OUR CONTEMPORARY
AT THE SAME TIME
4HE SECOND REGISTER IS HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL 4HERE HAVE BEEN IMPORTANT CONNECTIONS
WITHIN THIS REGION THROUGHOUT ITS LONG HISTORY "UT HOW DOES THE CONTEMPORARY ART OF THE REGION
HAVE A COMMON HISTORY #URATORS OFTEN TALK ABOUT GLOBALISATION HOW IT BRINGS THE WORLD TOGETHER
BUT THE EASE WITH WHICH ART FROM THE REGION CIRCULATES TODAY IS NOT A SIGN OF ANY SHARED HISTORICAL
CONSCIOUSNESS 4HERE ARE NUMEROUS WELL TRAVELLED ARTISTS AND CURATORS WHO KNOW THE NAMES OF
MANY OTHER ARTISTS AND CURATORS IN THE REGION BUT IT IS ONLY THE RARE INSTANCE WHEN A PRACTITIONER
HAS MORE THAN JUST SUPERlCIAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE lELD !ND YET OF COURSE THERE ARE RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN CONTEMPORARIES /NE SEES IT HAPPEN ALL THE TIMEARTISTIC AND CULTURAL EXCHANGES AND
COLLABORATIONS ACROSS COUNTRIES !ND OF COURSE THERE ARE SEXUAL RELATIONSHIPS "OTH THESE KINDS
OF RELATIONSHIPS EXIST ABUNDANTLY IN THE PLURAL IN THEIR PLURAL SPECIlCITIES BUT NOT IN THE GENERIC
7HAT IS LACKING IS A GENERAL THEORY OF THE RELATION BETWEEN CONTEMPORARIES IN THIS REGION
!LTHOUGH THE QUESTION IS DO WE REALLY NEED ONE 4O SAY THE SEXUAL RELATION DOES NOT EXIST
IS NOT A PESSIMISTIC REMARK ABOUT THE GENERAL STATE OF LOVE 4HE PROVOCATION PERHAPS IS A
REMINDER THAT LOVE DElES A GENERAL THEORY AND IS ONLY PROPERLY APPREHENDED IN THE SPECIlC
4HE NOVEL ABOUT LOVE IS SO MUCH MORE EDIFYING THAN THE @HOW TO BOOK
)N COMPARING CRITICISM WITH HEARTBREAK THE LAST THING ) WANT TO DO IS ROMANTICISE CRITICISM
.OTWITHSTANDING MY CITATIONS OF ,ACAN AND :IZEK ) AM LESS INTERESTED IN AND CONCERNED WITH
DESIRE ATTRACTION OR INFATUATION WITH THE ROMANTIC AS SUCH THAN WITH THE QUESTION OF TRUTH AND
THE ASPIRATION FOR CLARITY ) AM LESS INTERESTED IN CATHARSIS THAN IN SUBLIMATION .O DOUBT DESIRE
PERMEATES EVERYTHING "UT THERE IS IN ART ETHICS AND LOVE THE ATTEMPT TO GO PAST DESIRE 7HAT
WE lND IS A WILL TO TRUTH .OT A WILL TO KNOWLEDGE WHICH WE lND IN SCIENCE AND HISTORY OR A
WILL TO POWER IN POLITICS AND LAW  /NE STANDS BEFORE A WORK OF ART ONE WANTS TO MAKE THE
JUDGEMENT THAT IT IS @GOOD BUT HOW IS THIS WORK GOOD WHILE OTHER WORKS ARE NOT AS GOOD OR
AT LEAST NOT AS DESERVING TO BE WRITTEN ABOUT /NE DECIDES TO BECOME MORE PUBLICLY INVOLVED
IN lGHTING FOR A SOCIAL CAUSE SAY AGAINST CAPITAL PUNISHMENT OR CENSORSHIP BUT WHY NOW WHY
NOT BEFORE OR LATER !ND AS ONES ENERGIES ARE NOT LIMITLESS HOW FAR DOES ONE GO 4HE DElNING
CONDITIONS OF THE AESTHETIC ETHICAL AND ROMANTIC REALMS ARE RELATIONS OF ACCIDENT COINCIDENCE
CONTINGENCY AND SPECIlCITY ) WOULD DIFFERENTIATE DECISIONS AND JUDGEMENTS IN THOSE REALMS
FROM INDUCTIVE OR DEDUCTIVE REASONING SCIENTIlC TESTING OR THE TESTING OF EVIDENCE IN HISTORY
AND LEGAL DISCOURSE 4HE LATTER ARE PROCESSES THAT REQUIRE AND PRODUCE A LIMITED CERTAINTY OF
SORTSTHE PREDICTABILITY OF SCIENCE THE ASSERTION OF FACT THE SENTENCING OF SOMEONE TO DEATH
*UDGEMENTS AND DECISIONS IN ART ETHICS AND LOVE ARE NOT FULLY ENCLOSED BY REASONING OR CALCULATION
7HAT ALL THREE FORMS OF JUDGEMENT HAVE IN COMMON IS THAT THEY EACH ESSAYRECALL THE MEANING
OF THE WORD IS hTO MAKE AN ATTEMPT TO SUBJECT TO TESTvFOR CLARITY IN THE FACE OF IMPOSSIBLE
CERTAINTY 4HEREFORE AN UNDERSTANDING OF JUDGEMENT IN LOVE CAN PROVIDE INSIGHT INTO
UNDERSTANDING THE JUDGEMENTS IN ART AND ETHICS
)M NOT ONLY DRAWING LESSONS IN ONE DIRECTION 4HE TRICK IN WRITING NOT JUST CRITICISM BUT ALL
WRITING lCTION ESPECIALLY IS NOT TO SAY EVERYTHING BUT TO LEAVE DELIBERATELY CERTAIN THINGS UNSAID
4HAT APPLIES AS WELL TO THE LOVERS DISCOURSE TO THE SPEECH BETWEEN LOVER AND BELOVED "UT ENOUGH
OF GENERALITIES ,ET US LOOK AT AN EXEMPLARY CASE OF SPEAKING TO ARTNOT A CASE OF SPEAKING ABOUT
ART WHERE ONE PUTS THE WORK IN QUESTION INTO A CERTAIN CATEGORY SUCH AS !SIAN ART SO AS TO DElNE
CATEGORIES AND EXPLAIN THE WORKS CAUSES AND CONTEXTSRATHER TO SPEAK TO AS IN ADDRESSING THE
WORK AS PERSONALLY AS POSSIBLE 4HE CASE )VE SELECTED IT MAY BE INTERESTING TO NOTE IS NOT OF A
FELLOW CRITIC BUT OF AN ARTIST ASSUMING THE PLACE OF THE CRITICAL COMMENTATOR

)N  AS PART OF THE 3INGAPORES BIGGEST VISUAL ARTS EVENT UNINVENTIVELY CALLED THE @3INGAPORE
!RT 3HOW (O 4ZU .YEN PRESENTED 8%PISODES OF 3INGAPORE !RT ,ET ME QUOTE (O FROM
THE EXHIBITION CATALOGUE
X%PISODES OF 3INGAPORE !RT IS AN ATTEMPT TO RE PRESENT FOUR WORKS OF ART BY
FOUR 3INGAPOREAN ARTISTS 4HESE FOUR WORKS ARE TO BE REPRESENTED ACROSS THREE DIFFERENT
PLATFORMS &IRST A FORUM INVOLVING APPROXIMATELY SEVEN SPEAKERS EACH ONE OF THEM
COMMENTING ON ISSUES RELATED TO THE FOUR WORKS OF ART AND THE FOUR ARTISTS RESPONSIBLE
FOR THEM 3ECOND A TELEVISION SERIES OF FOUR EPISODES WHICH ) AM SCRIPTING AND DIRECTING
AND WHICH WILL BE BROADCASTED OVER FOUR WEEKS ON 3INGAPORES ARTS TELEVISION CHANNEL
!RTS #ENTRAL FROM 3EPTEMBER  TO /CTOBER  TO COINCIDE WITH THE DURATION OF THE
3INGAPORE !RT 3HOW %ACH EPISODE FOCUSES ON ONE OF THE FOUR WORKS OF ART 4HIRD ) WILL
ALSO BE CONSTRUCTING A FOLDABLE POSTCARD CUBE THAT PROVIDES INFORMATION ABOUT THE FOUR
WORKS OF ART THE FOUR ARTISTS THE FORUM AS WELL AS THE FOUR EPISODES ON TELEVISION
(O HAS LONG BEEN INTERESTED IN PLAYING WITH THE QUESTION OF ORIGINS (E DID SO WITH HIS WORK
5TAMA%VERY .AME IN (ISTORY IS ) WHICH WAS lRST PRESENTED AT 4HE 3UBSTATION IN  AND
HAS SINCE BEEN RE PRESENTED IN MANY INCARNATIONS INCLUDING A SHOW IN (ONG +ONG AT 0ARA3ITE
!RT 3PACE IN *UNE  4HE TITLE CHARACTER OF THE WORK 3ANG .ILA 5TAMA IS THE MYTHICAL
FOUNDER OF 3INGAPORE (E ALLEGEDLY GAVE THE PLACE ITS NAME @LION CITY WHEN HE ALLEGEDLY
SPOTTED AND SHOT A LION LIKE BEAST ON THE ISLAND 4O CONTINUE WITH (O TALKING ABOUT  8 
5NLIKE 5TAMA 8 DOES NOT DEAL DIRECTLY WITH THE QUESTION OF ORIGINS ALTHOUGH THE FOUR
ARTISTS WHOM ) DEAL WITH MAY BE ALLOCATED SOME KIND OF ORIGINARY POSITION &OR EXAMPLE
#HEONG 3OO 0IENG IS CONSIDERED ONE OF 3INGAPORES FOUR @0IONEER !RTISTS A FATHER OF
MODERN 3INGAPOREAN PAINTING #HEO #HAI (IANG MAY WELL BE THE EARLIEST 3INGAPOREAN
PRACTITIONER OF A CONCEPTUALIST MODE OF ART &OR MANY 4ANG $A 7U IS THE FATHER OF
PERFORMANCE ART )T IS HARDER TO JUSTIFY ,IM 4ZAY #HUEN IN THESE TERMS "UT ) DO THINK A
NEW MODE OF PRACTICE IS EMBODIED IN 4ZAY #HUEN WHERE THERE IS ALSO AN UNPRECEDENTED
INTENSITY OF NEGOTIATION AND INTENTION TO PENETRATE INTO THE BUREAUCRACY ) AM VERY AWARE
THAT THIS PROJECT IS OPEN TO THE RISK OF DOING THE DIRTY TASK OF CANONISINGAND ALL FOUR OF
THESE ARE MEN BUT WITH 8 ) AM NEITHER INTERESTED IN CANONISING NOR DECONSTRUCTING A
CANON
!LSO IN THE 3INGAPORE !RT 3HOW CATALOGUE IS AN ESSAY OF MINE WHERE ) ATTEMPT TO CONTEXTUALISE
(O 4ZU .YENS 8 IN RELATION TO 5TAMA
5TAMA IS A WORK THAT IS SELF CONSCIOUSBUT NOT SELF INDULGENTABOUT THE SEDUCTIVE POWERS OF
lLM AND PAINTING /NE COULD SAY THE FORMER WORKS THROUGH CHARISMA AND THE LATTER THROUGH
AURA !URA ENTAILS THE REVERENTIAL SOMETIMES ECSTATIC RECOGNITION OF HIGH CULTURAL VALUE AND
CHARISMA PERTAINS TO THE ATTRACTIVE POWERS OF PERSONALITIES OR RATHER THEIR IMAGES "OTH CHARISMA
AND AURA WORK TO MYSTIFY THE SOURCE OF THEIR POWER !ND WHILE 4ZU .YEN UNPACKS OR DEMYSTIlES
THESE PROCESSES OF SEDUCTION HE DOESNT IN THE END UNDERMINE THEM /R AT LEAST ONE CAN LEAVE
5TAMA KNOWING THAT THE DESIRE FOR ORIGINS FOR NATIONAL HISTORY FOR THE ORIGINALITY OF THE WORK
OF ART IS A PHANTASM BUT ONE STILL LEAVES WITH THE PLEASURE OF @PRESENCE OF BEING WITH THE WORK
OF ART )T IS HOWEVER A MOST IRONIC INSTANCE OF PRESENCETHE ARTWORK MAY BE PRESENT BUT NOT
THE SUBJECT OF IT "ECAUSE 5TAMA APPEARS AS ALL SORTS OF PERSONASHE IS EVERYONE FROM 3RI 4RI
"UANA TO 2AJA 3ULAIMAN FROM !LEXANDER TO 2AFmESAS SUCH HE IS NOT HIMSELF
)N DISCUSSING 8 ) WILL RETURN TO THESE QUESTIONS OF SEDUCTION AND PRESENCE AURA AND CHARISMA
AND MOST OF ALL IRONY &OR NOW LETS LOOK AT EPISODE THREE 4ANG $A 7U4HE -OST 2ADICAL
'ESTURE ! NUMBER OF COMMENTATORS FEEL IT IS THE MOST RESOLVED OF THE SERIES ARTIST AND CRITIC
2AY ,ANGENBACH FOR INSTANCE MAKES THIS VERY POINT IN AN UPCOMING REVIEW FOR !RT !SIA0ACIlC 
3EE lGURES  TO  
!S ONE CAN SEE WHAT YOU GET IN EPISODE THREE IS NOT A DOCUMENTARY ON 4ANG $A 7US SUPPOSEDLY
INFAMOUS PERFORMANCE THE ONE WHERE HE APPROACHED THE 0RESIDENT OF 3INGAPORE AT A MAJOR ART
EVENT PUT ON A JACKET THAT HAD THE WORDS h$ONT 'IVE -ONEY TO THE !RTSv EMBROIDERED ON THE
BACK AND GAVE HIM A NOTE SAYING h$EAR -R 0RESIDENT ) AM AN ARTIST AND ) AM IMPORTANTv 2ATHER
WHAT WE GET IS @THE MAKING OF  THAT DOCUMENTARY INSTEAD %VEN THEN SET AGAINST THE WHITE SCREEN
WHITE CUBE OF THE EMPTY lLM STUDIO OR ART GALLERY THE MAKING OF UNFOLDS THROUGH INTERRUPTIONS
AND REPETITIONS DIGRESSIONS AND CORRECTIONS AS THE ASSISTANT AND HER DIRECTOR ARGUE OVER THE
MEANING OF 4ANGS ART 4HESE STARTS AND STOPS BECOME THE SUBSTITUTE FOR THE THING ITSELF !LL
FOUR EPISODES REPEAT THE SAME BINARY STRUCTUREA MAN AND WOMAN DEBATING THE ARTWORK AT HAND
)N EPISODE ONE THE PROTAGONISTS ARE LOVERS IN TWO ITS A MALE GALLERY GUIDE AND FEMALE VISITOR AND
IN FOUR A PAIR OF TELEVISION PERSONALITIES !LL FOUR VIDEOS UTILISE THE BLANK BACKGROUND IN SOME FORM
AND ALL FOUR DEBATES FOLD ONTO THEMSELVES WITH REITERATIONS AND RECAPITULATIONS )F THE ACTION IS
DELIBERATELY THEATRICAL IT IS ALSO SELF REmEXIVELY METICULOUS ) ESPECIALLY LIKE THE USE OF STUTTERING
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4HE VOICEOVER OF THE OPENING TITLES IN EPISODE THREE IS DELIVERED AS A STUTTER 4HEN LATER THE
VERY SIGN OF STUTTERING IS REPEATED VERY SUBTLY 7HEN THE DIRECTOR BARKS AT HIS ASSISTANT ABOUT
THE @CORRECT VERSION OF THE SCRIPT FOR THE SECOND TIME THE LATTER IS FACING AWAY FROM US AND AS
SHE TURNS AND LOOKS INTO THE CAMERA TO FACE USHIM FOR A SPLIT SECOND THE VIDEO GOES INTO
SLOW MOTIONTHE SLIGHTEST OF STUTTERS !S IF THE REPETITION ITSELF WERE SELF CONSCIOUS
"UT FOR ALL (OS PLAYFULNESS WITH HIS CRAFT OF lLMMAKING THERE ARE SOME MISTAKES .OTABLY HE
GETS CERTAIN KEY DATES WRONG THE STATED  DATE OF 4ANGS PERFORMANCE FOR EXAMPLE IS TOO
EARLY BY TWO YEARS  ) TELEPHONED (O RIGHT AFTER THE EPISODE AIRED ON PUBLIC TELEVISION AND AFTER
) CONGRATULATED HIM ON THE WORK WE HAD A SHORT DISCUSSION ABOUT THESE ERRATAON MY PART
) WAS TRYING TO REASSURE HIM THAT THEY WERE HARDLY FATAL &OR SOME CRITICS ) CAN IMAGINE THAT
SUCH MISTAKES MIGHT SUGGEST A LAPSE OF ATTENTION TO CRUCIAL DETAIL OR WORSE THAT (O IS CONSUMED
WITH SELF REmEXIVITY SO MUCH SO THAT THOSE SIGNIlERS OF THE REAL WORLD FACTS AND DATES ARE OF LESSER
CONSEQUENCE 4HAT WOULD BE UNFAIR TO (O WHO IN HIS INCARNATION AS A WRITER IS A THOUGHTFUL
STUDENT OF ART HISTORY &OR ME THESE ERRORS ARE APPROPRIATELY IRONIC(O HIMSELF USED THE
WRONG SCRIPT THAT IS THE ONE THAT HADNT YET BEEN THOROUGHLY PROOF READ AND FACT CHECKED
)D LIKE TO THINK OF THIS LAPSE AS SOMETHING OF A BLIND SPOT OR PERHAPS AN UNCONSCIOUS AS OPPOSED
TO DELIBERATE STUTTER 7HILE EPISODE THREE EMPHASISES THE IMPORTANCE OF PHOTOGRAPHY TO 4ANGS
PERFORMANCEAS IF IT WERE DESIGNED TO BE MEDIATED BY SUCHWHATS MISSING OF COURSE IS A
DISCUSSION OF THE CAMERAS OWN BLIND SPOTS ) WONT READ TOO MUCH INTO WHAT THESE STUTTERS WITH
DATES MIGHT MEAN &OR NOW )M INTERESTED IN THEM MAINLY AS AN EXEMPLARY SIGN OF THE FAILURE
TO COMPLETELY SCRIPT DESIRE .OT ONLY IS TOTAL SELF REmEXIVITY UNATTAINABLE IT IS BEYOND DESIRABLE
4HE BLIND SPOT MAY BE WHAT CRITICS LOOK TO DISCOVER BUT IT CAN ONLY BE SERVED UP UNWITTINGLY
3EE lGURES  TO  
!T THE 8 FORUM HELD AT 4HE 3UBSTATION  THEATRE PRACTITIONER AND THEORIST 0AUL 2AE
SPEAKING FROM THE mOOR SAID THAT ITS IRONIC THAT HERE IS A WORK SPECIlCALLY MADE FOR A TELEVISION
AND THEREFORE MASS AUDIENCE BUT IT MAY HAVE BEEN SEEN BY A SMALLER POPULATION THAN YOUR AVERAGE
POPULAR LOCAL THEATRE AND THEATRE PARTICULARLY IN 3INGAPORE HAS A TINY AUDIENCE BASE COMPARED
TO TELEVISION  6ERY FEW WHO ATTENDED THE FORUM CAUGHT THE FOUR EPISODES AS THEY AIRED ON !RTS
#ENTRAL )T SEEMED THE 46 STATION WASNT PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN PROMOTING THE SHOW AS THERE
WASNT MUCH MARKETING OF IT 7HILE THE ISSUE OF RECEPTION IS CRUCIAL TO A FULLER DISCUSSION
OF 8  IT IS BEYOND THE SCOPE OF THIS PRESENTATION 7HAT )D LIKE TO HIGHLIGHT ARE A COUPLE
MORE REMARKS MADE AT THE FORUM )N A CAUTIOUS READING BY AN ART HISTORIAN PANELIST
4 + 3ABAPATHY THOUGHT (O WAS PROBABLY OVERSTATING THE CASE FOR THE IMPORTANCE OF 4ANG
$A 7US PERFORMANCE #ULTURAL THEORIST # * 7AN LING 7EE ALSO ON THE PANEL OBSERVED
HOW (O UNVEILED THE PATHETIC DELUSIONS OF GRANDEUR OF THE INEFFECTUAL INTELLECTUAL CLASSES IN
3INGAPORETHEY ONLY WISH THEY COULD BE SO IMPORTANT AND SO RADICAL )N CONTRAST !UDREY 7ONG
MY CO DIRECTOR AT 4HE 3UBSTATION SAID TO ME JUST AS THE FORUM ENDED THAT PERHAPS (O WAS REALLY
JUST JOKING AND SURELY ) MUST BE TOOWITH ALL THIS TALK ABOUT ART CRITICISM AND HEARTBREAK  7ONG
HAS A POINT (OS MODE OF ADDRESS IS IRONIC THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE SERIES OF 8 !ND YET CAN WE
NOT ASSUME THAT WHEN (O HAS THE DIRECTOR SAY hTHIS SMALL SIMPLE ACT OF OF POLITENESS OF REGARD
FOR THE OTHER THAT IS TO ME THE MOST RADICAL GESTURE WITHIN THIS WHOLE PERFORMANCEv #AN WE NOT
ASSUME THAT IT IS (O HIMSELF SPEAKING HERE 4HAT HE BELIEVES THIS FUNDAMENTAL REGARD FOR THE OTHER
IS IN TRUTH THE MOST RADICAL GESTURE NOT ONLY OF 4ANGS PERFORMANCE BUT FOR ANY WORK OF ART
!S IF WHAT (O IS SAYING IN OVERSTATING HIS CASE FOR THE IMPORTANCE OF 4ANGS PERFORMANCE AS ONE
OF THE MOST RADICAL WORKS OF ART IN 3INGAPORE HISTORY IN IMBUING IT WITH AS MUCH CHARISMA AND
AURA AS HE CAN THAT THE VERY ACT OF REGARDING THE OTHER IS ALREADY A MOST GRAND REGARD !ND THAT
THE MOST PRECISE MODE OF ADDRESS IN THIS CASE IS IRONICALLY TO EXAGGERATE THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS
REGARD
4ANGS OWN PERFORMANCE IS PROFOUNDLY IRONIC IT MAY BE A PERFORMANCE OF THE LACK OF RELATION
BETWEEN ART AND THE 3TATE BUT IT IS ALSO A PERFORMANCE OF AN UNREQUITED DESIRECAN ANYTHING
MORE SUCCINCTLY EXPRESS SUCH YEARNING THAN THE AMBIGUOUS STATEMENT h$ONT 'IVE -ONEY TO THE
!RTSv !ND YET COULD IT HAVE BEEN DELIVERED ANY MORE SINCERELY ) WANT TO CONTEND THAT JUST AS 4ANG
IS MOST SINCERE SO IS (O 4ZU .YEN IN EXPRESSING HIS HIGHEST REGARD FOR 4ANG $A 7US PERFORMANCE
%PISODE THREE WHILE OSTENSIBLY A DOCUMENTARY ON ART IS LESS ABOUT AN ARTWORK THAN A PERFORMANCE
OF REGARD A SPEAKING TO ART BOTH IN THE SINGULAR 4ANGS WORK AND IN THE UNIVERSAL TO !RT WITH THE
CAPITAL ! "UT ) HESITATE TO GO SO FAR AND SAY THAT IT IS ALSO A DECLARATION OF LOVEYES IT IS OF COURSE
IF NOT EXPLICITLY ) HESITATE BECAUSE SOMETIMES SUCH A DECLARATION IS MADE PRECISELY IN THE WAY IT
IS WITHHELD AND NOT YET SAID 7HAT (O TEACHES ME IS HOW THE TENSION THE SEDUCTIVE INTERPLAY
BETWEEN IRONY AND SINCERITY IS CENTRAL TO THE DECLARATION OF LOVE YET ANOTHER ALTERNATIVE TITLE
FOR THIS ESSAY WOULD BE @IMPOSSIBLE SINCERITY HOPEFUL IRONY  /NE CANNOT SAY EVERYTHING ONE
CANNOT BE ENTIRELY SINCERE AND SOMETIMES THE BEST USE OF IRONY IS PARADOXICALLY NOT AS A MEANS
OF PROTECTING ONESELF OF DISTANCING OF UNDERMINING THE FULL PRESENCE OF AN ENCOUNTER BUT OF
MAINTAINING AND MAKING POSSIBLE A GREATER INTIMACY

"UT TO INVEST TOO MUCH PERSONAL INTEREST TO HOPE TOO MUCH IN A MOMENT OF ART THAT OF COURSE
IS WHERE MY ANALOGY BETWEEN CRITICISM AND HEARTBREAK FALLS APART ) RECENTLY TALKED WITH AN ARTIST
FRIEND COINCIDENTALLY A SUBJECT OF ONE OF (OS lLMS AND WE BOTH AGREED THAT ONE SHOULD NEVER
WANT TOO MUCH FROM A PARTICULAR PROJECT A SPECIlC WORK OF ART %ITHER AS A CRITIC WRITING ON IT OR
AS THE ARTIST STRIVING TO GET HIS OR HER PROPOSALS REALISED OR SELECTED BY A CURATOR /NE SHOULDNT SET
ONESELF UP FOR SUCH BIG DISAPPOINTMENTS 3URE )VE SAID IN THE PAST THAT ) WANT !RT TO DEMAND OF US
THE IMPOSSIBLE TO TEST OUR IMAGINATIONS AND CONVICTIONS TO THE LIMIT !ND ) STAND BY THAT STILL THAT
!RT SHOULD $EMAND THE )MPOSSIBLE "UT IF !RTS DEMAND IS SO GREAT SO GRAND ON THE OTHER HAND
CAN ONE REALLY EXPECT RECIPROCATION OR SATISFACTION FROM !RT .O THE GREATEST DISAPPOINTMENT DOES
NOT INVOLVE !RT THE GREATEST DISAPPOINTMENT BECAUSE IT TURNS UPON THE GREATEST WANT INVOLVES
PEOPLE INDIVIDUALSTHE INDIVIDUAL WHO BREAKS ONES HEART
/PUFT
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4HE ART HISTORIAN 4HOMAS #ROW WROTE IN  THAT hARTISTS HAVE BECOME AVID IF UNPREDICTABLE
CONSUMERS OF ART HISTORYv IN THAT hCONSCIOUSNESS OF PRECEDENT HAS BECOME VERY NEARLY THE
CONDITION AND DElNITION OF MAJOR ARTISTIC AMBITIONv 4O #ROW hALMOST EVERY SERIOUS WORK
OF CONTEMPORARY ART RECAPITULATES ON SOME EXPLICIT OR IMPLICIT LEVEL THE HISTORICAL SEQUENCE OF
OBJECTS TO WHICH IT BELONGSv 4HIS CONDITION RECALLS THE @ANXIETY OF INmUENCE FAMOUSLY DESCRIBED
BY (AROLD "LOOM WHO POSITED THAT EVERY NEW POEM IS IN ESSENCE A REWORKING OF EARLIER POEMS
WITH CREATIVE MISREADING OR MISPRISION ENABLING YOUNGER POETS OR EPHEBES TO DEVELOP DISTINCTIVE
VOICES OF THEIR OWN !S ARTISTS BUILD ENDLESSLY ON WHAT HAS GONE BEFORE THE lELD HAS EXPANDED
EVER OUTWARD BREAKING DOWN MASTER NARRATIVES INTO WHAT HAS BEEN CALLED A @POST HISTORICAL
MOMENT OF RADICAL PLURALITY IN WHICH EVERY WORK OF ART COULD BE SAID TO CONTAIN ONLY ITS OWN
HISTORY 4HE METHODOLOGICAL AND CONCEPTUAL SHIFTS THAT ARTISTS INTRODUCE TO OUR UNDERSTANDING
OF ART ARE OFTEN OVERLOOKED IN FORMAL ART HISTORY HOWEVER GIVEN THAT THEY CAN BE UNPREDICTABLE
UNRULY AND EVEN NIHILISTIC AND ARE USUALLY PRESENTED IN THE FORM OF ART ITSELF
4HE 3INGAPOREAN ARTIST (O 4ZU .YEN IS A SERIOUS STUDENT OF ART HISTORY AND OF "LOOM AND HAS
MADE THIS HISTORICAL RESEARCH THE MATERIAL OF HIS ART (IS WORKS DRAW ON VARIOUS LOCAL HISTORIES
THE FOUNDING MYTH OF 3INGAPORE IN THE VIDEO PAINTING AND INSTALLATION PROJECT 5TAMA %VERY
.AME IN (ISTORY IS )   CONCEPTUAL LINEAGES AND TRANSFERS IN 3INGAPOREAN AND -ALAYSIAN
ART IN THE LECTURE PERFORMANCE  3OUTH 3EAS  #HAIRS  3UITS  AND FOUR KEY 3INGAPOREAN
ART WORKS IN X %PISODES OF 3INGAPORE !RT  WHICH TOOK THE FORM OF FOUR TELEVISION
EPISODES BROADCAST ON 3INGAPORES !RTS #ENTRAL CHANNEL A FORUM DISCUSSION AND A DIAGRAMMATIC
FOLDABLE POSTCARD CUBE FOR DISTRIBUTION )N (OS WORK HISTORY IS PRESENTED AS PROVISIONAL AND
SUBJECTIVE FRAMED BY A DIALECTICAL STRUCTURE OF MULTIPLE AND OFTEN CONTESTING POINTS OF VIEW
9ET (O ALSO HAS A PEDAGOGICAL IMPULSETHE DESIRE TO RECOVER AND DISSEMINATE INFORMATION
THAT IS LITTLE KNOWN OR UNDERSTOOD TO WIDE AUDIENCES AND TO ENCOURAGE CRITICAL READINGS OF THAT
INFORMATION )N THE CONTEXT OF 3INGAPORE WHERE CONTEMPORARY ART IS MARGINAL AT BEST AND HISTORY
IS WIDELY ACCEPTED AS BEGINNING IN  WITH THE CITY STATES FOUNDING BY 3IR 3TAMFORD 2AFmES (OS
PROJECT CONTAINS A CERTAIN URGENCY WITH ITS DESIRE TO ENGAGE BROAD AUDIENCES AND ENCOURAGE DEBATE

&OR THE PURPOSES OF THIS TEXT )LL FOCUS ON X AND STATE MY OWN INTERESTS) WAS A PARTICIPANT
IN THE FORUM COMPONENT HELD ON  /CTOBER  AT THE 3UBSTATION )D ALSO LIKE TO NOTE THAT
WRITING ABOUT (OS WORK IS A DAUNTING PROSPECT NOT ONLY DUE TO ITS COMPLEXITY AND THE FORMIDABLE
ERUDITION OF THE ARTIST BUT ALSO BECAUSE HIS WORK OPENLY QUESTIONS AUTHORITATIVE OR SINGULAR
READINGS -OST ART DOES TO SOME DEGREE BUT RARELY IS THIS ASPECT SO CLEARLY FOREGROUNDED IN THE
WORK FORCING A CONSIDERATION OF ONES OWN ROLE AS AN @AUTHORITY 4HE TELEVISION COMPONENT OF
X FOR EXAMPLE PULLS APART THE FORMAT OF ART DOCUMENTARIES WITH THEIR OMNISCIENT PRESENTERS
FROM 2OBERT (UGHES TO 3ISTER 7ENDY (OS TWENTY TWO AND A HALF MINUTE EPISODES INSTEAD UTILISE
A BINARY STRUCTURE OF TWO @OSCILLATING HOSTS ONE FEMALE AND ONE MALE EACH PAIR MAPPING CERTAIN
SETS OF POWER RELATIONSEMPLOYEREMPLOYEE DIRECTORASSISTANT BOYFRIENDGIRLFRIENDAND TAKING
OPPOSING VIEWS ON THE MERITS OF THE WORK IN QUESTION 4HIS ASPECT HAS ATTRACTED SOME CRITICISM
AS ESSENTIALIST WITH THE FEMALE ROLES POSITIONED AS PROGRESSIVE IF AT TIMES HYSTERICAL ARGUING THEIR
CASE AGAINST THE REACTIONARY MALE CHARACTERS WHO ARE AGGRESSIVE CONTROLLING AND EVEN VIOLENT
(OS PRESENTATION OF ARTISTIC DEBATE AS AN OVERWROUGHT AND IN ONE CASE DEADLY STRUGGLE IS
HUMOROUSLY EXAGGERATED EVEN CAMP WHILE TAPPING INTO LONG STANDING ANXIETIES ABOUT
CONTEMPORARY ARTS IRRELEVANCE IN AN INCREASINGLY CONSERVATIVE AND POPULIST CULTURAL AND
POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT 4HIS ASPECT AGAIN HAS SPECIlC RESONANCES IN 3INGAPORE WITH ITS SMALL
CONCENTRATED ART SCENE OPERATING INSIDE A PRIMARILY MERCANTILE SOCIETY HYPER MANAGED BY
THE 3TATE
%ACH EPISODE OF X ESSENTIALLY @REMAKES A SINGLE ART WORK 4HESE ARE #HEONG 3OO 0IENGS PAINTING
4ROPICAL ,IFE  A KEY EXAMPLE OF THE @.ANYANG SCHOOL THAT FUSED #HINESE 3OUTH %AST !SIAN
AND 7ESTERN MODERNIST INmUENCES TO CREATE A LOCAL STYLE #HEO #HAI (IANGS CONCEPTUAL WORK
FT X FT 3INGAPORE 2IVER AN INSTRUCTION SUBMITTED TO AND REJECTED BY THE -ODERN !RT 3OCIETY
IN  4ANG $A 7US PROTEST PERFORMANCE $ONT 'IVE -ONEY TO THE !RTS IN WHICH THE ARTIST
POINTEDLY WORE A JACKET EMBLAZONED WITH THOSE WORDS WHEN MEETING THE 0RESIDENT OF 3INGAPORE
AND ,IM 4ZAY #HUENS !LTER   AN AS YET UNREALISED ACTION INVOLVING A BULLET BEING lRED
INTO A GALLERY REQUIRING AN INORDINATE AMOUNT OF BUREAUCRATIC NEGOTIATION BY THE ARTIST (OS

!

SELECTION OF THESE WORKS SPANS A RANGE OF PRACTICES AND PERIODS NECESSARILY COMPRESSED WITHIN
3INGAPORES SHORT ART HISTORY YET ALSO PINPOINTS SHARED THEMESA SENSE OF FAILURE OR IRRESOLUTION A
STRONG CONCERN FOR LOCAL CONDITIONS AND THE UNEASY PRESENCE OF 7ESTERN ART STYLES 5NIlED BY THEIR
STARK WHITE SCREEN FORMAT LIKE A SEQUENCE OF WHITE CUBE GALLERIES THE EPISODES PLAYFULLY RECREATE
AND IN THE CASE OF #HEO AND ,IMS WORKS REALISE FOR THE lRST TIME EACH WORK AS A NARRATIVE
RATHER THAN AN OBJECT OR @MOMENT PLACING IT IN THE mOW OF HISTORY 4HE WORKS APPEAR NOT AS A
DIRECT REPRESENTATION BUT AS A SERIES OF CONTRASTING READINGS AND DISCOURSES INCORPORATING PICTORIAL
ANALYSIS BIOGRAPHY SOCIAL HISTORY -ARXIST THEORY AND FEMINISM 7HILE HIS STRATEGY IS REMINISCENT
OF SOME APPROPRIATION ART OF PREVIOUS DECADES IT PRESENTS MULTIPLE VERSIONS OF THE ORIGINAL RATHER
THAN TREATING IT AS A SINGULAR SIGN 4HE WORKS HERE APPEAR AS POROUS AND VULNERABLE EVEN AS (O IS
EMPHASISING THEIR ICONIC STATUS
(O CONSCIOUSLY REHEARSES "LOOMS IMAGE OF THE EPHEBE TACKLING THE ART OF THE PAST AS A WAY
TO MOVE FORWARD YET RATHER THAN SUBLIMATING THE ORIGINAL BRINGS IT TO THE SURFACE (IS WORK
FUNCTIONS AS A PLATFORM TO DISSEMINATE THESE WORKS BRINGING THEM BACK TO LIFE SO THAT THEY
CAN BE RE EVALUATED (IS CHOICE OF @UNSTABLE OR UNREALISED ART WORKS IS CRUCIAL IN THIS REGARD IN
#HEOS EPISODE FOR EXAMPLE (O CLEARLY PRESENTS HIS NOTION OF THE FAILED OR REPRESSED ART WORK
AS @UNlNISHED BUSINESS FOREVER DOOMED TO RETURN AND HAUNT THE PRESENT LIKE (AMLETS GHOST
)N BRINGING THESE WORKS INTO THE PRESENT ENABLING UNlNISHED WORKS TO BE lNISHED OR EPHEMERAL
ACTIONS TO BE RESTAGED A POPULAR PHENOMENON OF LATEFOR EXAMPLE -ARINA !BRAMOVICS 
RESTAGINGS OF PERFORMANCES BY "EUYS %XPORT !CCONCI AND OTHERS OR THE 3HORT (ISTORY OF
0ERFORMANCE SERIES HELD AT ,ONDONS 7HITECHAPEL !RT 'ALLERY IN n  (O PERFORMS A
DOUBLE MANOEUVRE OF HONOURING AND PROMOTING HIS UNSUNG HEROES WHILE EMPTYING THEM OUT
AND PARASITICALLY OCCUPYING THEIR SPACE INSERTING HIMSELF INTO HISTORY AS (O NOTES hDISCUSSIONS
OF THESE WORKS MUST NOW ALSO ENGAGE WITH Xv 4HE PRESENCE OF THE ARTISTS IN X IS INVISIBLE
SHADOWY OR IMPRECISE IN THE EPISODE THAT MOST REQUIRES THE ARTIST TO BE REPRESENTED 4ANG $A
7U4HE -OST 2ADICAL 'ESTURE THE lGURE OF 4ANG IS PLAYED BY A NON LOOK ALIKE THE ARTIST *OHN
,OW WHO WAS ALSO SELECTED FOR HIS DEADPAN LACK OF ACTING lNESSE 4HE ART DOCUMENTARYS ROMANTIC
CONCEIT OF THE ARTIST AT WORK EPITOMISED BY THE FAMOUS FOOTAGE OF *ACKSON 0OLLOCK IS REJECTED
OUTRIGHT BY (O ENCOURAGING CONTRASTING READINGS OF THE WORKS BY THE AUDIENCE UNENCUMBERED
BY AUTHORSHIP
)N HIS USE OF TELEVISION (O PURSUES HIS INTEREST IN WORKING THROUGH THE PROBLEMS AND LIMITS OF
SPECIlC MEDIUMS &OR THE EPISODES ON 4ANG AND ,IM IN PARTICULAR HIS SCRIPTS DISCUSS THE USE OF
PHOTOGRAPHY HYPE GOSSIP AND PUBLICITY AS MEANS OF DISSEMINATING PARTICULAR ART WORKS ALL CRUCIAL
ASPECTS OF TELEVISION BROADCASTING AND THE MASS MEDIA IN GENERAL 4HE MOTIF OF THE TELEVISION SET
AS FRAME IS ALSO DOMINANT IN ,IMS EPISODE AS IT DISCUSSES THE @INVISIBLE ART WORK THAT REQUIRES
SUCH FORUMS TO EXIST "Y BROADCASTING THESE FOUR WORKS AS TELEVISION (O THUS ATTEMPTS TO RETAIN
A CERTAIN lDELITY TO THEIR SPIRIT AND INTENTION AT THE SAME TIME AS CRITIQUING THE CONVENTIONS AND
EXPECTATIONS OF THE FORM 4HE OTHER SIDE OF TELEVISION OF COURSE IS ITS AUDIENCE AND (OS USE OF !RTS
#ENTRAL TO REACH BEYOND THE GALLERY CERTAINLY CONTINUES THE LEGACY OF CONCEPTUAL ART IN ITS DESIRE TO
BREAK FREE OF THE ART SYSTEM AND lND NEW FORMS OF CIRCULATION AND DISTRIBUTION 4HE @SUCCESS OF THIS
ENTERPRISE AS WITH THE CONCEPTUAL ART OF THE S AND S IS DEBATABLE AT THE FORUM FOR EXAMPLE
IT BECAME EVIDENT THAT FEW OF ITS PREDOMINANTLY ART WORLD AUDIENCE HAD ACTUALLY SEEN THE EPISODES
AND ITS OVERALL VIEWER lGURES WERE RELATIVELY LOW 9ET THE FACT THAT SUCH INNOVATIVE AND AMBITIOUS
PROGRAMS WERE FUNDED PRODUCED AND TRANSMITTED AT ALL IS TESTAMENT TO THE SKILLS OF THE ARTIST AND
HIS TEAM IN NEGOTIATING WITH 3TATE AND MEDIA OFlCIALS AND MAXIMISING AVAILABLE OPPORTUNITIES A
PROCESS WITH CLEAR PARALLELS TO ,IMS EXPERIMENTS IN BUREAUCRACY AND ADMINISTRATION
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XS UTOPIAN IMPULSE TO PROPAGATE THESE WORKS INTO THE 3INGAPOREAN CONSCIOUSNESSBUILDING A
VIRTUAL COMMUNITY OF SHARED KNOWLEDGEAS WELL AS TO PROMOTE HIS ARTIST COLLEAGUES AND INmUENCES
CAN ALSO BE VIEWED IN RELATION TO A BROADER SYSTEM OF ARTISTIC COLLECTIVITY 4HE ROLE OF ARTISTS
COLLECTIVES AND COLLABORATIONS HAS BEEN CRUCIAL TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF 3INGAPOREAN CONTEMPORARY
ART PRACTICE AS ELSEWHERE ARISING IN PART AS A RESPONSE TO THE ABSENCE OF A STRONG AND SUPPORTIVE
CRITICAL AND INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK 7ITH A FEW KEY EXCEPTIONS ART HISTORICAL RESEARCH IN 3INGAPORE
HAS LARGELY BEEN BORNE BY ARTISTS THEMSELVES DOCUMENTING ARCHIVING AND WRITING ABOUT THE
PRACTICES OF THEIR PEERS )T WAS PERHAPS WITH A TONGUE IN HIS CHEEK THAT (O PUT TOGETHER THE FORUM
CONSISTING OF ART HISTORIANS CRITICS AND CURATORS WHO OVER THE PAST DECADE OR MORE HAVE BEEN CLOSELY
ENGAGED WITH CONTEMPORARY ART IN 3INGAPORE 4HE FORUM FORMALISED THE DISCURSIVENESS AT THE
HEART OF X BRINGING TO ATTENTION THE RITUALS OF ARTISTIC DEBATE WHILE PROVIDING THE OPPORTUNITY
TO EXTEND THE IDEAS PROPOSED IN THE EPISODES 7ATCHED OVER BY THE ARTIST FROM THE HIDDEN VANTAGE
POINT OF THE SOUND MIXING BOOTH THE PANEL PARTICIPANTS REPRESENTED AN OFlCIAL OR INSTITUTIONAL
HISTORY SEPARATED FROM THE ARTISTS IN THE AUDIENCE )T DIDNT OCCUR TO ME UNTIL LATER THAT THIS WAS
A HUMOROUS GESTURE PERFORMED IN THE 3UBSTATIONS THEATRE WITH THE PARTICIPANTS ACTING OUT THEIR
ROLES AS (O DIRECTED FROM ABOVE
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